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Abstract
Meaning is the essence. It is the primary reason for us to keep doing things. Meaning is both
significance and the endless unfolding of significance.
Visual Meaning is fundamental for visual arts and design processes. One draws, paints,
sculpts, throws sponges on the wall, dips one’s own body into paint and crawls on the ground or
codes to create lines, spots or fields (Knight), all of which are then looked into, perceived and iterated.
Vision is so important that Alberti’s eye becomes a godly creature with wings that flies among
thunderstorms, Kepler’s eye becomes a perfect machine through which stars and galaxies leaks
(Alpers), Vermeer’s eye becomes the ultimate light filter and depicter. Finally Stiny’s eye establishes a
“unique computational theory: Shape Grammars” (Knight and Stiny).
And all this happens in a series of places (Casey), as one wanders through streams of creative
visual processes along one’s humaning (Ingold). Once I portray the moment of visual discovery as an
encounter, the artists and the designer as encounterers and the computer as the counter, I ask: can
the ultimate counter [the computer] provide true encounters for creative visual processes?
Computing visual meaning –is it really possible?
I unfold these questions by introducing a visual-making apparatus around which all
scientifically separated players, the encounter, the encounterer and the counter become interwoven
in one place. Visual-making, similar to living, requires us to twist, bend, embrace and abandon. The
human-be-comput-ing tree grows to introduce a novel model for drawing and painting, for humaning.
An uncommon place for discovering and computing visual meanings, the Broadened-Drawing Scape,
emerges.

Thesis Supervisor: George Stiny
Title: Professor of Design and Computation
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1.1. Glossary
Below is a list of words and terms that I use frequently throughout this
dissertation, and what they mean in this dissertation’s context:
Visual-making: The practice of producing visible things for exploring visual
ideas. Word ‘visual’ does not only refer to the mode of perception, but it also
contains the meaning of the noun version of the word: visual(n) making. The
making process is not merely visual in perceptual sense, because it is embodied
by nature.
Visual meaning-making: Meanings that are explored, discovered and expanded
through visual-making.
Creative Visual Processes: Activities that relate to art and design such as
sketching, painting or drawing for design. I am not directly talking about the
definition, modes and level of creativity.
–scape: As explained by Casey, “[Scape] is essentially the same [word] as
shape, except that it once meant a composition of similar objects… given
the considerable scope of –scape… there are at least as many placescapes
as there are kinds of place: seascapes, housescapes, cityscapes, aeroscapes,
dreamscapes, wildscapes, even thoughtscapes.”1
Broadened Drawing-Scape: The visual-exploration environment (including
hardware and software) that I am developing. With this environment I fuse
analog and digital modes of visual-making.
Becoming: Early in my PhD research, I concentrated on the three concepts
of being, becoming and computing with no apparent hierarchy, yet becoming
became the trumping concept, because simply there is no being(v) or being(n)
without becoming.

1
Casey, Edward S. 2009. Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed
Understanding of the Place-World. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 203.
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Humaning: A term coined by Tim Ingold.2 Human (as a noun) does not express
what I want to say. Humaning fits my research perfectly, because I constantly
talk about the ever-becoming human.

2
Ingold, Tim. 2015. The Life of Lines. Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New York,
NY: Routledge.
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1.2. What Does the Title Mean?
A Place for Computing Visual Meaning: A Broadened Drawing-Scape.
Meaning is the primary reason for us to keep doing things. Meaning “includes
significance, purpose, intention and value” 3 and it expands as we search for
and live with it. Humans might momentarily lose the motivation to keep going,
but the act of living has to go on to both create and recognize saliences and
significance. This is why Dante’s momentary hesitation and fear at the verge of
the dark forest cannot stop his journey towards the nine chambers of inferno,
for he needs to find, experience, and nourish his own quest for meaning.
Visual Meaning is fundamental for visual arts and design processes: one
draws, paints, sculpts, throws sponges on the wall,4 dips one’s own body into
paint and crawls on the ground or simply codes to create lines, spots or fields,5
all of which are then looked into, perceived and taken to a next step. Vision
is so important that Alberti’s eye becomes a godly creature with wings that
flies among thunderstorms, Kepler’s eye becomes a perfect machine through
which stars and galaxies leak in,6 Vermeer’s eye becomes the ultimate light
filter and depicter.7 Finally Stiny’s eye establishes a “unique computational
theory: Shape Grammars.”8

3
Bohm, David. 1989. “Meaning and Information.” In The Search for Meaning:
The New Spirit in Science and Philosophy, edited by Paavo Pylkkanen, 43–66.
Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group.
4
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press.
5
Knight, T. W. 1989. “Color Grammars: Designing with Lines and Colors.”
Environment and Planning B: Planning and Design 16 (4): 417–49. doi:10.1068/
b160417.
6
Crary, Jonathan. 1990. Techniques of the Observer: On Vision and Modernity
in the Nineteenth Century. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press.
7
Alpers, Svetlana. 2009. The Art of Describing: Dutch Art in the Seventeenth
Century. Chicago: The Univ. of Chicago Press.
8
Knight, Terry, and George Stiny. 2015. “Making Grammars: From Computing
with Shapes to Computing with Things.” Design Studies, Special Issue: Computational
Making, 41, Part A (November): 8–28. doi:10.1016/j.destud.2015.08.006.
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Computing Visual Meaning with Shape Grammars is fundamentally
different from classical computing, in the way that computation takes place
through direct use of shapes, without “symbols, words or numbers or other
abstract structures that represent visual shapes indirectly.”9 You don’t type
addPoint(0,0,0) to see a point at the center of the virtual coordinate system.
On the contrary and exactly, as Stiny states, what you see is what you get:
the essential thing here is that you do not lose the meaning of what you see
through its representations. Whatever you see and whatever you choose and
use, because it makes sense to do so, is the one that is meaningful to you. You
become imbued with your visual meanings directly while you compute.
And all this happens at a certain place,10 in time, in a specific context. Although
constantly imagined so, humans are neither purely mechanical nor bodiless
spiritual creatures that can be isolated form the places in which they reside.
No one discovers and unfolds meanings in perfectly white-painted rooms,
black boxes or out of their bodies. The Place for Computing Visual Meaning is
where your body is at that time: what you think, what you feel, what you hear
and what you do –right here and right now.
The Broadened Drawing Scape is an uncommon place in which one can
discover and compute visual meaning(s). Broadened Drawing Scape includes
a glass drawing surface onto which any kind of paper can be placed. One can
draw or paint on this paper, or make collages using mixed media. The idea is
this: you work with materials and make visual artifacts. Another component
is a computer used to capture what you see, through a digital camera and
then to apply shape computations using (parts or the whole) of your drawings.
The computational system is just what it is, not a means to infer or suggest.
It is a tool you use. Lastly, the digital projector is there to project computed
configurations of captured drawings beneath your drawing surface. This way,
you can see your digital projection bleed into your analog drawing. This is when
your visual meaning starts unfolding at much higher rates: you can embed,
discover and trace virtually an unlimited number of shapes.

9
Ibid.
10
Casey, E. S. (2009). Getting Back Into Place: Toward A Renewed Understanding
of the Place-World, Bloomington: Indiana University Press. P.275.
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1.3. What Is This Dissertation About?
1.3.1. The Scope
The contributions of this dissertation are both theoretical and technical. On
the theoretical side, I recapitulate the statement “drawing is becoming”11 by
fusing the notions of meaning-making,12 calculating through seeing13 and being
in-between14 in the realm of computing. I portray the drafter as a wanderer15
and encounterer seeking a new encounter on an ever-expanding journey
(Figure 1.01) between the place of departure and the place of encounter.
11
Dexter, Emma. 2005. Vitamin D: New Perspectives in Drawing. First Edition.
London etc.: Phaidon Press: “…drawing forever describes its own making in its
becoming”
12
Bohm, David. 1989. “Meaning and Information.” In The Search for Meaning:
The New Spirit in Science and Philosophy, edited by Paavo Pylkkanen, 43–66.
Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group.
13
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press..
14
Casey, Edward S. 2009. Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed
Understanding of the Place-World. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, xii: “We are
beings of the between, always on the move between places.”
15
Solnit, Rebecca. 2001. Wanderlust: A History of Walking. New York, N.Y.,
U.S.A.: Penguin Books.
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Figure 1.01.
Drawing as wandering and becoming:
Dante (the drafter,
the
encounterer)
leaves the place of
departure to encounter something
new on the way.

I search for ways to integrate the piecemeal logic of computing into the flux of
drawing and painting as an open-ended journey in a seamless way. I develop
a critical outlook about the divide between human seamless embodied
actions and perceptions that take place during creative visual processes, and
the discrete nature of binary computing. I associate evidence from fields of
philosophy, cognitive science, anthropology, arts and literature, to frame
a systematic inquiry of yet-to-be outlined associations between design,
computing and the ever-becoming self in its course of humaning.16
On the technical side, I present a prototype and a method to enable the painter
to explore paintings in an unprecedented way, by empowering the painter to
express his or her embodied actions in painting, via broadening the process
by adding a computational layer for stylistic exploration. This helps develop or
further investigate characters (or styles) of paintings and drawings, because
drawings and paintings are not merely products of the sum of their parts but
they appear through the ways in which these parts get embedded into the

16
Ingold, Tim. 2015. The Life of Lines. Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New York,
NY: Routledge.
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whole over time. The Broadened Drawing-Scape consists of hardware and
software components and it helps fuse analog and digital modes of drawing
(and more), –as a proof of concept of my theoretical approach (Figure 1.02).

Figure 1.02.
Workflow of the
Broadened - Drawing - Scape, un-diagrammed. Humaning takes place in
form of drawing and
painting while computing (and computational devices) are
used to capture the
turning points during
the genesis of the visual artifact.
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This study is primarily about being human, and then about using digital
computers. More specifically, it is about the compatibility of digital computers
with active-perceptive humans’ embodied creative processes. Although
I expand the boundaries of my inquiry to both intellectual and practical
limitations that are rooted in human-computer coupling in contemporary
practices, I specifically concentrate on situating computers in human creative
visual processes, such as sketching, painting or drawing for design. I analyze
the ways in which computers are used in creative visual processes, and I
re-centralize painters, designers and drafters within these creative visual
processes that utilize computers. I do this by proposing a prototype that
amplifies the perceptions and actions of the user and combines them with
broad image processing capabilities of computers.
This study is not the first one aiming to elaborate on the role of computing
in creative processes; however, I believe it is certainly different in the way it
unfolds the problem. The dynamics of the ever-becoming human are discussed
as much as –if not more than- the implications of using computers for creative
visual practices. With my proposal I aim to reveal what is still missing in regard
to utilization of computers in visual creative processes. I go into subjects which
are not usually spoken about in connection with subjects of the arts, design
and computing. I constantly keep unfolding the subject of the human as an
entity of constant becoming because at the end of the day it is the very main
subject of this research. My in-depth look into the ever-becoming human is
about the ways in which s/he makes marks, draws, paints and walks on the
landscape17 (again to make traces and thus to draw) (Figure 1.03).
The prototype proposed in various stages of this dissertation is not meant
to be a product, but a tool to think with. My hardware-software prototype
amplifies the role of the hands and eyes of the painter or the designer, which
are fundamental in processes of visual-making.18 I argue that computational
tools and workflows suppress the dominant role of hands and eyes due to the
limitations implied by either the discrete logic of computing or by non-user-

17
“Tim Knowles - Windwalks.” 2016. Accessed May 5. http://www.timknowles.
co.uk/Work/Windwalks/tabid/496/Default.aspx.
18
Refer to the Glossary for the full description of visual-making.
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Figure 1.03.
A drawing from
the series “Windwalks” by artist Tim
Knowles. Windwalks
(2009) is a “series
of walks directed by
the wind using an array of mechanisms,
filmed and plotted
by GPS."

friendly human-computer interaction devices.19 That is why, more than the
technology and the devices, I concentrate on methodology of making handdrawings and paintings, and thus I don’t intend to propose some devices that
perform slightly better than current devices. Computing industry constantly
works on such devices, yet computers remain as computers, as deterministic
machines. Advancements remain incremental, almost never transcendental
(Figure 1.04).20

19
Petherbridge, Deanna. 2010. The Primacy of Drawing: Histories and Theories
of Practice [...] [...]. New Haven, Conn. [u.a.: Yale Univ. Press, 110. Petherbridge wrote:
“The visual signs of touch in drawing are coordinated with actual touching, a delicate
stroke; for example, suggest distance and a heavy, emphatic gesture signifies closeness
to the spectator and/or compositional emphasis. The lack of such tactile responses
in the act of making something on a computer or responding to stimuli for scientific
purposes, is regarded as so significant that there are many research projects concerned
with stimulated touch or ‘sympathetic haptics’ for users in two- and three-dimensional
areas.”
20
For instance, take recently introduced HCI devices: the roots of Kinect and
Leap-motion can be traced back to 1960’s, and the logic of Oculus Rift and similar tools
can be traced back to end of nineteenth century.
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Figure 1.04.
Column
Stereoscope, 1870s (Crary).
Stereoscopic devices
appeared as early
as 1830, yet they
become
obsolete
shortly
thereafter
due to demanding
physical engagement
required.
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1.3.2. The Significance (Why Did I Do This?)
I enjoy working with computers and I am aware of novel modes of visualmaking which would not be possible without computing. My research stems
from more than ten years of making, practicing, researching, teaching and
writing in the field of design and computation. Thus, I feel qualified to talk
about designers, design teaching and design processes. I strongly believe that
a good designer thinks with his or her own body and it would be hard to think
about any kind of disembodied way to produce art.
This realization about the primacy of embodied actions in visual making
motivated me to develop this dissertation. I developed a sensation of
disconnection, a feeling of disembodiment over time while computing for
design. My efforts in the field of design and computation yielded visually rich
and also functional results, albeit with a loss in turn: I always had a barrier
between what I was doing (the artifact) and myself (the designer), and thus I
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never got a chance to truly touch what I was creating.
Later, I was able to articulate that this very feeling of disconnection was
happening due to the divide between the embodied actions and perceptions
of humans and the purely-discrete and purely-combinatorial nature of binary
computing. In other words, humans just do things, and almost none of these
things can be explained in terms of combinations of part.21 And in turn,
computers work only, and only with, combinations of parts, starting with the
smallest bits that they can operate with, ones and zeroes. This fact has always
been there for all designers to see, yet it was mostly neglected or overlooked
in the field of architectural design. Here is why I think this is so:
During my education, practice and teaching in the field of design and
computation, I saw that most of the creative practitioners embraced the
potentials of computing, and pretty much overlooked or even neglected their
limitations. The majority of the designers worked on developing their skills
and their body of work. There were not many people around who understood
the underlying dynamics of what was being produced and, on the contrary,
there was a huge population that admired emerging designs. I observed this
at renowned institutes, where students showed a great deal of interest in skill
building and scripting and fabrication classes, and at international workshops
which targeted designers, from all age groups, from all around the world, who
were interested in learning parametric modeling techniques. Both of these
groups were enthusiastic learners, but not all of their mentors were critical
thinkers. For the majority, computers were understood to be machines to
be operated through certain commands to generate things to satisfy specific
purposes.
A more critical path can be taken by stepping away from a pure utilitarian and
product-oriented view of computing. A design or a work of art does not come
to life following a series of operations. They are rather products of actions

21
Watts, Alan. 1998. Seeds of Genius: The Early Writings of Alan Watts. Edited
by Mark Watts and John Snelling. Shaftesbury, Dorset ; Rockport, Mass: Element Books
Ltd, 189. Watts wrote: “…their technique was to separate things into their component
parts and to try to understand them by examination and classification of the pieces;
their belief was that the best way of knowing a thing scientifically was to ’pull it to
bits’.”
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undertaken under influence of certain intentions. A product, then, also implies
a process, the process of its making. And as much as this process involves
making, what truly makes it come to life is the search for meaning during
its making, the meaning that artists and painters constantly search for. Such
understanding highlights the importance of open-ended processes of drawing
and painting, processes that are open enough to support the designer and the
painter while they think through their bodies.22
To this end, I ask if there can be any way to incorporate computational
technologies into processes of truly open-ended creative visual explorations.
I believe this question motivates us to rethink the ways of incorporating
computers, which are purely deterministic,23 into creative visual processes that
are fundamentally non-deterministic.
This is where shape grammars come into play. Shape grammars lets one make
non-deterministic types of calculations that cannot be handled by deterministic
machines, namely digital computers. The very fundamental difference between
Stiny’s method of calculating and Turing’s mode of computing is the way they
handle representations. In a universal Turing machine, every bit of operation
happens through translation of concepts to symbols. Eventually, a symbol
gets associated with a concept or an operation, and that symbol means only
and only that thing unless (or until) it is reprogrammed. In shape grammars,
operations happen through visual perception, so things might flicker and
change any time! While Turing machines count numbers, shape grammars
sees shapes, and thus introduces the possibility of open-ended calculation.
Two squares, for instance, will always be two squares for a computer, because
when we count one plus one, it makes two. However, for shape grammars,
the calculations that can be made using two squares will produce infinitely
22
Cain, Patricia. 2010. Drawing: The Enactive Evolution of the Practitioner.
Intellect Books, 27.
Cain wrote: “…the notion that thinking might not just involve knowing with the head,
but thinking through the body.” The statement should be “thinking definitely does not
just involve knowing with the head…”
23
Dyson, George. 2012. Turing’s Cathedral: The Origins of the Digital Universe.
First Printing edition. New York: Vintage, 251. Dyson wrote: “Having pushed the
boundaries of mathematical logic as far as he could with his Universal Machine, Turing
began wondering about ways to escape the limitations of closed formal systems and
purely deterministic machines.
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Figure 1.05.
From two (or three)
squares to 2 thick L’s.

Figure 1.06.
From two squares to
triangles, pentagons
and big and small K’s.

different results (Figure 1.05, 1.06 and 1.07).
In Stiny’s own words: “When we do things visually, what we do now may not be
what we see next. Here I might add a little figure: if I take two squares and add
them together, I might get three squares or two L’s (Figure 1.05), or I might get
four triangles or a bunch of pentagons, and big K’s and little k’s (Figure 1.06).
I might get any number of different kinds of things that don’t preserve the
atomic, unitary, symbolic properties of the squares (Figure 1.07).” 24

24
Gün, Onur Yüce, and George Stiny. 2012. “An Open Conversation with
George Stiny About Calculating and Design.” Edited by Onur Yüce Gün. Dosya 29:
Computational Design, no. 29: 6–11.
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From two squares to
“any number of different kinds of things
that don’t preserve
the atomic, unitary,
symbolic properties
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1.3.3. How Does It Unfold?
The problem with utilizing computers for creative visual processes is that
whatever you input or receive as an output is processed through bits of
information. The immediacy of sensations and understandings towards the
thing that is perceived and acted on somehow diminishes. Discretization,
quantification and computerization of concepts abolishes the meanings that
can only be preserved in the concepts’ wholeness. Computing helps construct
things through using the bits that can be reasoned and quantified, and thus
as a consequence, unquantifiable meanings get filtered out of computational
constructs.
What we do during creative visual processes is not simply to produce and use
some sort of knowledge or to compute with bits of information, but rather
to discover and facilitate saliences and significant25 moments. For instance,
during the act of drawing, we draw what is meaningful for us, or we look at
the meaningful parts in what we draw: “a drawing can both delineate and
suggest.” 26 Something new may emerge as this cycle repeats.
Without a doubt, computers can be used for creative visual processes to,
say, create digital paintings or 3D models. However, whatever is created on a
computer cannot ever be seamless, because it needs to be constructed through
combination of parts. It also cannot be truly itself in a sense, because it needs
to be computed via symbolic representations: everything gets translated into
another version27 that consists of “binary digits, a series of yeses and noes,”28

25
Bohm, David. 1989. “Meaning and Information.” In The Search for Meaning:
The New Spirit in Science and Philosophy, edited by Paavo Pylkkanen, 43–66.
Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group.
26
Hill, Edward. 1966. The Language of Drawing. Prentice-Hall, 36.
27
Goodman, Nelson. 1978. Ways of Worldmaking. Indianapolis: Hackett Pub.
Co, 5. Goodman wrote: “So long as contrasting right versions not all reducible to one
are countenanced, unity is to be sought not in an ambivalent or neutral something
beneath these versions but in an overall organization embracing them.
28
Dreyfus, Hubert L. 1992. What Computers Still Can’t Do: A Critique of Artificial
Reason. 1st edition. Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 155.
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computers can operate on. Yet, there is another unique sort of computation in
which anything you see is simply itself: Shape Grammars.
What you can do with computers is virtually unlimited in the sense that they
can help you discover and implement endless ways of working with shapes –
but only through symbols and as combinations of numbers. However, what you
can do visually with Shape Grammars is truly infinite, because when you work
with Shape Grammars you don’t need any numerical or symbolic translations.
What you’re working with is immediately and intuitively apparent, even if you
don’t know what will happen next.
Instead of going into the trouble of developing an intelligent eye through
computing, I propose a system for the (ready-made) intelligent eye –the
human’s eye- so that s/he can discover and implement virtually unlimited ways
of computing while drawing and painting truly infinite sorts of shapes (lines,
spots, marks and fields.) In this scenario, the computer is not the artist or the
partner in the design process; it is a tool for me to build and operate my visualexploration prototype, the Broadened Drawing-Scape.
This setup is not the final verdict. On the contrary it is the cradle of inquiries
about the significance of visual activities for art and design. How can
computation contribute to this? The five inter-flowing subjects that I tackle
with in this research are:
 the ever-becoming human in its humaning
 the meanings that are strived for and experienced during humaning
 more specifically, the types of visual meanings one searches for
 if at all and how these meanings can be computed
 if a place, a prototype for such computing can be formulated and
developed.
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1.3.4. How Was The Question Formulated?
The problem that I was looking into became complicated too soon, because
I had to narrow down the subject area that I continuously wanted to expand
into a wide spectrum of disciplines from computing to drawing, and from
philosophy to anthropology. My problem of computing visual meaning, or in a
more explicit way, utilizing computers for processes of visual-(meaning)-making
requires in-depth analysis of both humans and computers. Because humans
and computers can be defined in virtually unlimited ways, comprehension
and accuracy depends on the way in which the problem is set. The ways in
which humans and computers coexist yield another giant problem to tackle,
and it is a problem that has been around since the emergence of the idea of
computing. The human aspect of the problem that I am looking into involves a
wide variety of special subjects such as creativity, intelligence, perception and
consciousness.
The computational part of the problem is about the overlooked limitations
of computing in creative visual practices. Digital computers were introduced
along with their own limitations and these limitations remain yet to be resolved
as of today. Especially at the consumer level of computing and computational
devices, advancements are somehow unimaginative, most of the applications
and human-computer-interaction devices are designed poorly, and I feel it is
somehow too late to make a leaping improvement, due to the unchanging
logic and disembodied nature of these machines.29 For this reason, I prefer to
remain critical with respect to the shortcomings of computers and designers
who prefer to remain blind to these shortcomings.
I am aware that all problems keep unfolding with greater implications, so my
goal is not to propose a problem and solve it. Rather, I aim to show how the
readers of this research can think in a slightly different way: everybody speaks

29
Dreyfus, Hubert L. 1992. What Computers Still Can’t Do: A Critique of Artificial
Reason. 1st edition. Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press. Most of what Dreyfus wrote in
What Computers Still Can’t Do are still valid today.
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highly about the potential of computing, and it is easy to do so,30 because at a
glance what one can achieve with simple operations might be striking (might
be mediocre, too, but they are immediately neglected anyway). However, a
second critical look always helps one see that what is observed as striking at
first glance becomes mainstream quickly, and then it does not take too much
time for it to turn into something very ordinary.
The question then surfaces, how can we develop systems that enable us to
work, not towards a preconceived goal within a computational drawing or
modeling system, but towards constantly unfolding visual-meanings that take
place in an open-ended visual-making environment?

30
Some would argue vice-versa, and tell that it is not easy and it takes time to
develop the necessary skills. But what I am talking about is the practical and intellectual
approaches that should be taken after reaching a certain level of computational
proficiency.
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1.3.5. Where Does It Start?
My goal here is to outline the ways in which creative visual practices are
influenced by computers, our primary do-anything-with-it tool, its peripheral
devices, and computing systems. I am concerned with the ever-remaining
divide between visual design practices and computing, and to explicate this
divide, I first delve into the ways in which we look at the world and understand
our surroundings and bodily actions.
This is why I first go into the trouble of looking into parts and wholes, and then
discuss why we do certain things and why specific actions mean so much, and
have significance for us whereas some others don’t.
There is a reason for humans to feel comfortable when they think they know
all about the parts that make up a whole. The feeling of being in control
of the parts not only creates some sort of illusion of sovereignty over the
dynamics of the whole, but it also leads to some sort of false assurance of
stability: theoretically, if one knows all about the parts, s/he can easily replace
the broken parts of a whole to fix it back immediately. This way, everything
will simply always be fine. However, neither the world, nor art work the way
engines do.
In a broader sense, if we can develop alternative theories of whole-part
relationships and their applications, we will not only end up expanding our
ways of world-making,31 but also develop better ways of world-reading and
world-understanding. Such theories exist not only in the fields of art and
design (such as shape grammars) but also in various disciplines of sciences
(such as quantum physics).

31
Goodman, Nelson. 1978. Ways of Worldmaking. Indianapolis: Hackett Pub.
Co, 95. Goodman’s generosity: “All the same, in this general discussion of worldmaking
I do not impose nominalistic restrictions, for I want to allow for some difference of
opinion as to what actual worlds there are.”
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1.3.6. How Is It Written?
In my research, I propose a problem and then offer a hypothesis as a response
to the very problem. If we think about the problem and the hypothesis two selfsustaining components, I organize and present my research in two main parts:
first, I outline the ways in which computers are used and utilized for creative
visual practices, and after analyses of humans, computers and their coupling,
I present an alternative. Yet the problem and hypothesis are so entangled that
they are neither theoretically nor practically separable, and thus, I unfold both
the problem and the hypothesis in an echoing, spiraling, or better, in a swirling
manner (Figure 1.08) instead of using a linear structure.

Figure 1.08.
A linear path goes
from point A to B.
A swirling structure
has repeating features reaching out to
different points.

A swirling structure allows me to visit a number of similar (if not the same)
ideas over and over again, within the flow of the subject matter over different
chapters. In order words, this swirling flow allows me to tap into subjects that
constantly unfold into one another. Thoughts, for me, can hardly be clipped
onto a stick (on a line), while they constantly get mashed together in my
skull-drum –and probably this is why neither branch structures nor networks
can completely represent complex relationships between agents, things or
thoughts. Yet because PhD dissertations have to be published according to
certain requirements in which pages are organized in a consecutive way, I
distribute my swirling thoughts into sub-sections in the most applicable way.
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1.3.7. Who Should Read This Dissertation?
If you are an artist who thinks that a computer is “just another tool,” this study
will show you that many people, especially people in the field of artificial
intelligence, do not think so. Even if a computer is to be taken as a tool, the
definitions of the tool and tooling need to be re-thought as computers interact
with and are used in much different ways in comparison to, say, hand tools.
Neither the way of operation nor the logic is comparable. A computer is not a
pen, nor a lever. We do not interact with computers in the way we do with hand
tools or a pen, and a computer does not interact with materials in the way a
hand-tool does. One might argue that humans get accustomed to clicking in
the way they learn to use the pen. On computers, what one clicks is a symbol
on a screen that triggers a certain action. On paper one draws with a pen, and
what emerges is what is drawn, the thing itself. There are no actions beyond
the embodied and direct action of drawing. Clicks and hand-scribbling are not
the same.
If you are a designer who is for computing and computers and yet not aware
of the implications of the limitations of human-computer interaction, again,
this dissertation might be a good resource for you to become aware of those
limitations. There are different camps32 for design computing as there have
been camps for computing. Belonging to a camp can be useful, because
it helps one to learn from others and build an audience for one’s ideas and
work. Yet on the other hand, probably because there is a constant consensus
of interests and goals, this narrows critical perspectives. I believe that if
designers learn about the shortcomings of computing, they will produce more
critically valuable designs and future designers, learners, and emerging artists
will spend less time finding their way out of the digital noise. For designers

32
There are always movements and there are always people who become part
of these movements. Parametric modelers, scripters, blob-ers, etc. can be counted as
the camps that emerged following the introduction and development of computational
design tools.
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this study should be a reminder that the designer is the primary component
and the ever-becoming human is the core of any design process. This should
present the opportunity for designers to inquire and discover what they are
really doing with the tool in their hands.
If you are interested in general concepts of life, such as walking, wandering,
cloud-gazing and looking for meaning, this study might present another result
by touching these subjects and connecting them to the acts of drawing and
painting.
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1.4. Influences
The fact that everything that needs to be said has already been said (Andre
Gide) and no man ever steps in the same river twice (Heraclitus), the
dissertation writer’s work is really tough. But as Gide adds, “since no one was
listening, everything must be said again.” And as Heraclitus would agree, I am
not the same man and the river keeps carrying its waters to infinity, so I will
take my turn.
Prior to the development of this research, I knew I had an urge to say
something about what I learned by doing; making, reading and thinking (in
the field of design and computation) but it was very crucial for me to find
pioneers who have been using the words in ways that would resonate with my
thoughts and sensations. Discovering people whose thoughts parallel ours is
a blessing, yet to find ones who think (or thought) like us and contributed to
their respective fields is much more than that. The most important part of my
PhD studies was to discover such people who helped light my way for what I
had to say. I have always been a reader, but if I had not decided to do this PhD,
I would hardly find a chance to discover people who are from very distinct
disciplines, yet had similar trains of thought. I made them meet in the same
subject matter, regardless of their respective fields of literature, neuroscience,
arts, mathematics, computing, anthropology and the like.
At the end of the day I found my influences from a wide range of disciplines, to
channel my thoughts, feelings and sensations towards creating what you are
holding in your hand now –I am not talking much about computer scientists,
because they are the primary source of my problem. I should be thankful for
them for generating one of the biggest problems of human kind to work on;
however, deep in my heart I also wish the maker of the computer was an artist,
not a logician in first place.
Turing is a must to read to understand the motivations that led to the
development of the digital computers. He is neither an influence, nor a un-
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influence for me. Here I would point to Hubert Dreyfus as my primary resource
in laying out the limitations of computing and problematic approaches in
artificial reasoning as he lays out in his book What Computers Still Can’t Do.
One just needs to read (about) him if s/he is planning to talk about emergence
of digital computers. Turing introduced the machine of pure reasoning that
cannot do anything other than discrete logic operations. And so he introduced
a battlefield in which humans would constantly struggle to make humans out
of machines, or in other words, develop artificial intelligence(s). Maybe such
motivations led us, especially engineers and scientists to replicate human
bodies and minds, which ironically have always existed and which we already
have through our bodies and minds anyway!33
There has always been the other side of the coin. Other disciplines which
looked into life in a different manner, and people who read life in less
mechanistic and maybe in more livable ways. Ingold, an anthropologist, reads
human as an ever-becoming entity, reads the life as lines, 34 and lines as the
source of patterns that create the intelligence of humans and the intelligence
of their surroundings –so that the intelligence is not bounded by the human
skull and brain tissue. While Turing’s machine splits the continuum of time into
operational chunks and experiences into mechanical states,35 Ingold’s vision
puts everything into flux and helps us understand that most of the essentials
of the ever-becoming human, let alone being duplicated, cannot even be
simulated on computers.

33
Watts, Alan. 1989. The Book: On the Taboo Against Knowing Who You
Are. Reissue edition. New York: Vintage Books, 47. Watts wrote: “If the human race
develops an electronic nervous system, outside the bodies of individual people, thus
giving us all one mind and one global body, this is almost precisely what has happened
in the organization of cells which compose our own bodies. We have already done it.”
34
Ingold, Tim. 2007. Lines: A Brief History. London; New York: Routledge, 75.
For instance: “the Canadian writer Rudy Wiebe compares native Inuit understandings
of movement and travel over land or sea ice with those of the Royal Navy in its search
for the elusive North-West Passage to the Orient. For the Inuit, as soon as a person
moves he becomes a line. To hunt for an animal, or to find another human being who
may be lost, you lay one line of tracks through the expanse, looking for signs of another
line that might lead you to your quarry.”
35
Dyson, George. 2012. Turing’s Cathedral: The Origins of the Digital Universe.
First Printing edition. New York: Vintage, 248. Dyson wrote: “To a Turing machine, time
exists not as a continuum, but as a sequence of changes of state.”
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This may sound like comparing apples to oranges, because Turing builds a
“universal” machine that can ideally be used by anyone, but Ingold does not.
Yet what Ingold does is that he constantly writes things that can ideally be
read by anyone that can lead us to a more human description of life, which
motivates us to re-think how building alternative computers other than digital
computers can be possible?
This is where Stiny comes into play: he introduces a way to compute while
remaining human. Shape Grammars is a one of a kind theory that involves
application of formal logic while it purely depends on visual perception! Stiny
calls this calculating by seeing.36 Stiny turns the meaning of calculating upside
down by removing the symbols (that need to be encoded to be decoded all
the time in the case of discrete computing), and by leaving the ground purely
to shapes to be seen and to be calculated with. What is striking beyond the
formal operations of Shape Grammars is its power to point to an alternative
understanding of what computers could be: Imagine a machine that would sit
with you and gaze at the clouds to see tigers, dolphins, fairies, sail boats and
autumn leaves while lying beside you. This would be a machine that could
look into things and see whatever it could (or would want to) see within the
infinite mass of things around, and not only could discover but also could
experience life through ambiguities. Ambiguities are the treasure of vision and
they enable you to see something new every time you open your eyes to your
surroundings.37 If a machine joins you in perceiving ambiguities, call it (some
sort of) human.
So then, all the research about computers (and all the shortcomings) should be
another proof that being human matters a lot to us, to the degree that some
try to duplicate our intelligence and insight, maybe to see through ourselves
even more. Yet, (simply) living the life should matter as much, because every
day has one round of daylight from dawn to dusk, and a proportionate time
of darkness. Here, the renowned physicist David Bohm and neuroscientist

36
Stiny, George. 2011. “What Rule(s) Should I Use?” Nexus Network Journal 13
(1): 15–47. doi:10.1007/s00004-011-0056-6.
37
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 7. Stiny wrote: “Shapes are full of ambiguity—this explains reframing
and back talk in design and may show something about how they work elsewhere.”
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Antonio Damasio help tremendously to build bridges between the sciences
and humanities. Both make obvious that, most of the concepts studied in
isolation from each other, in essence, are deeply interrelated and they have
to be studied with awareness of those interdependencies. Neither the fully
mechanical nor the purely spiritual views suffice in explaining human life and
the phenomena that takes place around us. In this respect, Bohm can talk
about meaning in reference to the behavior of sub-atomic particles, while
Damasio can map generation and experience of feelings in accordance with
our neurotically expanding bodies.38 Bohm helps us understand ourselves in
reference to physical phenomena taking place around us, beyond us and even
beyond the galaxies. In turn, Damasio looks into the neurological universes
within us and helps us understand our experiences in terms of their relationship
to what he calls two players, the organism (us) and the object (things outside
the boundaries of our bodies).39
The philosophical foundation of my research of is “becoming human,” and
Dante and Edward S. Casey lead the way in empowering me to start speaking
my first words about what I am trying to say. Dante has always been there
for me, for many years, and helped me to describe the experience of walking
life through as a fearsome yet willful journey. Casey gave me an invaluable
keyword, the word “scape,” which I inherited and expanded in my research
to novel meanings about computing visual meaning. The word also helped
me name my prototype, the Broadened Drawing-Scape. The word –scape
finally got embedded deep inside my thoughts, research and teaching in an
irremovable manner. Casey also helped me see how it would be possible to
talk about the power of a less structured world by concretizing the essence
of place over space and time, and by introducing wilderness as the source of
discovery.
Then, there are influences about drawing. Here, I will mention none, due to
38
Damasio, Antonio R. 2000. The Feeling of What Happens: Body and Emotion
in the Making of Consciousness. New York: Harcourt Inc.
39
Ibid., 133. Damasio says: “I began seeing consciousness in terms of two
players, the organism and the object, and in terms of the relationships those players
hold. All of a sudden, consciousness consisted of constructing knowledge about two
facts: that the organism is involved in relating to some object, and that the object in
the relation is causing a change in the organism.”
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one main reason: this thesis is not directly about drawing, or making drawings.
I use drawing, because it helps me tell the story that I am trying to tell about
humans’ motivations in utilizing computers in creative visual activities and the
incompatibilities that surface thereof. Otherwise, drawing is directly related to
humaning, or even drawing is a mode of becoming human, as I will unfold in
the following chapters.
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1.4.1. The Human-Be-Comput-ing Tree
While doing my research on computing visual meaning, and on the core
subjects of the ever-becoming human and digital computing, several terms
became pivotal. Terms such as humaning,40 wayfaring,41 (or wandering) and
meaning42 helped me both expand and interconnect my arguments about
visual-making. It was no surprise that becoming became one of the central
terms, because it was already inherent to all notions of humaning, wayfaring
and meaning. All terms were ready to be pitted against computing. However;
because computing is also something that humans do, I did not want it to
become an isolated term. It had to be included, embedded in becoming and
humaning, yet it also had to be distinct, well, because it was not completely
human.
Several years ago, before I inherited the term “humaning” from Ingold, I drew
the being-becoming-computing diagram (Figure 1.09):
Figure 1.09.
being - becoming computing diagram

40
Ingold, Tim. 2015. The Life of Lines. Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New York,
NY: Routledge.
41
Ingold, Tim. 2007. Lines: A Brief History. London; New York: Routledge, 81.
“I have established a contrast between two modalities of travel, namely wayfaring
and transport. Like the line that goes out for a walk, the path of the wayfarer wends
hither and thither, and may even pause here and there before moving on. But it has
no beginning or end. While on the trail the wayfarer is always somewhere, yet every
‘somewhere’ is on the way to somewhere else.”
42
Bohm, David. 1989. “Meaning and Information.” In The Search for Meaning:
The New Spirit in Science and Philosophy, edited by Paavo Pylkkanen, 43–66.
Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group.
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With this diagram, I aimed to merge, ironically what I had to analyze discretely.
However, when I merged the three terms together, the full picture made sense.
Under the title of being, one can talk about where one stands by including
terms such as consciousness and self, perception and action, attachment and
detachment.
Figure 1.10.

Under the title of becoming, one can talk about where one goes next by
using the terms such as completeness and incompleteness, wondering and
wandering, and ambiguity and uncertainty.
Figure 1.11.

Finally, computing can empower one to talk about how one goes where he
goes through using the terms of recording and forgetting, copying and erasing,
and leaping (lateral thinking and digging deeper).

Figure 1.12.
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The diagram was useful but I had one primary reservation: there was no actual
“being,” there had to be always and never-ending “becoming.” Eventually,
“being” did not fit into the diagram as a verb, but I kept it there to talk about
human-being, a noun. I had plans to change the diagram for longer periods,
and I finally found a good way to update it after reading what Ingold had to say
about becoming:
“Life is a task. Thus life is not; it goes on. Indeed, […] there is a certain
absurdity in our customary way of referring to ourselves as human
beings. For how can one go on being? It is like asking us to move along
and stand in one place at the same time. Perhaps, then, we should
substitute the word ‘becoming’ for ‘being’. As instantiations of life-inthe-making, should we not rather call ourselves human becomings?”43
And it did not end there, the very word that I was looking for was actually
humaning:
“This is an immanent life lived midstream, in the in-between, where
there are no subjects, no objects, no subject- object hybrids; only
verbs. Wherever you find them, humans are humaning.”44
Then I drew the branch of human-ing, human-being, becoming and
computing, or in short, [human-be-comput]-ing. I was all for verbs, but again,
the appearance of human-being for a base of reference was very welcome:

Figure 1.13.
human-be-computing tree.

43
Ingold, Tim. 2015. The Life of Lines. Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New York,
NY: Routledge, 117-118.
44
Ibid., 152.
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After all, my diagram was not a branch, but a tree that is rooted through
humaning, through which I could branch out to my source of inspiration;
great writers, mathematicians, philosophers, anthropologists, neuroscientists,
physicists, and great humanings.

Figure 1.14.
human-be-computing tree with names.
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1.5. Computation, Insight, Intuition

“He who fights with monsters should look to it that he himself does not
become a monster. And when you gaze long into an abyss the abyss also
gazes into you.”

── Friedrich Nietzsche

Are computers intelligent devices? The answer to this question heavily depends
on how you define intelligence, and there are too many ways to do so. The
intelligence of machines has been classified in a different category than that of
humans (and animals and plants) with the addition of the adjective “artificial.”
The intelligence of machines is called artificial, because it is in process of
implementation with certain assumptions about the mind’s workings, whereas
the intelligence of humans is pretty much ready-made. The majority of users
might think that computers are intelligent simply because computers can count
fast, count numbers at speeds that most humans cannot match in any possible
way. Yet true intelligence involves many more actions beyond mere computing,
such as perceiving, learning, planning, communicating and problem solving.
Intelligence extends beyond the physiological boundaries of the human brain
and body throughout the surrounding spaces and matter. In this respect,
research that has been trying to develop disembodied intelligence constantly
keeps failing. As Dreyfus states: “Plato to Descartes has thought of the body
as getting in the way of intelligence and reason, rather than being in any way
indispensable for it. If the body turns out to be indispensable for intelligent
behavior, then we shall have to ask whether the body can be simulated on a
heuristically programmed digital computer. If not, then the project of artificial
intelligence is doomed from the start.”45
45

Dreyfus, Hubert L. What Computers Still Can’t Do: A Critique of Artificial
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Prior to the introduction of the digital versions, there were still computers “–
which in 1935 meant not a calculating machine but a human being, equipped
with pencil, paper and time.”46 Since the time they were introduced, computers
have been long admired to replace humans, especially by the researchers in
the field, to undertake the tasks that relate not only to repetition, but also
to thinking and creativity. Especially the latter two led to the inflation of AI
research into many disciplines including design. In 1967, the Architecture
machine group fantasized about replacing architects with computers.47 Similar
efforts continued fifteen years into the new millennium with goals of unloading
the burden of intelligence and smartness onto machines, yet the results still
remained debatable. Technological advancements, to a newcomer, might
appear to be vast, but in essence what we use today as computers are still
purely Turing machines that operate on symbols to undertake clearly defined
tasks.
Human intelligence for creativity is quite different than the one of machines.
Looking into the inner workings of a Turing Machine is definitely helpful in
determining the sort of intelligence that a machine can have –if it can have
human intelligence at all. In essence, the possibility of developing AI on a Turing
machine depends on “the assumption that human beings produce intelligence
using facts and rules”48 that so far proved not to be the case. Creating general
intelligence on Turing machines, is heavily dependent on primary characteristics
of the Turing machine, as laid out usefully by Dyson. Dyson highlights the two
fundamental assumptions that Turing introduced: “discreteness of time and
discreteness of state of mind.”49 In Turing’s model, time does not flow in a
continuum; the computing duration depends on the speed of the machine,
and there is a moment of time when a desired state of mind is reached. The

Reason. 1 edition. Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 1992, p.235.
46
Dyson, George. 2012. Turing’s Cathedral: The Origins of the Digital Universe.
First Printing edition. New York: Vintage, 247.
47
Vardouli, Theodora. 2012. “Computer of A Thousand Faces:
Anthropomorphizations of The Computer in Design (1965-1975).” Dosya 29:
Computational Design, no. 29: 24–31.
48
Dreyfus, Hubert L. 1992. What Computers Still Can’t Do: A Critique of Artificial
Reason. 1st edition. Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, ix.
49
Dyson, George. 2012. Turing’s Cathedral: The Origins of the Digital Universe.
First Printing edition. New York: Vintage, 248.
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state remains the same until a new set of instructions via a new set of symbols
is fed into the machine for new computations. So, whatever is being searched
for or is constructed in the machine does not take place until the final state is
reached. In a sense, the computing time is totally meaningless. According to
Dyson, “the Turing machine […] embodies the relationship between an array
of symbols in space and a sequence of events in time. All traces of intelligence
[are] removed. The machine can do nothing more intelligent at any given
moment than make a mark, erase a mark, and move the tape one square
to the right or to the left.”50 All the listed actions undertaken by the Turing
machine are done in accordance with the instructions, and as long as there
are no physical or logical failures, the machine works in perfect order. In other
words, “the Turing machine follows instructions and it never makes mistakes.”51
This also implies that it cannot learn from making mistakes in any way, which in
turn is a fundamental characteristic of human intelligence.
Humans seem to overcome the limitations of an inability to make mistakes with
intuition. Intuition enables us to make decisions that are neither included nor
foreseen in planning or acting processes. Intuition has been the major player
in the development of artificial intelligence since the emergence of digital
computers, in which intuition has neither been identified nor deciphered nor
simulated, and thus remained the major unresolvable limitation of AI. For
Turing, “intuition consists in making spontaneous judgments which are not the
result of conscious trains of reasoning, [and] these judgments are often but
by no means invariably correct (leaving aside the question what is meant by
‘correct’.)”52 Briefly, Turing was talking about what we call intuition that triggers
the actions that cannot be planned or explained using reasoning.
Stiny highlights that, after exactly seventy five years of development in Turing
machines, David Gondek, a researcher of the IBM Watson super computer
strategy team concludes his presentation53 by stating that “insight remains

50
Dyson, George. 2012. Turing’s Cathedral: The Origins of the Digital Universe.
First Printing edition. New York: Vintage, 248.
51
Ibid.
52
Ibid., 252.
53
“Conversations on Art and Science: Tricksters of Big Data – Artificial Intelligence
or Intelligent Artifice” https://vimeo.com/88815524 [accessed: February 2016]
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handmade.”54
Such understanding does not necessarily align with the proposals that are made
by some fraction of cognitive scientists that seek for the answers in examining
the mechanics of the human brain.55 However, these mechanics remain yet
to be resolved. Regardless of the financial and intellectual investments that
have been made in the field of Artificial Intelligence research for “developing
a computational account of human intelligence,”56 “computers remain mute
about sophisticated interplay between intuition, will, discrimination, memory
and knowledge formation in humans.”57 This motivates me to create the
“human insight” badge by copying58 Intel’s badge (Figure 1.15).

54
Stiny keeps referring back to what David Gondek says at the end of his lecture.
55
Kandel, Eric R. “What the Brain Can Tell Us About Art.” The New York Times,
April 12, 2013, sec. Opinion / Sunday Review. http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/14/
opinion/sunday/what-the-brain-can-tell-us-about-art.html [accessed: February 2016]
56
Winston, Patrick Henry. 2012. “The next 50 Years: A Personal View.” Biologically
Inspired Cognitive Architectures 1 (July): 92–99. doi:10.1016/j.bica.2012.03.002.
57
Stafford, Barbara Maria. 2001. Visual Analogy: Consciousness as the Art of
Connecting. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 141.
58
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press. “But copying is PLAGIARISM—perhaps it is, but teaching and learning
are more important. Plagiarism doesn’t matter when there are no rote results. Then it
isn’t cheating. What you see and do belongs only to you—it’s always your own work.”
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Figure 1.15a.
Combining computing power with human insight. Without
human insight, there
is no way of developing artificial intelligence today.

Figure 1.15b.
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1.5.1. Artificial Intelligence Versus The Sentient In Seeing
The main difficulty in developing artificial intelligence is the necessity of
defining what intelligence is. In Turing’s Cathedral, Dyson concludes that “in
the real world, most of the time, finding an answer is easier than defining the
question. It is easier to draw something that looks like a cat than to define what,
exactly, makes something look like a cat. A child scribbles indiscriminately,
and eventually something appears that resembles a cat. An answer finds a
question, not the other way around.”59
As understood in this example, drawing is a sentient approximation more than
it is a practice of making definitions. It also involves trials and errors. If you try
to define the visual properties of a cat, using words and phrases, well, it would
be possible, but it will not be the same as just jotting down a couple of traces
that would lead an onlooker to say “that’s a cat!” (Figure 1.16).

Figure 1.16.
equivalents by Vik
Muniz. A dog, a teapot, a cat, a rowing man in a boat,
praying hands and a
snail. Are they made
of cotton or clouds?
Ambiguity at work.

59
Dyson, George. 2012. Turing’s Cathedral: The Origins of the Digital Universe.
First Printing edition. New York: Vintage, 263.
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The series of acts leading to the appearance of the cat during the course of
a child’s scribbling involves many errors that help the child learn how to do
things the next time, how to utilize her intelligence and how to be creative
in making or drawing something that, in the process, ends up looking like a
cat. And for a machine to represent true intelligence of humans, it needs to
recognize its mistakes and learn from them: “if a machine is expected to be
infallible, it cannot also be intelligent,”60 Turing concludes.
Dyson proposes a question that closely relates to practitioners’ of creative
visual practices: “Computers have been getting better and better at providing
answers-but only to questions that programmers are able to ask. What about
questions that computers can give useful answers to but that are difficult to
define?”61 This is where the harnessing power of computers, and especially
computer graphics come into play. A design or visual exploration (as explained
in the representative example of the cat figure) is more about asking a series
of questions without proposing either hurried or definitive answers. The very
early adoption of digital computers in creative practices (such as visual arts and
design) is due to the power of computers in creating, iterating and displaying
shapes (and later colors). Such potential applications in computer graphics
have long been described as new paradigms, and the excess of available colors
and shapes (and thereof their combinations) is described as some sort of
unprecedented richness. This argument was partly inaccurate, because most
computer applications were developed through simulation of colors that have
been around humanity from the beginning of times. What was truly novel was
the speed and availability of computers. Yet there is still nothing that comes
close to the way in which humans use ambiguity. It’s not only about making
things but also about seeing things in, on or about whatever is around us. As
in the case of drawing something like a cat, one can just see something like a
mouse inside waves of watercolors (Figure 1.17).

60
Dyson, George. 2012. Turing’s Cathedral: The Origins of the Digital Universe.
First Printing edition. New York: Vintage, 252.
61
Ibid.
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Figure 1.17.
An answer finds a
question: A mouse
waiting to be ‘found’
by the human eye. A
string that is dipped
into watercolor is
then laid onto a paper and pulled from
one side. The colored marks of the
string become an
open invitation for
the artist, Nebahat
Gün, to ‘see.’ The
work carries similar
potential that exists
in Vinci’s stains or
Cozen’s blottings.
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2.1. Technical and Practical Goals
The technical goal of this thesis is to discuss alternative ways of incorporating
computational tools into processes of truly open-ended creative visual
explorations. To this end, I introduce an apparatus enabling a flexible workflow
for painting and drawing, which I call “Broadened-Drawing Scape.” This
apparatus helps intertwine embodied modes of drawing with digital image
processing techniques. I present painting processes that use Stiny’s schemas
and rules63 not only to make watercolor paintings and drawings but also to
describe visual discoveries that take place during the emergence of these
paintings. I illustrate the workflow for Broadened Drawing-Scape, first, with
a diagrammatic marker drawing. Then, I discuss the proposed hypothesis
by presenting turning points (moments) in the genesis64 of mixed medium
watercolor paintings. These paintings make it possible to elaborate on visual
meanings65 that the painter visually searches (with)in the ambiguities, through
fusing embodied actions, perceptions, and applications in computing.
The practical goal is to utilize computers to enrich personal creative visual
exploration experience by building a non-generic, open-ended system that
helps not only retain and but also expand stylistic intentions. I argue that
conventional computational modeling and visualization tools fall short in doing
so due to their pre-compiled libraries of geometric primitives and derivation
methods. In sum, my aim is to enable an artist both to draw and compute with
the bits that belong to the artist’s own style (Figure 2.01).

63
Stiny, G. 2011. “What Rule(s) Should I Use?” Nexus Network Journal 13 (1):
15–47. doi:10.1007/s00004-011-0056-6.
64
Formerly I referred to these moments as “developmental stages,” until Edith
Ackermann came up with the phrase “turning points in the genesis…”
65
Bohm, David. 1989. “Meaning and Information.” In The Search for Meaning:
The New Spirit in Science and Philosophy, edited by Paavo Pylkkanen, 43–66.
Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group.
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Figure 2.01.
The painter copies
the bits of her painting while the digital projection and
the analog painting
blends.

This requires a non-symbolic drawing system, in which the traces are not
created through using pre-complied geometric primitives.66 Those, instead,
are drawn by hand, using an analog medium. With the presented hardware
and software setup, the Broadened Drawing-Scape enables the user to track,
isolate, and record and tweak the traces and marks that s/he embeds in an
analog drawing or a painting over time.

66
Most of the CAD drawing systems work with pre-compiled primitives. Touch
or pen drawing systems simulate traces as if they are drawn, yet they still end up being
chunk of pixels –more on this in the following chapters.
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2.2. Challenges in Computing Visual Meaning
Visual meaning-making is fundamental in creative visual processes.
Computing visual meaning with Shape Grammars is, as Knight and Stiny point
at, fundamentally different than doing so with classical computing, in that
computation takes place through direct use of shapes, without “symbols,
words or numbers or other abstract structures that represent visual shapes
indirectly.”67
I outline the challenges of using computers in creative visual processes in
two streams. First, embodied actions that are fundamental for the process of
visual meaning-making (such as seeing and doing) either get transformed into
other means or they totally disappear while using computers in creative visual
processes.68 Computers are devices to process what we call information,69
yet information contains the “potentially active” definitions of things that
only become “actually active” when interacted.70 So then, anything visual
that we produce through computing can become meaningful as long as it is
truly attended and apprehended: “[the information] becomes actually active
only when and where there is a receiver which can respond to it with its ‘own
energy.”71
In Bohm’s view, information is the difference in form that is actually the content,
and this difference creates what we call meaning. If we observe the act of
drawing, we draw what is salient72 to us, or we look at the meaningful parts in
67
Knight, Terry, and George Stiny. 2015. “Making Grammars: From Computing
with Shapes to Computing with Things.” Design Studies, Special Issue: Computational
Making, 41, Part A (November): 8–28. doi:10.1016/j.destud.2015.08.006.
68
Petherbridge, Deanna. 2010. The Primacy of Drawing: Histories and Theories
of Practice [...] [...]. New Haven, Conn. [u.a.: Yale Univ. Press.
69
See what Dreyfus has to say about Information Theory in relation to human
intelligence. Dreyfus, Hubert L. 1992. What Computers Still Can’t Do: A Critique of
Artificial Reason. 1st edition. Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press.
70
Bohm, David. 1989. “Meaning and Information.” In The Search for Meaning:
The New Spirit in Science and Philosophy, edited by Paavo Pylkkanen, 43–66.
Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group.
71
Ibid.
72
As noted by Edith Ackermann as “that which currently stands out as capturing
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what we draw, and because drawing is seeing73 we keep working with what we
see as momentarily salient and what we draw. The significance of the drawn
does not come from convergence, from a meaning’s completion, it rather
is a product of meaning’s ever-unfolding that points to an ever-expanding
emergence. Based on this, what we do during creative visual activities is not
simply working with discrete parts, but resonating with significance of the
whole and its parts. In Watts’ words:
“[…] while [one] cannot see the wood for the trees, the [other]
cannot see the trees for the wood. The balanced and integrated mind,
however, is that which sees both the wood and the trees in their true
relation to one another.”74
Second, while humans work with more than the computable aspects of visual
materials, computers can handle only the computable aspects.75 Computers
cannot see in the ways humans do. Stiny aims to over-come this problem by
introducing an alternative way of calculating, calculating through seeing and
calculating with shapes. Schemas and rules help calculate with parts (shapes)
and unlike discrete computing, they not only enable one to see anew but also
utilize the ambiguities that reside in the wholes. In other words, you can see
any part you like in a whole, regardless of it being pre-defined or not. Such
potential of seeing anything through ambiguities yields to new insights that
are not possible within the fully deterministic76 domain of digital computing.
Such findings point to the necessity of developing alternative part-whole
relationships beyond the discrete bits and the combinatorial wholes that the
computers operate with, for seamless integration of computers into creative
visual processes.

our attention or imagination.”
73
Hill, Edward. 1966. The Language of Drawing. Prentice-Hall, 25. Hill says:
“Drawing = Seeing.”
74
Watts, Alan. 1998. Seeds of Genius: The Early Writings of Alan Watts. Edited
by Mark Watts and John Snelling. Shaftesbury, Dorset ; Rockport, Mass: Element Books
Ltd, 192.
75
Dreyfus, Hubert L. 1992. What Computers Still Can’t Do: A Critique of Artificial
Reason. 1st edition. Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press.
76
Dyson, George. 2012. Turing’s Cathedral: The Origins of the Digital Universe.
First Printing edition. New York: Vintage, 264. Read about deterministic machines and
nondeterministic choices of people.
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2.3. Theoretical Foundations
2.3.1. Re-Thinking Part-Whole Relationship for Visual
Computation
If we define a drawing as an ensemble of traces, and a painting as an ensemble
of pigments, would this mean that drawings and paintings can be explained
through their traces and pigments? What a drafter or a painter does is to
embed traces, strokes and pigments to generate fields of marks that later
accumulate, blend and transform to generate a something greater than the sum
of the parts.77 The traces and pigments as parts build the picture as a whole.
Important here is the notion that one can neither comprehend nor describe
a visual whole in terms of its parts, yet the parts are definitely the means that
one intertwines during the development of drawings and paintings. What’s
more is that these parts, bits, marks, shapes, fields are created and interacted
with in fundamentally different ways in analog and digital realms. Analog traces
are truly immediate and results of direct embodied actions that involve both
visual and tactile sensations.78 Digital traces, on the other hand, are made up
of smaller structured bits, and can be modified through numerical operations.
They can be multiplied almost indefinitely. As a consequence, merging the
potentials of embodied painting and computing appears to be an obvious idea
to introduce a novel method for creative visual processes. The way in which
this should be done; however, has been one of the core research challenges
since the introduction of digital computers.

77
Hill, Edward. 1966. The Language of Drawing. Prentice-Hall, 36. Drawing is
truly experiential. Hill wrote: “As an individual becomes conscious of the relational
laws in drawing, he will begin to take notice of similar relationships in experience. The
course of the stream moves both ways: experience in drawing-arranging lines creating
from and space, relating parts, exploring various materials- will slowly act upon the
vision of a sensitive individual, affecting how he sees, even what he sees.”
78
Petherbridge, Deanna. 2010. The Primacy of Drawing: Histories and Theories
of Practice [...] [...]. New Haven, Conn. [u.a.: Yale Univ. Press, 110.
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2.3.2. Re-Thinking Drawing as Becoming Through Wandering
Drawing is a process of becoming that proceeds via encounters with inbetweens. Drawing does not merely reveal our patterns of thoughts, but it
also subsists as an extension of our wanderings:
“drawing forever describes its own making in its becoming.”79
Drawing as a process of becoming, involves both the drawing and the
drafter. Drawing processes do not follow a determined trajectory towards
convergence of a pre-conceived image, but flow towards the emergence of a
next in-between. According to Dexter,80 coincidental in-betweens keep visual
explorations open-ended. Both happy and anxious moments play roles in the
becoming of the drawing “…drawing wears its mistakes and errors.”
Wechsler,81 in her film entitled Drawing: The Thinking Hand, states: “by leaving
the figure and composition incomplete, the artists’ imagination is kept in state
of flux.” Incompleteness, then, appears not as a limitation but a necessity for
the drawing process. From this perspective, drawing metaphorically resembles
an endless journey that involves the drafter as a wayfarer. Ingold makes this
resemblance explicit:
“One could perhaps compare wandering to drawing: as the
draughtsman traces a line with his pencil, so the wanderer - walking
along - paces a line with his feet.”82
Shape grammars seek to formalize the very resemblance as a “creative
wandering” that enables the artists “to see and do in the unstructured flow of
experience.”83 And what Stiny calls “creative wandering” does not take place
79
Dexter, Emma. 2005. Vitamin D: New Perspectives in Drawing. First Edition.
London, etc.: Phaidon Press, 6.
80
Ibid.
81
Wechsler, Judith. 1996. Drawing: The Thinking Hand (selected Scenes). http://
judithwechsler.com/films/drawing-the-thinking-hand.
82
Ingold, Tim. 2015. The Life of Lines. Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New York,
NY: Routledge, 60.
83
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 157.
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between pre-defined departure and destination points. It rather flows along
moments of discoveries and re-originates from the locations found on the way.
Casey parallels Stiny’s ideas in his definition of the place-world:
“A beginning-place and an end-place may stand out as the most
conspicuous… —but the in-between places are just as interesting, and
sometimes more so.”84
Even more so, are no beginning or end places, but only in-betweens:
“We are beings of the between, always on the move between places.”85
The challenge in incorporating computing technologies into the process of
drawing and painting proves to be in the developing of workflows and methods
that value the in-betweens, ambiguities and the processes as much as the
discrete states that are arrived at momentarily.

84
Casey, Edward S. 2009. Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed
Understanding of the Place-World. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 275.
85
Ibid., xii.
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2.4. Hardware and Software Setup
The visual-exploration apparatus I developed, the Broadened Drawing-Scape,
consists of both hardware and software components (Figure 2.02). The
hardware setup includes a digital camera, a computer and a digital projector
that are positioned around a transparent drawing surface, on which any type
of canvas (such as a watercolor paper) can be placed. The computational
camera is positioned to capture images from the drawing surface, whereas the
projector is positioned underneath the drawing surface for embedding digital
images underneath the drawing surface.
Figure 2.02.
Students test an
early mock-up of the
Broadened Drawing - Scape with line
drawings.

The bare-bone version of the setup can be seen in figures 2.03, 2.04 and 2.05.
With the apparatus, I fuse the analog modes of making to the digital ones, and
follow different steps, operations, that change in accordance to the intentions
of the maker. There is no one single way of using the setup, and there are no
limitations in the order of actions.

Chapter 2

Figure 2.03.
Photograph of the
apparatus, the
Broadened Drawing
- Scape.
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Figure 2.04.
The Broadened
Drawing - Scape in
action.
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The software component of the Broadened Drawing-Scape is developed
in Processing.86 The interactive drawing/painting tool is used to capture,
reconfigure and project the embedded bits of a drawing or painting. This
enables the painter to pick and choose shapes either from his or her original
drawing or from the projected bits to continue the painting process (Figure
2.05).
Figure 2.05. The
user is making a
water-color painting,
capturing the bits
and re-projecting the
captured bits underneath the drawing
surface.

The tool enables the painter to work in cycles of painting, capturing,
reconfiguring and projecting. Let us consider drawing as a process that takes
place on the timeline T, starting at time T(0). I draw, observe and edit the
drawing at any given time T(n). I can only see whatever is before my eyes in
real-time, at T(n). However, by using the computational camera, I can compute
with the individual frames that are captured along the way throughout the
development of the drawing. In other words, it becomes possible to work

86
As described on the Processing website: “Processing is a flexible software
sketchbook and a language for learning how to code within the context of the visual
arts.” https://processing.org/ [Accessed February 2016].
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with discrete images recorded at different moments in time. For instance,
subtraction of an image recorded at time T(n) from the image that is recorded
at time T(n-x) reveals the embedded, excluded or masked bits between
these two time frames, along x time units. Isolating such subtractions reveals
“embedded but not seen” images:

drawing [at] T(n) – drawing [at] T(n-x)

= embeddedDrawing [along] T(x)

In another instance, a drawing sequence that involves image capturing,
image processing and projecting capabilities of the Broadened Drawing-Scape
(abbreviated as BDS here) can be described as:

step 1_ [user] draws,
step 2_ using the [BDS] the [user] captures the drawing,
step 3_ [user] draws again,
step 4_ using the [BDS] the [user] isolates the last mark that [user] put

on the canvas,
step 5_ [user] uses the shape rules87 to multiply the isolated mark x,
step 6_ [user] projects the resultant image back onto drawing surface,
step 7_ [user] looks, evaluates and picks, can draw anything following

the projection as a guide, emergent shape is evaluated and defined
via looking,
step 8_ cycle repeats.

The cycle can be altered at any time and the artist may choose to draw or

87
Specifically, to multiply, the user uses x  x + t(x) schema. The details about
shape rules and schemas are explained in the following pages.
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compute in different manners. Because the workflow is completely flexible, and
because the essence of the system lies in the multi-directional interaction of
human with materials, computational devices and images, a semi-structured,
flowing un-diagram88 describes the interwoven relationship of the human(ing)
with the components of the Broadening Drawing-Scape during the act of visual
making (Figure 2.06).
Figure 2.06.
An “un-diagram” of
the workflow. The
human touches, and
extends his/her actions and perceptions in an embodied
manner while painting. The digital camera, computer and
projector are there
to take care the computational end of the
painting process.

88
I call this an “un-diagram,” because diagrams try to represent workflows as
completely resolved input-output mechanisms. Not all mechanisms are completely
resolved and not everything works in terms of inputs and outputs.
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Figure 2.07.
Perspectival
illustration of the
Broadened-DrawingScape. Dimensions
shown in centimeters.
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2.5. Calculating for Painting and Drawing: VisuallyDriven Workflows

2.5.1. Shape Calculation, a Diagrammatic Example
Shape grammars not only empower the visual practitioner to talk about the
making of a visual artifact but also help develop visual styles. Stiny explains this
potential using diagrams and geometric paintings in his earlier work.89 I aim to
discuss the generative power of shape grammars by making actual free-hand
drawings and watercolor paintings.
To explore the potentials of the system, I conducted a series of experiments.
These experiments help both identify the limitations of conventional
computerized drawing and painting environments and flesh out the ways in
which drawings and paintings are made, and how artistic styles emerge.
Stiny’s shape grammar formalism not only helps develop various ways for
utilizing the apparatus, but also makes it possible to describe the moments in
the genesis of drawings and watercolor painting in terms of shape calculations.
In the first example presented below, the artist begins with a simple marker
stroke (an initial shape) and she ends up with the drawing shown in Figure
2.08. In this abstract visual exploration, she aims to create a visually coherent
whole starting from a simple drawing and through applying certain schemas
and rules.

89
Stiny, George, and James Gips. 1978. Algorithmic Aesthetics: Computer
Models for Criticism and Design in the Arts. Berkeley: University of California Press.
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Figure 2.08.
From a simple initial
shape to an exploratory drawing. All
traces in the final
drawing are made
through tracing over
digital projections
that are generated
through the calculations that are made
using the initial
shape.
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First the artist generates simple patterns. To begin with, the artist constantly
applies a translation schema:
x  x + t(x)
where x represents the initial shape and t(x) represents the translated initial
shape. When the artist applies the schema multiple times simultaneously, the
shape rule becomes:
x  x + t(x) + t’(x)… 90
where each t prime indicates a different transformation rule. This way, simple
patterns can be created as follows (Figure 2.09):

Figure 2.09.
A simple pattern that
is created using the
initial shape.

90

Same rule can be written in various ways. x  ∑t(x) is one of them.
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Such kind of patterns, especially in reference to the initial shape, look rather
expected and arguably homogeneous. This is most probably due to the
deterministic algorithm that they are created with: the initial shape is captured
by the digital camera and then multiplied via application of sequential planar
transformations. Arguably, every part carries more or less a similar significance
or salience in the making of the whole. However overlaying these patterns
helps generate irregularities as seen in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10.
Patterns are overlaid
to introduce some irregularity

Yet, something truly new emerges when the eye and the hands get into work
together: at an unexpected moment, the eye captures a new shape, and the
hand starts tracing over it (to create what is seen in Figure 2.11). This very
shape is not necessarily mandated by a resultant pattern but it is rather seen
through drawing,91 as the eye and the hand work in an unfolding sequence of
seeing and doing.

91

Hill, Edward. 1966. The Language of Drawing. Prentice-Hall.
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Figure 2.11.
A new shape is seen
and traced. The new
shape is not digitally
produced, it is handtraced over the projection, shown in red
here.

What is re-drawn (shown on the right side) is a traced-out part of what is seen
on the left side as a whole. In Stiny’s terms, this time the painter applies the
part rule,
x  prt(x)
through which a new drawing, a new whole emerges (Figure 2.12). Here, x
represents the whole and prt(x) represents the parts that are re-drawn. I argue
that this emergent shape here represents the momentary significance92 that
the drafter digs out and exposes.

92
Bohm, David. 1989. “Meaning and Information.” In The Search for Meaning:
The New Spirit in Science and Philosophy, edited by Paavo Pylkkanen, 43–66.
Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group.
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Figure 2.12.
The initial shape and
newly traced shape
make a new whole.

And because the search for the visual meaning continues, the artist converts
the parts into wholes and wholes into parts to repeat the actions of seeing and
doing. Here onwards, virtually infinite possibilities emerge.

Figure 2.13.
Another application
of the translation

rule:

x  t(x)
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Just by using the same simple schemas –such as t(x) and prt(x)- one can keep
drawing indefinitely. But there are equally useful and straightforward schemas.
After applying the translation rule x  t(x) and generating another pattern
(Figure 2.13), this time the painter prefers to trace not the areas but the
boundaries of the shapes (Figure 2.14a).

Figure 2.14a.
Tracing boundaries
around the shapes.
Schema x  b(x)
is applied to trace
around the shapes.

This operation can be described as:
x  b(x)
where x represents the shapes selected for tracing around, and b(x) represents
the collection of lines that are drawn, the boundaries.

94
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Figure 2.14b.
x  b(x) is applied
on the drawing seen
in Figure 2.12.

The arrival at the final canvas (Figure 2.08) involves a series of rule applications
as well as personal choices and embodied actions. The traces on the
canvas emerge both through analog hand operations and digital captures
and projections of shapes. The painter not only draws the shapes (as in a
conventional painting process) but also digitally captures and re-uses these
shapes by projecting under and tracing over the paper. The final canvas (Figure
2.15b) is different when seen in isolation and when seen with the addition of
projection (Figure 2.15a).

Chapter 2

Figure 2.15a
The final (yet not
the final) drawing
shown. The camera
capture that is taken while there was
still a projection for
further steps to be
taken.

Figure 2.15b.
The scan of the canvas with no projection.
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2.5.2. Case Study: Fusing Calculating, Drawing and Painting
In the following case study, the artist uses the apparatus to work on a
mixed media painting. The painter draws a simple curvy shape (x) and then
immediately captures that shape and applies a simple translation rule x  t(x)
multiple times. What emerges can again be described as:
x  x + t(x) + t’(x)…
As seen in Figure 2.16, the translation schema helps generate a dynamic array
of traces that collectively create a new field of exploration.

Figure 2.16.
A hand-drawn trace
(in black) and projected
dynamic
template blends to
reveal visual opportunities.
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Each state seen in the frames is achieved by changing the transformation
vectors for the very first curve to determine the location of the collection of
curves, which, in this case, is determined by the position of the mouse. In
other words, we manipulate the density and location of this dynamic array
of curves using mouse inputs. This dynamic pattern is projected beneath
the analog drawing surface as it is being configured, and thus a series of
ephemeral drawings appear. The result is a live drawing that is a blend of the
physical drawing, and a dynamic floating drawing that is drawn by the light
from the projector. The changes in the configuration of the projected pattern
are smooth and continuous, we project a directly manipulated animation, not
discrete states of configurations as snapshots.
The traces in the projected drawing can be reconfigured, re-positioned and
rearranged for visual evaluations via changing the transformation rules in the
schema x  t(x). Interaction-wise, users can influence the projected pattern
through keying in inputs or moving the mouse to affect the template. Looking
into the blended drawing, one can discover emergent shapes (new ‘x’s),
overlaps and patterns.
The painter discovers a moment, at which the analog trace and the projected
template create a desired condition. He then starts tracing over the projections
(as seen in Figure 2.17). The painter is free to see, pick and trace over, around
or about anything he sees, using the projected shapes.
If we consider the projected pattern as a new x, then again we can explain the
process with the schema:
x  prt(x)
where prt refers to the part of the total shape. In the next step the user applies
watercoloring to the gaps between the formerly drawn traces (Figure 2.18).
New shapes –this time of watercolor- emerge:
 x		

where nothing (the gap) goes to a new shape, x.

Chapter 2

Figure 2.17.
The artist first adds
black traces using
the projected template and then starts
the water-coloring
process.

Figure 2.18.
From nothing to blue
bleedings: first the
artist applies watercolor, then captures
the canvas and projects
transformed
digital versions underneath the canvas.
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While the gaps that are painted-in are a result of image processing with
shapes, seeing and filling are purely perceptual, so the schema  x signifies
the human perception and action.
The projected templates may consist of re-arrangements of a single pencil
stroke or they may become visually sophisticated and result in complex
patterns (as seen in Figure 2.19a and 2.19b) The idea behind producing such
configurations is to lead the users towards new visual discoveries that originate
from their own embodied drawing processes.

Figure 2.19a.
Sophisticated color
projections beneath
the drawing surface.

Figure 2.19a.
Digital
projection
bleeds into the analog drawing.
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In the following step, the painter embeds circles into the drawing, and because
those circles appear only in reference to a formerly existing partial perceptual
circle (Figure 2.20), they can be described with the inverse part rule prt(x) 
x. In other words, the artist sees and adds a series of circles that do not have
any computationally defined reference but only partial visual influences that
constitute portions of the circles to be drawn.

Figure 2.20.
Artist sees/adds a
series of circles that
do not any computational references but
only partial visual influences.

The hand-drawing process is characterized by the individual’s gestures, and
the qualities as well as imperfections of the medium (as seen in the series
of figures), it can hardly be emulated or experienced through classical digital
computation. A computer can only work with the bits that are given at a state
A, to move onto another state B. The artist, in contrast, fills the gaps and adds
phantoms where nothing exists, and eventually something emerges. In this
case, the case study clearly shows that new ways of seeing (or visual meaning
making) are only possible through truly unexpected encounters.93 94

93
Casey, Edward S. 2009. Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed
Understanding of the Place-World. Bloomington: Indiana University Press.
94
Solnit, Rebecca. 2006. A Field Guide to Getting Lost. Reprint edition. New York:
Penguin Books.
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Figure 2.21.
Final stage of the
mixed
medium
painting: by Ahmet
Ünveren,
İstanbul
Bilgi University.
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Figure 2.22.
Material-scape
of
the watercolor painting. Scapes exist in
infinitely many scales
in the analog world.
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2.6. Results –Emergence and Analysis of Styles
Presented process show that a drawing is a product of aggregation, accumulation
and omission of traces. One draws, makes marks on the canvas, for them to
merge, dissolve, overlap, and eventually to produce something greater than
their sum. It is the process of drawing that enables the novel visual discoveries
regardless of one’s intentions prior to drawing, briefly, “drawing is becoming.”95
The method presented here empowers the painter to retain his or her embodied
painting process and broadens the process by adding a computational layer
for expanding stylistic exploration. This helps develop or further investigate
characters (or styles) of paintings and drawings, as a resource to assist the
drawing’s own becoming.
One can produce more than mere schematic drawings using the Broadened
Drawing-Scape. The constant reproduction and re-interpretation of one’s
individual strokes (Figure 2.23) enable the creation of watercolor paintings
such as dragons and birds (Figure 2.24).96

95
Dexter, Emma. 2005. Vitamin D: New Perspectives in Drawing. First Edition
edition. London etc.: Phaidon Press.
96
Original painting by Joie Chang. Joie was my UROP research assistant at MIT
in 2014.
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Figure 2.23.
Progress shots that
are captured along
the painting process.

Figure 2.24.
Final painting, dragons and birds.
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Painting with the proposed apparatus not only enables painters to reproduce,
re-interpret and re-use their stylistic strokes but also to analyze their painting
processes retrospectively.
Figure 2.25.
Initial shape.

The painting starts with a capricious motif (Figure 2.25):
Then, in the digital environment, the shape is transformed several times using
the rule
Figure 2.26.
...multiplied by using
a shape rule.

x  x + t(x)
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…again…
x  x + t(x)

Figure 2.27.

…and again. The entire calculation is:
x  x + t(x) + t’(x) …

Figure 2.28.
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The resultant digital image is then projected underneath the drawing surface,
for Joie to trace over the shapes in red:
< x , 0 >  < x , x’ >

Figure 2.29.

…again…
< x , 0 >  < x , x’ > 97

Figure 2.30.

97
Stiny, George. 1980. Pictorial and Formal Aspects of Shape and Shape
Grammars. 1975 edition. Basel ; Stuttgart: Birkhäuser.
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…to generate the watercolor painting that is seen in Figure 2.24.
Finally, the artist sees dragons, birds and fish in boundaries (Figure 2.31a and
Figure 2.31b):
< x , x’, 0 >  < x , x’, b(x) + b(x’) >
Figure 2.31a.
Traces overlaid on
the original painting

Figure 2.31b.
Tracing the boundaries, Joie finds dragons and birds.
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For dragons and birds, the artist evaluated the painting in retrospect to find
out the repeating features and she recalled the actions she has taken over the
course of painting. According to the artist’s description, in the image seen in
Figure 2.32:

Figure 2.32.
Repeating features,
identified and colored by the artist.



#1 shows the initial shape (the very first brush stroke in blue)
and the stroke that is created by tracing over the translated
shape. The painter uses the schema:
x  x + t(x)



#2 comes to life as an “explosion” of the copy of first stylistic
curve, so that the artist uses the part schema:
x  prt(x)
The artist paints a similar shape after shifting the pattern.



#3 is painted after a watercolor wash appears in the projection
and gets duplicated after the former shift.



#4 is generated when the artist does a computational
operation (image difference) using the two latest captured
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patterns before projecting it underneath the painting.


#5 utilizes the same technique in #4 and finally rotates the
final projection to paint an upside-down and traces over a less
precise duplicate.

The artist states that a “dynamic harmonization” keeps happening between
the projected digital template and the analog drawing, and points to a
“continual reference to [one’s] context in … making.” As reported in one of the
experimental sessions, with the apparatus, one works on [re-configuration] of
shapes “in a vague attempt to [discover] a final product” –which in essence is
the definition of what the act of drawing actually is.98

98

Hill, Edward. 1966. The Language of Drawing. Prentice-Hall.
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2.7. Preliminary Contributions and Conclusions
In this series of studies, I develop a critical perspective about the divide
between human’s seamless embodied actions and perceptions that take place
during creative visual processes and the discrete nature of binary computing.
I introduce a novel approach for making visible the otherwise hidden bits that
get embedded in paintings and drawings over the course of their becoming.
Using this tool, one can do shape calculations using any sort of (intentional,
coincidental or accidental) traces.
I propose an apparatus, a hardware and software setup that enables me to
bring forth a novel model for visual meaning-making, drawing and painting
via fusing analog and digital modes of painting which I call “trace-based shape
calculation”.
The study emerges as a critical outlook to current approaches in design
computing:


Analog and digital modes of design and drawing practices have their
own potentials and richness but these potentials hardly co-exist.



Inferential computational systems work with a symbolic understanding
of shapes, and thus they cannot use or utilize ambiguity.



Current computational design and drawing systems are mostly geared
towards production, multiplication and efficiency99 rather than
exploration and discovery.

The conducted experiments and presented drawings help developing ideas
and tools to-wards:


Centralizing and broadening one’s phenomenological and artistic style.



Merging the visual richness of rule based drawings with intuitional
foundations of hand-drawing.

99
Solnit, Rebecca. 2001. Wanderlust: A History of Walking. New York, N.Y.,
U.S.A.: Penguin Books.
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Developing a drawing environment, in which computational means of
drawings (such as coding) meet analogue means (hand & material) of
drawing.

To conclude, the outlined study offers a novel method for expanding one’s
phenomenological visual design activities and for merging the explorative
power of rule based algorithmic drawings with intuitional foundations of handdrawing.
The variety and distinctiveness of paintings including the three represented
here show the flexibility of the system in generating and working with different
styles.

Meaning
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3.1. Moving Beyond Parts and Consistencies
In this section, I will further elaborate on the ways in which creative visual
practices are shaped under the influence of information theories and
computational technologies. It is true that with ever-evolving computational
technologies and applications, artists and designers keep discovering new
ways of visual-making; however, every new implementation also brings some
limitations.
What remains essential for the visual-meaning maker, the artist and the
designer is a search for meaning100 that doesn’t entail a closure for the sake of
reaching consistency, which at the end of the day constitutes the foundation
of this research.
I begin digging into the subject of meaning in two phases. In the first step,
because meanings can only be holistically experienced, understood and
explained, I look into the relations between parts and wholes, and the ways in
which we build part-whole relation theories. This in turn raises the question:
is it possible to inquire about the significance and ever-unfolding meanings
of wholes, such as designs, drawings, sketches by using and concentrating
only on their parts? Can we look into such meanings by utilizing deterministic
machines, computers that can only handle variations and combination of
parts?
In the second step, I expand the problem to the much larger domain of being
human (being and becoming), and I introduce a familiar yet inexhaustible
platform to discuss how people come to see anew by resisting the temptation
to falling back onto beaten paths. In other words: the meaning of life is to
continue the journey.

100
Bohm, David. 1989. “Meaning and Information.” In The Search for Meaning:
The New Spirit in Science and Philosophy, edited by Paavo Pylkkanen, 43–66.
Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group.
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3.2. Parts and Wholes
3.2.1. Function vs Presence: Engines and Paintings, a WholePart Analysis
The problem might be that we –as builders of machines and systems- also
try to build art works and designs from parts. No doubt, parts are useful for
building things up, for producing things through assembly. Yet, the properties
and workings of wholes can only be partially explained through properties or
workings of their parts:
“For what we mean by ‘understanding’ or ‘comprehension’ is seeing
how parts fit into a whole, and then by realizing that they don’t
compose the whole, as one assembles a jigsaw puzzle, but that the
whole is a pattern, a complex wiggliness, which has no separate parts.
Parts are fictions of language, of the calculus of looking at the world
through a net which seems to chop it up into bits. Parts exist only for
purposes of figuring out and describing, and as we figure the world
out we become confused if we do not remember this all the time.”101
I will elaborate on the whole-part relationships in different domains, such as
the arts and engineering, specifically concentrating on combustion engines
and paintings. This should help us see if contemporary utilitarian views are fit
to help us discover the saliences around us, not only about engines but also
about other aspects of our daily lives, including but not limited to paintings,
rivers, forests and even societies. Because there are infinite types of wholes
in an uncountable number of domains, the role and organization of parts that
belong to a specific whole should certainly and significantly differ with respect
to the role and organization of parts that belong to another whole.
101
Watts, Alan. 1989. The Book: On the Taboo Against Knowing Who You Are.
Reissue edition. New York: Vintage Books, 97.
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If we take a conventional combustion engine as an example of a whole,
pistons can be explained as mechanically functional parts of that engine. If we
consider a painting as a whole, the brush strokes can be described as visual
parts of the painting. The challenge here is to arrive at a universal part-whole
relationship theory by looking into an engine and a painting. The roles (or
presence) of different parts such as pistons and brush strokes in different
wholes (or ensembles) such as a combustion engine and a painting hardly
suggest a universal part-whole theory. Moreover, the ways we describe parts
in each case would be significantly different. For instance, the wording sounds
more appropriate when I say:
a piston has a function in a combustion engine, whereas
a brush stroke has a salience or presence in a painting
–which makes the brush stroke salient or remarkable as opposed to functional.
One might argue that the reverse could be true, but first consider this: A
piston in a combustion engine has precise specifications, such as piston-head
diameter and material hardness and so on. Its function and contribution to the
operation of the engine has been defined and designed on the drawing board,
or on a computer screen. Most likely, this function (explained in the Figure
3.01) can also be deciphered via reverse engineering.

Figure 3.01.
A piston’s functional
states.
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Engines are built through proper assembly of a long list of parts. Because the
list of parts, their specifications and the way they are put together are fairly
clear prior to the engine’s production phase, a high volume of almost-but-not
identical engines can be produced once the design process is over. The flaws
and defects, if there are any, are reproduced along with every copy, too.102
But because the design of an engine is somehow final103 by the time of
production, the problems can (generally) be discovered in reference to the
final design in short periods of time and broken engines can more or less be
fixed by replacing parts.
But can we apply such a part-whole relationship to a work of art or the design
process? If we go back to the example in which we took the paint stroke as
a part and the painting as a whole, and try to understand it, looking through
the lens of an engine’s part-whole relationship, what would we see? What
would the specifications of a brush stroke be in a painting? Can we define
the exact function of a painting’s brush stroke? Can we remove a brush stroke
from a painting? Would this operation, the exclusion of a brush stroke break a
painting down? If so, can we fix a broken painting by adding parts? Can such
a fix be possible via use of a paint stroke different in size, color or character
(style), or is it necessary to use the original (omitted) stroke?
Here, I am not trying to list a series of questions with a prejudice. My goal is
not to prove that not all wholes can be explained through their parts. Rather,
I am in pursuit of finding ways to talk about part-whole relationships that are
not to explain (such as paintings) in terms of their purpose and function (if
there are any at all). Such wholes, I argue, can only be experienced (through
their total-existence). The fact that these wholes cannot directly be explained
through their parts does not entail that the parts are negligible or irrelevant
to the whole: parts still exist, they are there in paintings and designs, but they
require a different approach for their observation, analysis and understanding.
Our mechanical and discrete analyses can work up to some point when we talk

102
This is why you generally hear auto-maker brands call a production batch of
their automobiles back for servicing, repairs or replacement.
103
Nothing can ever be final in a sense, but in terms of car design, there has to
be a pre-production final design. But then, again, every engine has a life-span.
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about art works and designs, but they will fall short in the long run in analyzing
a larger spectrum of works in these fields. In sum, the meanings we attribute
to things change, depending on the domain in which we attend to them.
In this respect, a piston can be drawn as a functional part of an engine in a
mechanical drawing (Figure 3.02).

Figure 3.02.
Pistons depicted in a
patent illustration.
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…or a piston can be painted to fit into an artistic illustration of an engine (Figure
3.03).
Figure 3.03.
Pistons depicted in
an airbrush illustraion.

…or a piston can become a free-standing visual artifact (Figure 3.04).

Figure 3.04.
Pistons as freestanding
photographical
pieces
(rendered).
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…or a piston can become a trace on a canvas (Figure 3.05a and Figure 3.05b).

Figure 3.05a.
“Internal Combustion #2 - Bone Machine” by Jud Turner.
2009, 25” x 49” x 8”
(wall hanging), found
object assemblage.

Figure 3.05b.
“Internal Combustion #2 - Bone Machine” by Jud Turner.
Detail. See the piston
arms.
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As seen in these examples, it would never be possible to end up with a single
definition for piston in the presence of a so many different eyes and different
minds. A piston, then, carries different meanings over a large spectrum of
domains. A piston holds the potential to become anything, from a functional
part of a combustion engine to a trace on a canvas. This brings forth a world so
dynamic that it easily frightens purely utilitarian minds: something might not
be itself at all!
“[…] whatever we say anything is, it isn’t. It may be similar to what we
say, but it is also something more and something different.”104
Even more so, what we know about things might be incomplete, or worse,
completely wrong. That’s why our knowledge always run out, yet our
perception always keeps running. In the process of understanding the wholes
and parts, our logic at times stalls, but our perceptions always remain at work.

104
Bohm, David. 1989. “Meaning and Information.” In The Search for Meaning:
The New Spirit in Science and Philosophy, edited by Paavo Pylkkanen, 43–66.
Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group.
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3.2.2. The Shimmering Useless
There is definitely a delight in seeing, especially when we see something
that strikes a chord, and that has a significance for us.105 This significance, as
opposed to a utilitarian perspective’s assertion, does not always have to be
purposeful or functional. In other words, this significance cannot be explicated
through efficiency or goal-seeking alone. One can simply find significance in
“cloud-gazing.”106
The combustion engine has a definitive purpose, which is to move a vehicle
by using gasoline power. Yet, in the case of a well-crafted engine design, the
same humans who build these engines for this very clear purpose also fine
tune them for sound, so that both the user of the tool (the driver or the
automobile) and the spectator (the automobile enthusiast on the street or
at the race track) can appreciate (or loathe) the engine’s existence beyond its
primary purpose. In short, fine tuning a combustion engine for sound does
not necessarily serve the actual function of the engine or the purpose of the
automobile, yet it serves to create delightful experiences: “a roaring sound
with evocative power (beyond) so-called affordances.”107 In sum, there always
seems to be a place for delight and poetics, even in the design of everyday
objects, such as engines, or door-knobs.
From a purely utilitarian perspective, auxiliary efforts to enhance things beyond
or outside their primary purpose (again, such as fine-tuning the sound of an
engine) would be a total leeway. But some still do it regardless the uselessness

105
Bohm, David. 1989. “Meaning and Information.” In The Search for Meaning:
The New Spirit in Science and Philosophy, edited by Paavo Pylkkanen, 43–66.
Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group.
106
Solnit, Rebecca. 2001. Wanderlust: A History of Walking. New York, N.Y.,
U.S.A.: Penguin Books, 10. Solnit wrote: “The multiplication of technologies in the
name of efficiency is actually eradicating free time by making it possible to maximize
the time and place for production and minimize the unstructured travel time in
between […] vast array of pleasures which fall into the category of doing nothing in
particular, of woolgathering, cloud-gazing, wandering, window-shopping, are nothing
but voids to be filled by something more definite, more productive, or faster paced.”
107
An addition to my story about engines by Edith Ackermann.
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of such an effort. One of the main points in this discussion is to find use for
useless things, such as art (!), because at the end of the day (as Stiny108 quotes
Wilde):
“all art is quite useless.”109
Wilde is right: what can the actual purpose of a painting be, anyway? What is
a painting’s definitive function? Probably there is none. And the uselessness of
things does not necessarily end there: there may be no actual use or purpose
for the world we live on, or even for the stars. As Alan Watts boldly states:
“What is the practical application of a million galaxies [anyway]?”110
We can expend vast amount of time and effort to discover and outline definitive
function or purposeful use of anything (and everything), but it’s highly probable
that many of these functions and uses will remain undefined. Their presences
will have some significance for us, and thus help us find meaning.

108
Stiny, George. 2016. “The Critic as Artist: Oscar Wilde’s Prolegomena to
Shape Grammars.” Nexus Network Journal 17 (3): 723–58. doi:10.1007/s00004-0150274-4.
109
Wilde, Oscar. 1982. The Artist as Critic: Critical Writings of Oscar Wilde.
Edited by Richard Ellman. 1st edition. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.
110
Watts, Alan. 1989. The Book: On the Taboo Against Knowing Who You Are.
Reissue edition. New York: Vintage Books, 125.
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3.2.3. From Function to Presence: Art as Information
Processing
There is a reason for humans to feel comfortable when they think they know
all about the parts that make up a whole. The feeling of being in control of the
parts not only creates an illusion of sovereignty over the dynamics of the whole,
but it also leads to a false assurance of stability: theoretically, if one knows all
about the parts, s/he can easily replace the broken parts of a whole to fix it
quickly. This way, everything will always simply be fine. However, neither the
world, nor art, nor the work of engines ensure stability. Even engines either
break down or wear out over time. So the perfectly fitted ever-running engine
is just another idealized illusion that humans day-dream about.
However, a painting does not work the same way, simply because knowing
and seeing do not work in these same ways. Even when you try to generate a
painting111 through coding and defining and constructing mechanics, the visual
impact of the painting, the impressions112 in the painting (that is the ambiguous
and probably ever-changing nature of the painting) are not revealed until the
painting is actually seen. When you code to produce digital art, with the goal
of using shapes and colors on the screen, what you see is not what you knew
in advance when you coded.
You - in theory - knew what was going to happen, how the shapes were going
to move and appear, and how the colors were going to bleed, but you only
witnessed the impression of the art work when you saw the piece of art: the
thing itself (Figure 3.06a and Figure 3.06b).

111
I am picking a digital painting as an example, instead of an analog/pigment
painting on purpose here.
112
Stiny, George. 2016. “The Critic as Artist: Oscar Wilde’s Prolegomena to
Shape Grammars.” Nexus Network Journal 17 (3): 723–58. doi:10.1007/s00004015-0274-4. Stiny wrote: “Shapes express entirely what’s impressed on them, that’s
embedded with rules I choose for myself.”
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Figure 3.06a.
Substrate by Jared
Tarbell, developed in
Processing. Stages.

Figure 3.06b.
Substrate by Jared
Tarbell, developed in
Processing.
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It is also interesting to see where the machine goes, or to what it arrives at
when the system that created the algorithmic painting is let go: because, there
is no mechanism to stop the code from running, the pixels (visible as lines and
bleedings) consume themselves to the utmost extent, dividing the canvas into
infinitely many bits. Finally only noise remains (Figure 3.06c).

Figure 3.06c.
Substrate. Script ran
for longer than intended!

Somehow the visual meaning searched in this example is achieved only through
the presence of a user who initiates and terminates the code. The artist in
this case, first envisions figures, then translates the visual ideas into geometric
descriptions that can be encoded, and then writes a code, which he then runs
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and iterates according to the outputs that he can obtain from the code. For
example: Jared Tarbell113 touches his canvas only through his eyes, whereas
Peter Gric cannot hold himself back without touching his canvases with his
hands. Gric uses computer graphics to explore geometric ideas, to generate
complex and organic surrealistic architectures and city-scapes (Figure 3.07a).

Figure 3.07a.
Peter Gric. Realignment II. Acrylic on
canvas, 120 x 100cm,
2013.

113
A programmer who owns the computational art page complexification.net.
Also the co-founder of Etsy.
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Yet his art work is always produced in a traditional medium, as Gric eventually
paints all of his paintings by hand, using digital-created images as templates.
In his search for visual-meaning Gric incorporates both his eyes and his hands
to go over what his mind114 explores in digital environments (Figure 3.7b and
Figure 3.7c).
Figure 3.07b.
Gric painting on his
canvas.

Figure 3.07c.
Gric painting on his
canvas.

114
Eyes, hands and minds cannot be thought of separately. I clearly explain
this in Chapter 4. Here I do it to punctuate the different levels of embodiment in
producing paintings.
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3.2.4. Information vs. Meaning
It should be apparent by now that there can hardly be any universal partwhole theory for us to make sense of. But this does not mean that we should
abandon part-whole analysis, simply because “the balanced and integrated
mind is that which sees both the wood and the trees in their true relation to
one another.”115
In a broader sense, parts are what we identify and extract from wholes for
two reasons: first we cannot comprehend all types of wholes at once. Second,
and as a consequence of the first, we think we have a better understanding of
the wholes when we dissect them into smaller pieces and comprehend them
through these bits. Yet it should not be forgotten that in essence “parts exist
only for purposes of figuring and describing […]”116
If we can develop alternative theories of whole-part relationships and
applications thereof, we will not only end up expanding our ways of worldmaking,117 but also develop better ways of world-reading and worldunderstanding. Such theories exist not only in the fields of art and design
but also in various disciplines of science. For instance, in the field of art and
design, Stiny introduces an alternative way of calculating that does not involve
symbols, but rather shapes. In the field of physics, quantum theory helps
explain shortcomings and misinterpretations of Newtonian physics.
One of the core part-whole relationships is the information theory of the
mind that was born following the idea that the “computers could be used to
simulate important aspects of intelligence.”118 This statement, which prepared
115
Watts, Alan. 1998. Seeds of Genius: The Early Writings of Alan Watts. Edited
by Mark Watts and John Snelling. Shaftesbury, Dorset ; Rockport, Mass: Element
Books Ltd., 192.
116
Watts, Alan. 1989. The Book: On the Taboo Against Knowing Who You Are.
Reissue edition. New York: Vintage Books, 97.
117
Goodman, Nelson. 1978. Ways of Worldmaking. Indianapolis,: Hackett Pub.
Co. I borrow Goodman’s title.
118
Dreyfus, Hubert L. 1992. What Computers Still Can’t Do: A Critique of
Artificial Reason. 1st edition. Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, x.
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the way for the field of Artificial Intelligence assumed that “all understanding
consisted in forming and using appropriate symbolic representations,” and
thus, as highlighted by Dreyfus, it ignored the “holistic sense of relevance” that
humans experience through their “involvement in ongoing activity.”119
Dreyfus points out to the whole, the experience of humans, or the common
sense that can neither be “formulated” nor be “formulized” through parts,
through symbol manipulation, or processing. So then, the parts we can identify,
talk about or understand always have to be a subset of the whole, leaving out
the parts, sensations, feelings and understandings we develop through our
entanglement with things, surroundings and selves. The part that is left out,
that can be comprehended and experienced, yet hardly described in symbols
is called meaning by Bohm, meaning that is expansive, context-bound and
ever-unfolding.120

119
Dreyfus, Hubert L. 1992. What Computers Still Can’t Do: A Critique of
Artificial Reason. 1st edition. Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 3.
120
Bohm, David. 1989. “Meaning and Information.” In The Search for Meaning:
The New Spirit in Science and Philosophy, edited by Paavo Pylkkanen, 43–66.
Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group.
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3.2.5. Search for Meaning through Parts in Wholes
If we are trying to outline and identify the phenomena taking place around
and within us (such as looking at/into a painting, or hearing the sound of
an automobile engine) the resolution, then, will not always come through
mechanizing or diagraming-out the inner-workings of things: by now it should
be apparent that we cannot outline a definitive function, use or purpose for
all things. Rather, instead of a clear identification, we will look for resolutions
that involve our experiences through our co-presence with things. Equipped
with our senses121 and “biased” minds, we try to name that significance within
the boundaries of our experiences and through our short-falling lingual and
communication abilities. That is the effort of framing and understanding
phenomena, so that this packed understanding (or experience if applicable)
can be repeated, recalled, remembered, or transmitted to others. The way
in which this happens is through various forms that are available, that can
potentially be encrypted and decrypted between senders and receivers.
Here, I borrow the idea of form in relation to information from David Bohm.
To inform for Bohm means putting form into something (i.e. embedding): I
transmit a formerly packed form in a receiver, a machine or a creature so that
the form is projected onto other. I inform the other via transferring this form
and the rest is up to the receiver:
“[the information] becomes actually active only when and where there
is a receiver which can respond to it with its own energy.”122
In Bohm’s scenario, the information is the difference in form that is actually the
content, and this difference creates what we call meaning.
These descriptions should not lead to the conclusion that any meaning or

121
Ings, Simon. 2008. A Natural History of Seeing: The Art and Science of
Vision. New York: W.W. Norton.
122
Bohm, David. 1989. “Meaning and Information.” In The Search for Meaning:
The New Spirit in Science and Philosophy, edited by Paavo Pylkkanen, 43–66.
Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group.
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all meanings can be unpacked and transferred as information. Simply said,
perhaps only a number of things can be completely figured out and unpacked
as information.123 The rest –the bigger chunk of our significant experiences,
although meaningful, still remains mostly unknowable, and thus unspeakable
for us.
The word meaning sounds so big that it expresses something that hardly
has a starting point and that will hardly be concluded as long as we keep on
resonating with it. That is why, meaning that is present in information is also
boundless, and it unfolds over time as long as it is interacted with. Bohm says:
“It must be kept in mind, however, that most of the meaning
in this process is implicit. Indeed, whatever we say or do, we cannot
possibly describe in detail more than a very small part of the total
significance that we may sense at any given moment. […] in speaking
or writing, these words are not chosen one by one. Rather, many
words seem to be enfolded in any given momentary intention, and
these emerge in a natural order, which is also enfolded… Meaning
unfolds into intention, and intention into action, which, in turn, has
further significance…”124
In other words, the parts (words) of a whole (the sentence) are not necessarily
the container of the actual meaning. The words on their own are inadequate
to express the meaning that is framed in a sentence, and a sentence is again
inadequate to reveal the intention of expression of the speech. In writing then,
as I am doing now, I use parts: letters, words and sentences to express what
I am trying to convey, to inform you, yet this happens as I do it, and I don’t
exactly know what the best way to do it is in advance. I go over the words and
sentences to find a better means of expression. Yet the key thing that I discover
is this: I understand myself as I type (or speak in my mind). The very significant

123
Ibid. Only theoretically though. Here, I would like to say, actually nothing
can be packed as information at all, but I will elaborate on that later on –Bohm refers
to Korzybski when he states, “whatever we say anything is, it isn’t. It may be similar
to what we say, but it is also something more and something different.”
124
Bohm, David. 1989. “Meaning and Information.” In The Search for Meaning:
The New Spirit in Science and Philosophy, edited by Paavo Pylkkanen, 43–66.
Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group.
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thing that I am describing is that what is meaningful for me is being formed
and re-formed to be explicated through the act of writing.
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3.2.6. The Body-Mind Whole
What we call self is usually inspected in two separate parts: the body and the
mind. One way to view this is to see the mind as a phenomenon that resides
somewhere within the body, splits an entity, the self, into two parts for the
sake of analyzing, explaining and finally dismembering the phenomena of
humaning.125
Bohm points out that the psychosomatic view of bodily activities pictures
an overall process –actually the process of becoming-, with the whole as an
interaction that takes place between two distinct parts, namely the psyche
(mind/soul) and the soma (body). Here, the separation does not happen due
to the actual duality of the mind and the body, but is a result of the perspective
with which one approaches the problem: these two sides of a single process
prove to be easier to be “separated in thought for convenience of analyses,”
but they actually exist “inseparably united in reality.”126
Similarly, Watts claims that Western psychology has framed the mind as an
“epiphenomenon of the body” which led to a research culture that regarded
both the mind and body as “dead rather than living things.”127
The motivation for splitting the ever-becoming human into bits came from the
same view that invested in the idea that things can be examined, understood,
learned and finally known only through dismembering the parts from the
whole. Such views on the human-being also influence the ways in which
we make meanings out of ourselves, yet “If we wish to discover the life and
meaning of the human being, we shall not find it in the brain, the heart, the

125
Ingold, Tim. 2015. The Life of Lines. Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New
York, NY: Routledge, 140.
126
Bohm, David. 1989. “Meaning and Information.” In The Search for Meaning:
The New Spirit in Science and Philosophy, edited by Paavo Pylkkanen, 43–66.
Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group.
127
Watts, Alan. 1998. Seeds of Genius: The Early Writings of Alan Watts. Edited
by Mark Watts and John Snelling. Shaftesbury, Dorset ; Rockport, Mass: Element
Books Ltd.
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stomach, the entrails, the glands, the lungs, or the nerves,”128 instead, “every
organism is a process […] which is to be understood only in relation to the
larger and longer process of its environment.”129 130

128
Ibid.,190.
129
Watts, Alan. 1989. The Book: On the Taboo Against Knowing Who You Are.
Reissue edition. New York: Vintage Books, 97.
130
All this is important because, with a larger scope, I would like to discuss and
re-evaluate the ways in which life around us keeps evolving and revolving and how
our daily lives are being shaped under the impressions of sciences and technological
developments; how these developments affect the way in which we define our
environments, ourselves and others. More specifically, I wish to inquire about
what we are being taught and what we are teaching at design schools in terms of
seeing and doing. I would like to talk about our visual activities and their vitality and
significance for our design activities.
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3.2.7. Seeing Ever-Becoming Visual Meaning
What we do during creative visual activities is not simply to produce and use
knowledge or deal with information. We draw what is meaningful to us, or we
look at the meaningful parts within what we draw,131 and we keep working with
that. It is clear that the essence of the meaning here does not come through
the meaning’s completion, but rather it is a product of meaning’s continuous
and ever expanding unfoldment.132
The content of meaning is not pre-defined or frozen, and not packed to be
unpacked and comprehended at once. The unfolding of meaning occurs over
time, and at variable rates, because this unfolding occurs within the everchanging “comprehender” of meaning, and with all other occurrence that
take place around the comprehender. The comprehension of the message of
the meaning is never prescriptive. Bohm calls this the total situation. Briefly,
our interaction with the meaning or the information in which the meaning is
packed does not take place in a sequential input-output paradigm. We “do not
first apprehend the meaning of the information and then choose to act or not
act accordingly. Rather the apprehension of meaning is, at the very same time,
the totality of the action in question.”133
The idea of total situation stresses the importance of the receiver of the
information in a process of the unpacking of the meaning, where one meaning
exists at a certain place will not be unfolded in exactly the same way as in
another previous place. The former disposition of the meaning, Bohm claims
will not be proper for the new condition anymore, so that a new type of
disposition will emerge through observation, learning and perception.134

131
“Drawing is a discipline of vision. It heightens perception. Drawing =
Seeing.” Hill, Edward. The Language of Drawing. Prentice-Hall, 1966, 25.
132
Bohm, David. 1989. “Meaning and Information.” In The Search for Meaning:
The New Spirit in Science and Philosophy, edited by Paavo Pylkkanen, 43–66.
Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group.
133
Ibid.
134
Ibid.
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Such property of meaning, again, implies that meanings always remain
unfinished and partial.
The value here lays the ambiguity135 itself. The content of the meaning, as
Bohm claims, unfolds in accordance with its context, which may in turn change,
which would imply an unfolding into a greater context and so on. And the
conclusion is that
“[…] meanings are inherently incomplete, and subject to change, as
they are incorporated in broader, deeper, and more subtle meanings,
arising in new contexts.”136

135
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press.
136
Bohm, David. 1989. “Meaning and Information.” In The Search for Meaning:
The New Spirit in Science and Philosophy, edited by Paavo Pylkkanen, 43–66.
Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group.
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3.3. Places and Scapes: Humaning, Becoming through
Wandering and Encountering
3.3.1. Getting out of Place
In his book Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed Understanding of the
Place-World, Edward S. Casey unfolds the human’s embodied existence in
terms of everlasting interactions that take between the body and places.137
According to Casey, places shape one’s experience of being, yet “no given place
sufﬁces indeﬁnitely,” and thus people live most of their lives in a continuous
stream of “restless mobility.” Consequently, “getting out of place” settles in as
an intrinsic constituent of the human life, as one journeys across scapes. 138
I project Casey’s elaborations on being in-between places onto the dynamics
of Stiny’s visual calculation enterprise. The inexhaustible implacement139 of
ever-becoming human (or in Ingold’s terms humaning)140 and the open ended
interpretations inherent to “seeing and doing” help weave subtleties that
exist in Casey’s place-world and Stiny’s shape grammar formalism. To bridge
the domains of philosophy of being and visual thinking, I particularize the
commonalities between Casey’s and Stiny’s theories by analyzing the act of
drawing as an embodied process of becoming.

137
Morris, David. 1999. “Edward S. Casey: Getting Back Into Place: Toward a
Renewed Understanding of the Place-World and Edward S. Casey: The Fate of Place:
A Philosophical History.” Continental Philosophy Review 32 (1): 37–48.
138
Casey, Edward S. 2009. Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed
Understanding of the Place-World. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, p.xii.
139
Ibid.
140
Ingold, Tim. 2015. The Life of Lines. Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New
York, NY: Routledge.
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3.3.2. Placing the Human Body In-Between Place(s)

“And just as he who unwills what he wills
and shifts what he intends to seek new ends
so that he’s drawn from what he had begun,
so was I in the midst of that dark land,
because, with all my thinking I annulled
the task I had so quickly undertaken.”
─ Dante Alighieri

At the dusk of the day Dante meets Virgil, Dante questions his “worthiness to
visit the deathless world.”141 He stands still in the dark forest and considers
withdrawing his journey at the very beginning. Dante experiences the anxiety
of walking into the unknown, and of being “displaced.”142 But eventually,
following his brief conversation with Virgil, he becomes encouraged. Dante
not only feels that he needs to walk, but also choses to walk. Being able to
walk seems to be both a blessing and a damnation for Dante, for things to
come.
Casey masterfully frames the ability, reasons and consequences of mobility:
“A tree stands in its own place. Its life is sedentary... a life without anxiety.”143
According to Casey, humans change places, not only because they can, but
also because they have to. “No given place sufﬁces indeﬁnitely,”144 neither
for biological, nor for emotional needs of human beings. “Getting out of

141
Dante Alighieri, Allen Mandelbaum, and Peter Armour. 1995. The Divine
Comedy. New York: Knopf : Distributed by Random House, 63.
142
Casey, Edward S. 2009. Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed
Understanding of the Place-World. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 22.
143
Ibid., xii.
144
Ibid.
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place is therefore a basic action of all animal, including all human, life,”145
Casey concludes.
I envision Dante’s anxiety (Figure 3.08) as “experience of being unplaced” that
is beyond “confronting the unhappy prospect of disorientation”146 in Casey’s
words. Deep in heart, Dante knows that he might not be back. Yet still, Dante
finally does not un-will his will, and enters the “steep and savage path.”147

145
Casey, Edward S. 2009. Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed
Understanding of the Place-World. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, xii.
146
Ibid.
147
Dante Alighieri, Allen Mandelbaum, and Peter Armour. 1995. The Divine
Comedy. New York: Knopf : Distributed by Random House, 67.
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Dante on the verge
of the dark forest. He
is about to become
unplaced.
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3.3.3. The In-Betweens

“‘Between’ articulates a divided world that is already carved at the
joints. It is a bridge, a hinge, a connection, an attraction of opposites […] ‘Inbetween’, by contrast, is a movement of generation and dissolution in a world
of becoming where things are not yet given…”
─ Tim Ingold

Life as a journey (or as a collection of journeys) is not a new metaphor.148
Probably not as adventurous, purposeful or dangerous as Dante’s, everyone
walks their own journey. I, as a part of my humaning, have to find myself on
the verge of journeys, too. I get in and out of places in Casey’s terms, even in
daily life to go to the next place, and then to the next one recursively. Here
comes the notion of restless mobility; I constantly find myself somewhere in
between point A and point B, and thus spend the majority of my time along
the path in-between:
“We are beings of the between, always on the move between
places.”

149

In-between-ness then, is not a property but is the essence of life. Ingold
reasons that “…life is lived […] along paths, not just in places…”150
We have a tendency to think that there exists the point A, at which we reside
and there exists another point B, at which we will arrive. The ticket itineraries
or addresses tell us the names of the points of departures and arrivals, but
never about what happens in-between. We think of “going the distance” as a
148
Lakoff, George, and Mark Johnson. 1980. Metaphors We Live by. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press.
149
Casey, Edward S. 2009. Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed
Understanding of the Place-World. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, xii.
150
Ingold, Tim. 2007. Lines: A Brief History. London; New York: Routledge, 2.
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task that has to be undertaken. In a sense, we have to leave one of the points
so that we can reach to the other one. Whereas the actual residing (or in
Ingold’s terms “dwelling”) 151 takes place in-between, and is never stationary:
it is called wandering.
Dante’s epic journey through Inferno is not a mere trip between point A and
point B. Although there is a presumptive destination, point B, neither the
exact location, nor the exact time of arrival can be computed. Rather there
are a field of arrival and a period of arriving that together unfold the very
experience of arriving.
“In journeying from place A to place B it makes no sense to ask, along
the way, whether one is ‘still’ in A or has ‘crossed over’ to B”152
So then, both leaving, journeying and arriving are actions, they are experiences.
They by no means can be states. One can neither break the continuum of time
into little chunks,153 nor split the flow of places into areas on a map. Dante
is not an agent who completes the task of leaving point A and arriving at
point B. He is rather the wanderer, in Ingold’s terms the “wayfarer,”154 whose
path can never be determined in advance. That very path “wends hither and
tither.”155 The journey includes indefinite number of departures and arrivals
that are embedded within the journey: pauses and resumes are inherent to
the very journey.
“While on the trail the wayfarer is always somewhere, yet every
‘somewhere’ is on the way to somewhere else.”156
Both Casey and Ingold, although they approach in-betweenness following

151
Ingold, Tim. 2015. The Life of Lines. Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New
York, NY: Routledge, 152. Ingold wrote: “Wherever you find them, humans are
humaning.”
152
Ingold, Tim. 1993. “The Temporality of the Landscape.” World Archaeology
25 (2): 152–74, 156.
153
Dyson, George. 2012. Turing’s Cathedral: The Origins of the Digital Universe.
First Printing edition. New York: Vintage, 248. As a totally inverse world-view, Turing
splits the continuum of time. The meaning is constructed and understood in the
states of the universal Turing Machine on certain points if time.
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Ingold, Tim. 2007. Lines: A Brief History. London; New York: Routledge, 81.
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Ibid.
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different trajectories,157 investigate the bi-directional relationship between
the body (in-between) and the place. For Ingold, the existence of paths is
inherent to the existence of places, and thus we live both in places and along
the paths. Ingold adds: “…and paths are lines of a sort.”158 Along these paths,
we learn, realize and make. Build up memories and expectations and all is
lived and experienced all together. The moment, the now,159 the time-being
proves to be the only time in hand to be experienced. For Ingold, being inbetween proves to be the essence of humaning:
“humans are temporally stretched, between the ‘already’ and the
‘not yet’”160
Casey unfolds the body-place relationship in a more comprehensive way, and
what Ingold calls “lines of sort,” becomes more inclusive (wider spanning)
“arcs of embodiment.” Casey explains our experience of being in terms of
constant “interplay of the body and place.”161 This interplay constitutes our
“implacement.”162 For Casey, body and place encompass each other equally,
and the arc of embodiment becomes constituted neither in cognition, nor
in the body only, but in the “interplay of the body and place, in being-inplace.”163
I imagine arc of embodiment as a colossal, yet an ephemeral and translucent
entity that starts where I stand and that spans over the “land” and the
“atmosphere,”164 and then diminishes afar. Whenever I move, my arc(s) of
embodiment also moves with me into different places. What Casey tells is that

157
Casey’s area of concentration is “places”, Ingold’s is “lines.”
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I become what I am through my arcs of embodiment, and that my experience
is not centralized merely in my body, but also within the places that I journey
through. In what Casey calls “built places,”165 then, I become accustomed to
the structure and the infrastructure. I live according to the web of things,
buildings and streets. When I am in New York City, (I envision that) my arc of
embodiment hardly spans over the towers of Manhattan. Instead, it constantly
turns intersections of avenues and streets; it becomes almost a pixelated and
wedged arc that hardly spans couple of blocks. I remember the weekends
that I used to wake up around 5 AM to ride my motorcycle, myself and my
thoughts out of the city, with no clear destination in mind. In Casey’s terms, I
often “edged out from built places”166 to move into wilderness because:
“…centers cannot hold; capacious as they are, they cannot contain
the diversities and vicissitudes of the place world.”167
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Ibid., 107.
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3.3.4. Wandering in Wild-Scapes (Shapes)
Casey’s “place world” has so much to offer, it appears that to make new
discoveries, as much discomforting as it might be, I have to move out of my
comfort zone, and walk into the wild. This way, I get deprived of the structure
that regulates my life. I believe, what Casey calls “built places,” beyond its
immediate meaning also refers to environments that comfort us via their
regulating structure. Such places according to Casey, “serve to bring (my)
body to rest —indeed, to bring it to a virtual stasis.”168 On the contrary, “wild
places put the body into action.” This reminds me what Woods had to say
about creativity —that one needs to push oneself out of the habitual to make
novel discoveries probable:
“If I cannot free myself from the reassurance of the habitual, how
can I speak of the experimental, which is nothing if not real risk, even
loss?”169
I take risks just by being in the wilderness, and the arc of embodiment in
wilderness “continually fades from explicit presentation.”170 I feel uneasy
as I start wandering in a world that I don’t know the structure of. Casey
states that wild places require cautious actions, and he lists them as “alert
apprehension,” “adroit exploration,” and last but not the least “observation,”
a “seeing-around.”171
Casey warns me to use seeing-around so that I can take the “multifarious
qualities and shapes of the surrounding(s)”172 into account.
“[Scape] is essentially the same [word] as shape, except that it once
meant a composition of similar objects… given the considerable
168
Casey, Edward S. 2009. Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed
Understanding of the Place-World. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 223.
169
Woods, Lebbeus. 2004. The Storm and the Fall. Princeton Architectural
Press, 37.
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Casey, Edward S. 2009. Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed
Understanding of the Place-World. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 216.
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scope of –scape… there are at least as many placescapes as there
are kinds of place: seascapes, housescapes, cityscapes, aeroscapes,
dreamscapes, wildscapes, even thoughtscapes.”173
At this point, I feel that I read slightly altered versions of Stiny’s propositions
about seeing and shapes. In Casey’s terms, along my journey from the built (or
structured) environment into the wilderness, I move from the regulated landscape that is “the natural world as collected in coherent clusters and placed
on view”174 to wild-scape that is “the undespoiled natural realm”175 (because
no eyes have despoiled it yet). Casey finally meets Stiny, with a considerable
amount of resolution:
Casey
seeing around
coherent clusters
undespoiled natural realm

↔
↔
↔

Stiny
seeing
combinatorial systems
ambiguity
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3.3.5. Decathexis
“Wayne Westerberg: Alaska, Alaska? Or city Alaska? Because they do
have markets in Alaska. The city of Alaska. Not in Alaska.
Christopher McCandless: No, man. Alaska, Alaska. I’m gonna be all
the way out there, all the way fucking out there. Just on my own. You know,
no fucking watch, no map, no axe, no nothing. No nothing. … You know, big
mountains, rivers, sky, game. … In the wild.
WW: In the wild.
CM: Just wild!
WW: Yeah. What are you doing when we’re there? Now you’re in the
wild, what are we doing?
CM: You’re just living, man. You’re just there, in that moment…”
─ Into the Wild, the Movie, 2007

I now happen to ask potential implications of being in Casey’s “undespoiled
natural realm,” in the wilderness as opposed to navigating in what he calls
“coherent clusters.”176
When wilderness is considered, the path to be taken is never fully preconceived. While exploring wilderness, I heavily depend on Stiny’s amplified

176
Casey, Edward S. 2009. Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed
Understanding of the Place-World. Bloomington: Indiana University Press.
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perception box,177 the eye. Once in wilderness, I lose the structure of things, I
lose the world as I know it, I lose the paved ground, and often my orientation.
Dante can walk through all the dark and gloomy places, only in guidance of
Virgil. In an unstructured world (in comparison to the world with the white
striped pedestrian crossing)178 I need to discover novel paths towards the
goal I visually pick. I constantly wonder: I can see that there is something
there; however I neither know what the thing is, nor how to get there exactly.
Probably, I will see things as and when I get there:
“I’ve tried to show that visual calculating encourages the
creative wanderings of the artist mind. The artist mind is free to see
and do in the unstructured flow of experience, to engage it directly
without deciding beforehand what surprises it holds.”179
Wondering appears to be intrinsic to wandering. Before I encounter, I am
curious, I wonder (for the next thing to come), so I wander. When I encounter
(experience the moment of excitement or surprise) I wonder at what I see.
Yet an open ended journey full of curiosities and amazements come with
sacrifices to be made. This relates to the obligation of “getting out of places”,
which also applies to the most comforting places: we find ourselves in exile.180
Casey elaborates on uneasy feeling of leaving places and people behind using
the notion of decathexis that is the abandonment of the attachments we
develop towards people things, or places.181 Only via constant decathexis
from former places (or decathexis from rules in Stiny’s terms) -no matter how
comforting they might be- we can truly witness something new.
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Stiny once said that AI specialists should replace the “huge memory box”
with a “huge perception box” in one of his Pro-Seminar classes.
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Stiny, George. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge, Mass.:
MIT Press, 157.
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Comedy.
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Casey, Edward S. 2009. Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed
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3.3.6. Expanding –Scapes
I walk in scapes, or in other words, walking enables me to have the most
immediate experience of places. Casey highlights that “legwork is the main
means”182 in many of the classic novels that include journeys. Dante and
Virgil “literally “do it on foot” to “maintain bodily contact with the underlying
earth,”183 when they explore the nine chambers of Inferno. Dante witnesses
the terrible conditions of souls in torment and remediless diseases within the
body-scapes and flesh-scapes in close proximity while wandering.
The word scape has multiple meanings, but the specific meaning that Casey
points to might be new or ambiguous to a newcomer. And once that meaning
becomes somehow explicit, people tend to relate the word scape immediately
to landscape. This might be good for it makes it easier to understand the word
–scape as a “collection of similar shapes” yet it also might be restricting if one
gets stuck with the only meaning. I observed that majority of people either
have a pre-conception of what landscape is –or they understand it in a quite
symbolic way, in a way that restricts the meaning in comparison to what the
word can actually offer. However, –scape has the potential to expand into
infinitely many domains. Here is a short note before I expand the subject
further: when I first started digging into the notion of –scapes, I ended up
wrapping the discussion without touching the subject of landscape even once.
Yet there is a reason for people to make this somehow obvious association. As
mentioned before, landscape is a great example to explain Casey’s definition
of ‘scape’. Landscape is yet another collection; the collection of similar yet
different shapes that happen to be on (and off) or close to the land. Landscape
includes a long list of constituents that no one can clearly itemize–and I am
interested in the [experiential aspects of the whole] rather than the [labels or
definitions of parts]. This very interest brings to me Ingold’s article Temporality
182
Casey, Edward S. 2009. Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed
Understanding of the Place-World. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 276.
183
Ibid. –I was (and was not too) surprised when I found out that Casey
included Dante’s journey in final chapter of his book. Casey thought about the
correlations I have made here.
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of Landscape. I find Ingold’s stream of thought in his article inspiring for two
reasons. First, he unfolds the meaning of the word landscape by pointing to
its experiential implication: in Ingold’s words “meanings” are not “attached”
to the (whole or parts of) landscape, rather they are “gathered from it.”184
Second, he investigates the meaning of landscape in connection to what he
refers as taskscape. I was very intrigued to discover Ingold’s description of
taskscape because it helped finesse my arguments about the significance of
wandering and wondering. Below is how:
Ingold coins the term taskscape and he explains it as “an array of related
activities,” and more elaborately as “the entire ensemble of tasks, in their
mutual interlocking.”185 The key point here is that the tasks, or the actions do
not merely build up an array, but also are an ensemble. They are inseparably
interwoven.
There is an explicit bi-directional interaction between Ingold’s landscape
and the idea that every task undertaken will have an effect on the form of
the landscape and likewise the form of the landscape will (evidently) have
implications on the ways in which the tasks are undertaken. So then, tasking
is eventually forming the shapes of landscape or shaping the scapes (the
collection of shapes) of the land. In Ingold’s words, “landscape as a whole…
[is] the taskscape in its embodied form: a pattern of activities ‘collapsed’ into
an array of features.”186
Following a similar train of thought, it will be fairly easy to envision drawing
as an infusion of collapsed traces of actions as opposed to a collection of
shapes that just happen to be there. The parts of a drawing are not only a
collection, but are an ensemble, too. And one draws and creates drawingscapes to experience the making of this ensemble.
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3.3.7. Self in –Scapes
I ask: “Is there a world?”
Edith Ackermann answers: “There are touch-points.”187

3.3.7.1. Perceiving as Wayfaring
Actions and experiences come first, the journey never ends, and becoming
trumps being: we are accustomed to talk about the collection of experiences
and actions in terms of our physiological apparatus and psychological states
(those of which add up to our being). Yet the term being, because it refers
to momentary definition of states, rather than the flux of changes in states,
is neither adequate nor comprehensive enough to unfold the experience of
wayfaring.
So then, the world does not project on to me for my observation and
understanding. I am not a mere sensor with various actuation levels that
absorbs reality as whatever it is:
“Sensory cells … do not merely copy the external physical reality
to which they respond. Rather, they react to a specific stimulus
by slightly altering its physiological constitution.”188
The relationship between me and things is bidirectional. Damasio refuses the
idea of “pure perception” of objects via senses:
“…to perceive an object, visually or otherwise, the organism requires
both specialized sensory signals and signals from the adjustment of
the body, which are necessary for perception to occur.”189
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MIT Department of Architecture, during Stiny’s Pro-seminar in Computation
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Connecting. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 140.
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Damasio, Antonio R. 2000. The Feeling of What Happens: Body and Emotion
in the Making of Consciousness. New York: Harcourt Inc., 147.
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Damasio explains consciousness “in terms of two players, the organism and
the object, and in terms of the relationships those players hold.”190
From Damasio’s point of view, as an organism, I get “involved in relating to
some object, and … the object in the relation causes a change in”191 me.
Whatever I relate to (or encounter with) results in a bi-directional transaction.
However, as I converse with the other, I change up to a certain extent only, not
to the extent to fundamentally reconfigure who I am. Damasio explains the
notion of self as “a bounded single individual that changes ever so gently across
time but somehow, seems to stay the same.” It “must possess a remarkable
structural invariance so that it can dispense continuity of reference across
long periods of time.”192
Damasio’s “narrow range of variability of internal states”193 helps me wander,
learn from the environment, interact with objects, yet keep my physical and
psychological abilities to “move on” intact.

3.3.7.2. Proximity
I feel that I have to be intertwined with things to be engaged with them truly.
When I am isolated from things, they are nothing but ephemeral images. As
Damasio puts it, “we tend to reconstruct memories not just of a shape or
color but also of the perceptual engagement the object required and of the
accompanying emotional reactions.”194 –but it too “slight” and is never like
seeing something in its immediacy and proximity. Having a mental image of
something and seeing it for real cannot be compared.
“...the notion of self is ‘close to my heart’ but the idea of a homunculus
is ‘far from my liking’. Ownership and agency are, likewise, entirely
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related to a body at a particular instant and in a particular space. The
things you own are close to your body, or should be, so that they
remain yours, and this applies to things, lovers, and ideas.”195
To have a true interaction with things (i.e. to make the-scapes mine) I not only
need to be close to them, but I also need to touch them (via one or multitude
of my senses). If the worlds that I construct in my mind never become tangible,
they eventually will shatter. Even if I am not able to get intertwined with the
entire world, I can still build interfaces via salient touch-points.

195
Damasio, Antonio R. 2000. The Feeling of What Happens: Body and Emotion
in the Making of Consciousness. New York: Harcourt Inc., 145.
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3.3.8. Ending in The Journey:196 Ever-Humaning
“…(ambulatory journeyer’s) ongoing motion assures that no place,
not even the place of destination, will be a scene of complete arrest…
(the) very destination is no more than a place of departure.”197
Arrival and departure in essence are very much the same, as one entails
another in a cycle that never ceases. On the way, we definitely think, but we
absorb and exhume life more via our senses –as a totality of our experiences.
Every (new or old) place that we standstill even for a split second is apt to
change our actions, decisions, and experiences:
“where you are right now is not a matter of indifference but affects
the kind of person you are, what you have been doing in the past,
even what you will be doing in the future.”198
Then, what do I do next?
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Second part of Casey’s title for his final chapter in Getting Back into Place:
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Although Casey is “homeward bound,”199 at the end of his book, he
acknowledges that, neither he nor his home are what they used to be. Casey
ends the journey in the journey. Likewise, Dante and Virgil end their journey
at the verge of another one towards Purgatory.
We can then comprehend the “restless mobility” not as fate, but as an
indispensable constituent of what we are to become. Maybe it is just about
that after all, not seeking -the ultimate place to stay- or utmost coherency,
but expecting to see something new, every time we look out from our arc of
embodiment, into the sky:
“My guide and I came in that hidden road
to make our way back into the bright world;
and with no care for any rest, we climbed—
he first, I following – Until I saw,
through a round opening, some of those things
of beauty Heaven bears. It was from there
that we emerged, to see – once more – the stars:” 200

199
First part of Casey’s title for his final chapter in Getting Back into Place:
Toward a Renewed Understanding of the Place-World.
200
Dante Alighieri, Allen Mandelbaum, and Peter Armour. 1995. The Divine
Comedy. New York: Knopf : Distributed by Random House. End of Inferno, Canto
XXXIV.
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Dante and Virgil
come out from the
Inferno and finally
see the open sky.
Stiny’s Shape Grammars
enterprise
shows you how to
make and see stars
with these polygons.
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4.1. Visual (En)counters: Wandering Between Parts
and Wholes
4.1.1. Visual Making as Wandering
More than the re-appearance of the known, painting and drawing are about the
search for the unknown. One makes marks to see something new emerge, to
witness the appearance of the unfamiliar through entanglements with traces,
shapes and fields. Making visual explorations is similar to walking in unknown
plains while wandering in unexplored territories.201 One sees something for
oneself that is significant. Some sort of visual meaning emerges.
We draw our unknowns so that we can get to know them,202 but as we get
to know them, they evade us. In the journey of visual-making, the place
of departure is a blank canvas, and the first trace drawn is the initiator of
the journey towards new encounters. Certainly, not everything comes as a
surprise, because humans plan things –or at least we think we plan things: if
everything worked as planned there would be no plan B. If everything could
be pre-conceived there would be no paintings or design processes.

201
Ingold, Tim. 2015. The Life of Lines. Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New York,
NY: Routledge, 60. Ingold wrote: “One could perhaps compare wandering to drawing:
as the draughtsman traces a line with his pencil, so the wanderer - walking along paces a line with his feet.”
202
Ibid, 47. Ingold wrote: “Consider first the factor of movement. For the walker,
movement is not ancillary to knowing - not merely a means of getting from point to
point in order to collect the raw data of sensation for subsequent modelling in the
mind. Rather, moving is knowing. The walker knows as he goes along.”
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So then, while planning for the journey of visual-making is quite
fundamental, no pre-drawn path or journey is immediately given.
Visual-making, similar to living, requires us to twist, bend, embrace
and abandon.
During the processes of visual-making, we may also happen to think that
we have a fair idea about what we will come up with –until we realize that
we are not coming up with something that we anticipated but rather we are
encountering things within a flux of expectations and surprises. In the process
of visual-making, the momentary decisions that spring from ambiguities203
trump the decisions taken during the planning processes. In short, a painting
or a drawing is made up of things that are purely unforeseen –and that is
exactly the reason for one to do them.
To explain it visually, in terms of visual-making, when the place of departure
is two simple traces on a blank white canvas (Figure 4.01),

Figure 4.01.
Artist draws two simple linear curves to
start drawing.

… it is impossible for one to foretell that the place of arrival will be a new
world (Figure 4.02):

203
Stiny, George. 2011. “What Rule(s) Should I Use?” Nexus Network Journal 13
(1): 15–47. doi:10.1007/s00004-011-0056-6.
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Figure 4.02.
A snapshot taken
during the drawing
and painting process.
The analog marks
and watercolor fields
blend with the digital projection. The
resultant visual field
offers opportunities
for the artist to pick
and choose from to
keep drawing and
painting.

In this example, the artist204 obviously has an intention for what will emerge,
and some sort of presumption about what type of visual gathering these
curves may lead to in near future. Yet at the beginning of the artist’s journey of
making marks, none of the potential destinations were precisely known. And
that is exactly the reason for the artist to draw. One does not draw what one
knows or, more importantly, one does not draw to know205 in first place. One
draws, because drawing helps one to learn, know but also forget; one draws
to continue one’s becoming. Drawing has so many connections to wandering
and wondering, it can be told to be a mode of humaning.206 So, more than a
mere action of producing, drawing is both a mode of world-making and a way
of self-understanding.207
204
Ahmet Ünveren, my former student at İstanbul Bilgi University made this
painting with Can Görgün, who was working on the Processing code in tandem with
Ahmet.
205
Ingold, Tim. 2015. The Life of Lines. Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New York,
NY: Routledge, 134. Ingold wrote: “Sometimes the more you know the less you see.
What you encounter is your knowledge, not the thing itself […]Might we see more,
experience more, and understand more, by knowing less? And might it be because we
know too much that we seem so incapable of attending to what is going on around us
and of responding with care, judgement and sensitivity?”
206
Ibid.
207
Ibid., 118. Ingold wrote: “Humans are quite literally the fabricators of
themselves; they are auto-fabricators.”
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If the painting in Figure 4.02 has any sort of significance for its drafter, that
significance is not bound in the final state of the drawing. That significance,
or in other words, the visual meaning that the drawing holds at the end starts
unfolding as the drafter puts the very first mark on the canvas. Then, the story
of a drawing is rooted in its making, and both the drawing’s and the drafter’s
becoming(s). More than the artist’s planning, the painting emerges as a result
of ambiguities that lead the artist to see and embed during the course of
drawing and painting. Here I happen to ask a fairly basic yet a fundamental
question:
How can one talk about planning for a process which is mainly driven
by ambiguities?
Stiny claims that these type of emergences of drawings and paintings can be
planned and calculated and yet still remain open-ended. He does this using
the perception as the main decision maker while a calculation is taking place.
In other words, as an example, you make mathematical operations using
shapes (not symbols!) and then you decide what the outcome is:

Figure 4.03.

So you start with three triangles and end up with two.208 Or four (Figure 4.03).
Stiny prepares such examples to demonstrate how generous his calculation
methods are. The methods depend purely on perception and let you both
generate and talk about drawings and paintings in an unbounded way. This
kind of calculation lets you pick and choose, because it lets you perceive as

208
Gün, Onur Yüce, and George Stiny. 2012. “An Open Conversation with
George Stiny About Calculating and Design.” Edited by Onur Yüce Gün. Dosya 29:
Computational Design, no. 29: 6–11.

Stiny’s three triangles. He keeps rotating the triangles
to arrive at a new
configuration which
can be perceived as
two or four triangles. Mathematically
three is neither two
nor four. Visually it
can be both.
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much as it lets you calculate: “perception is not something that happens to
us, or in us. It is something we do. The world makes itself available to the
perceiver through physical movement and interaction.”209 You look at the
lines, their interaction and decide what you would like to see.
The emergence process of the painting in Figure 4.02 was carefully planned
and recorded to show not only that one can really calculate with shapes, but
also that planning does not do much during the processes of visual-making
compared to the power of ambiguity. As a consequence, when drawing is
thought of as a sort of wandering, one arrives at whatever one encounters in
obscure guidance of ambiguity.
In the presented drawing process (Figure 4.04), the artist starts with two
simple linear shapes. In the following steps he continuously copies and
multiplies the shapes that he draws. This leads him to create new templates
for his drawing. Later he projects these templates underneath his canvas
using a digital projector.210
The process is designed in such a way that the artist repetitively re-uses
his own traces by reproducing them in the digital environment, and then
traces over parts of them to continue drawing. The important point is that,
even in the very first stages of projecting, the artist does not start drawing
until he sees something that makes sense to him. The moment he sees a
juxtaposition which he thinks will lead him to produce something meaningful,
he starts drawing. The action here can be best described as a series of (not
so describable) choices that are made in light of the intentions and intuition
of the artist.
The artist envisions a future place for the drawing to arrive at, and so continues
picking and using the bits of shapes to trace over, to continue his journeying.
The actions that the artist takes lead him to that very point of arrival where
he discovers new meanings, develops new inspirations and goals to move on
(Figure 4.05).

209
Noë, Alva. 2004. Action in Perception. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1.
210
The technical details and the workflow is described in detail in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.04.
Many digital lines
emerge from two
hand-drawn lines.
Artist applies different shape rules
to generate array
of lines and project
them back underneath the drawing
surface. When he
gets inspired at a
specific moment, he
proceeds drawing.
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Figure 4.05.
One can always
change one’s mind
during visual making.
The artist rotates the
projected lines.
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So far, we know that the artist planned the very first steps:
 drawing two shapes
 capturing them
 making a template using them,
and so on. What we also know is that he expected to see things among what
was to emerge, but he didn’t know what would emerge. To explicate the role
of both planned and unplanned actions and to see their implications in the
making of the drawing, we can look into the last two steps of the ongoing
drawing (in Figure 5). In these steps we see that the projected template
was suddenly rotated approximately 90 degrees under the drawing canvas,
following the request of the artist. A simple planar transformation that can
be described as:
x  t(x)
helps produce a totally different visual field for the artist to pick and choose
from (Figure 4.06).

Figure 4.06.
From parallel to
intersecting
lines.
New visual qualities
emerge.
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This indicates that the artist expected to see something that he was unable to
see before the template was rotated under the drawing canvas. An unplanned
step undertaken by the artist helps him to continue producing visual-meaning
during his wandering.
So then, in respect to their amount of influence in the emergence of the
drawing, how can we compare the significance211 of the unplanned steps that
allow meaning-making to the significance of initial intentions and the preplanning?
If visual-making is a sort of wandering, a new encounter can only be possible
through taking another new step. If a drawing evolves through every trace that
is embedded in it, then every meaningful and relevant step can be considered
as a point of arrival. And for the very same reason, every embedded trace
makes the drawing yet another point of departure (Figure 4.07).

Figure 4.07.
Drawing as wandering, un-diagrammed.
All places of arrival
are also places of
departure. The path
is never known in advance, but it unfolds
as one walks it.
Can a drawing become a diagram to
explain the process
of drawing? I use Tim
Knowles' piece this
time to represent
the drawing process.
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Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group.
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Figure 4.08.
Drawing and painting as wandering.
The point of arrival is
only experienced the
moment it emerges.
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Creative visual processes in essence are sorts of wandering.212 The one who
draws endlessly keeps departing and arriving. The process starts with looking,
and then continues with doing (embedding) and then looking again. There are
infinitely many moments (places) of seeing and doing (arriving and departing)
at which we encounter new visual bits and we make decisions –later to change
them, to look and see and to do again (Figure 4.08). So what?
My main question is about the compatibility of machines with this very natural
cycle of arriving and departing, seeing and doing, perceiving and acting –
and that is why I investigate the dynamics of the ever-becoming human, the
encounter-er.

212
I made this statement in 2003 while working on my General Exam. Ingold
wrote “One could perhaps compare wandering to drawing” in his 2005 book Life of
Lines. Obviously, he thought about much earlier than me, and he was not the first one
to think about it, because also Klee stated “A line is a dot that went for a walk” much
earlier.
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4.1.2. Towards the Place of Ever-Renewed Encounter
I aim to unfold and expand the question “can the ultimate counter [the
computer] provide true encounters for creative visual practices?” in terms of
three players:
The first player is the count-er, the computer. It is a counter, because that it
what it does all the time, it counts and it counts only 1’s and 0’s.213
The second one is the encounter-er, the wanderer as I call it in this chapter.
The wanderer has to wander to encounter, because this is one of the primary
ways for his or her ever-becoming during his or her humaning. We have
expansive information about the active-perceptive body of humans, yet we
still don’t know how much more we don’t know about them. And so the
inner workings of humans remain to be understood and explained. But here
it should be important to note that the second player, the encounter-er, is
fundamentally different than the counter. While the counter works with flows
of inputs and outputs, the encounter-er has much different dynamics:
“[According to computational model of perceiving] perception is input
from world to mind, action is output from mind to world, thought
is the mediating process. If the input-output picture is right, then it
must be possible, at least in principle, to disassociate capacities for
perception, action, and thought. The main claim […] is that such a
divorce is not possible.”214
In the scenario here, the encounter-er has an intention to make marks, draw
shapes and paint fields to make visual discoveries through doing so.
The third player is the place of encounter (Figure 4.09), and I consider the
places215 where both acts of visual-making take place and products of visual-

213
Dyson, George. 2012. Turing’s Cathedral: The Origins of the Digital Universe.
First Printing edition. New York: Vintage.
214
Noë, Alva. 2004. Action in Perception. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 3.
215
Casey, Edward S. 2009. Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed
Understanding of the Place-World. Bloomington: Indiana University Press.
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Figure 4.09.
The place of encounter un-diagrammed.
The counter, encounter-er and the
place of encounter
are inseparably intertwined.

making emerge. As I have explained at the very beginning of this dissertation
and many times over, in visual-making, the word visual does not only refer
to the mode of perception (acts), but it also bears the meaning of the noun
version of the word: visual(n) making (of products).
In this respect, and with regard to the research presented here, I propose two
distinct fields of encounters that help me unfold the relationship between
the counter (computer) and the encounter-er (drafter, painter, human). The
very specific place of encounter is the Broadened Drawing-Scape, which I
introduce in Chapter 2 and explain in detail in Chapter 5. A broader place
of encounter is the drawing board, or the blank canvas where all the bits,
inspirations and unknowns of this research emerges.
This is why, in the following section, I go into the subject of drawing and analyze
the act of drawing with respect to becoming, humaning and computing. The
detailed analysis of the drawing processes allows me to forward questions
such as:
Is it really possible to walk through ambiguous yet meaningful and
relevant steps of drawing when we use a computer to draw?
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These questions are similar to the ones that I have forwarded throughout this
dissertation.
Yet, it should also be clear that my aim is not to explain what drawing really
is. Rather, I will use drawing to explain what I am trying to talk about: openended processes of creative visual practices, and theoretical and practical
compatibility of computers with such practices.
Again, I should stress that the question is not about a comparison between
drawing by hand or on computer, it is exactly:
Can the ultimate counter [the computer] provide true encounters for
creative visual practices?

Figure 4.10.
One of the several prototypes of
the apparatus: the
Broadened DrawingScape.
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4.2. Visual Meaning Making: Drawing is Becoming
4.2.1. What is Drawing?

Drawing is one of the fundamental ways of what I call visual-making. It important
to review the underlying dynamics of the drawing processes and emergence
of drawings to further explicate creative visual processes as embodied human
experiences. In this section, I review and distill renowned artists’ and designers’
reflections about the human mind-body and creative visual processes.
Artists and art historians describe the act of drawing in ambiguous, albeit
intuitional ways. They define drawing often as a mode of thinking that happens
“through the body.”216 Hill explains drawing as a practice that “exposes mind’s
workings,” 217 Wechsler describes it as a process by which the hand -as the
eye’s equal- gets “mediated by the mind in the equation of artist’s thought
in action.” 218 Petherbridge unfolds drawing as a course in which “the moving
hand of drawing registers the movement of the thinking eye.” 219
These descriptions appear to follow a pattern that involves three main elements,
eye(s), hand(s) and mind(s), and various other words related to movement, to
underscore their intertwined actions among eyes, hands and mind. Figure 4.11
shows the frequency of the use of words in these descriptions:

216
Cain, Patricia. 2010. Drawing: The Enactive Evolution of the Practitioner.
Intellect Books, 27.
217
Hill, Edward. 1966. The Language of Drawing. Prentice-Hall, 1.
218
Wechsler, Judith. 1996. Drawing: The Thinking Hand (selected Scenes). http://
judithwechsler.com/films/drawing-the-thinking-hand.
219
Petherbridge, Deanna. 2010. The Primacy of Drawing: Histories and Theories
of Practice [...] [...]. New Haven, Conn. [u.a.: Yale Univ. Press, 90.
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Figure 4.11.
Each word is scaled
according to their
frequency of use in
quoted descriptions
of drawing. (Generated with wordle –
www.wordle.net)

It also appears that when Hill et al. talk about the seeing and doing,220 they do
it in a more direct and literal way, whereas when they talk about the thinking
(or the mind), they do so metaphorically. Probably because of this, when artists
need to explain the mind as an intrinsic part of the drawing process, they end
up registering the thinking element to eyes, hands or often to the body as a
whole.
These descriptions reveal that to describe the act of drawing via
compartmentalizing the body parts would hardly be possible. Reviewing these
elements one by one proves their intertwined relationship:

4.2.1.1. Mind(s)
Although artists and designers generally use the term thinking in their
description of the drawing processes, they generally situate it as secondary to
the other two elements, eyes and hands.
“Perhaps that’s the point—drawing trumps thinking… ”221
Stiny cannot find a good enough reason to discuss thinking more than seeing.
He believes that he has to see first to make decisions, and thinking might even
become an obstacle if we try to resolve the shape of things, we might come to

220
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press. –the title says it all.
221
Ibid., 101.
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a halt. Stiny continues:
“There’s no reason to stop with what I can deal with in my head before
I try my rules and see what they do.”
His statements reach climax at almost total abandonment of the thinking
element:
“In my head, the whole idea is senseless…”222
Artists and designers make elaborations that coincide with Stiny’s statement
above. They often submit to blank state of mind when they need to position
the thinking element somewhere around the other two elements, eyes and
hands, within drawing’s description:
“In fact, if I had been pushed to describe my state of mind or the
conditions for the decisions made… I might have done no better than
to describe a state of absentmindedness. Retrospective explication
was sometimes more possible, but during the process this was elusive
or at best ambiguous.”223
For architects, Cook refers to a similar unconscious state that governs the
drawing process:
“Perhaps the ideal way in which an architect can approach the act of
drawing is to be unaware that he is actually doing it at all.”224
It is not surprising to see that the artists and designers refer to absentmindedness
when they talk about the act of drawing. Because drawing is not something
that is realized through solely the body or the mind in isolation, but when

222
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 101.
223
Cain, Patricia. 2010. Drawing: The Enactive Evolution of the Practitioner.
Intellect Books, 17.
224
Cook, Peter. 2008. Drawing: The Motive Force of Architecture. Chichester,
England; London: Wiley, 9.
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these inseparable225 players act together. It is also an act that heavily depends
on perception, so if thinking (or decision making) has any role in the process
of drawing, it happens as long as new visual bits of a drawing emerge. Because
perception is so fundamental to the act of drawing, next I analyze the role of
the eyes.

4.2.1.2. Eye(s)
Many of artist and designers situate the eye over the mind, because they
say that they don’t have much in their hand before they see what they are
thinking. Hill states that drawing “shapes the shapeless”226 and it allows an idea
to be worked:
“Blurred mental images, once projected onto paper are immediately given a
new identity by line. The original idea might now be judged by the eye.”227
I realize that another reason for thinking element to be pushed back might be
that a great portion of the transactions that take place in the brain correlate
to vision. Some cognitive and neuroscientific studies describe the eye as a
specialized extension of the brain showing that a third of the brain is devoted to
sight.228 These two facts can be used as evidences to unfold seeing as thinking,
and not only in metaphorical ways.
Stiny and Hill also say so. Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s famous
motto “Mens et Manus” mind(s) and hand(s) is often brought into discussion
by Stiny during his PhD seminars. Stiny insists that MIT’s motto unforgivably
forgets to include eyes, because for him thinking simply is the same thing as

225
Bohm, David. 1989. “Meaning and Information.” In The Search for Meaning:
The New Spirit in Science and Philosophy, edited by Paavo Pylkkanen, 43–66.
Wellingborough: Thorsons Publishing Group. Bohm claims that body and mind can
only be separable in thought for their understanding and analysis.
226
Hill, Edward. 1966. The Language of Drawing. Prentice-Hall, 33.
227
Ibid.
228
Findlay, John M, and Iain D Gilchrist. 2003. Active Vision: The Psychology of
Looking and Seeing. Oxford [etc.]: Oxford University.
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seeing.229 Edward Hill makes a similar statement to Stiny’s via equating drawing
to seeing:
“Drawing is a discipline of vision. It heightens perception.
Drawing = Seeing.”230
Hill adds that “seeing is the act of perceiving with the eyes; to look is to direct
this faculty." We use our visual perception with purpose. Stiny describes
the role of active vision in visual calculation in a similar way, and states that
calculating is “using your eyes.”231
Vision is both purposeful and active. Hill states that we pick and choose from
among the things that lie before our eyes, and give our attention to the things
that “provide information pertinent to our momentary needs and very little
else.”232

4.2.1.3. Hand(s)
Haptic feedback constitutes one of the core components in our sensorial
system, and it is vital for both spatial233 and objects perception. Paterson
states that people with a healthy neurological condition use touch in almost all
interactions with objects and frequently in interactions with people.234
Hand-drawing is evidently a practice of touching. We not only touch (or hold)
the drawing tool (such as the pencil) and the surface, but we also touch the
surface via the tip of the drawing tool. For Petherbridge there exists a correlation
between “the visual signs of touch in drawing” and “actual touching.”
229
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 20.
230
Hill, Edward. 1966. The Language of Drawing. Prentice-Hall, 25.
231
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 20.
232
Hill, Edward. 1966. The Language of Drawing. Prentice-Hall, 25.
233
Pallasmaa, Juhani. 2005. The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses.
Chichester; Hoboken, NJ: Wiley-Academy ; John Wiley & Sons.
234
Paterson, Mark. 2007. The Senses of Touch Haptics, Affects, and Technologies.
Oxford; New York: Berg, 2.
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“…a delicate stroke; for example, suggests distance and a heavy,
emphatic gesture signifies closeness to the spectator and/or
compositional emphasis.”235
These elaborations make it easier to understand the ambivalence that artists
and designers develop towards computers. Regardless of the virtual visual
richness that we may witness on the computer screen, what we look at always
remains on the other side of the “virtual window,”236 deprived of feeling of
touch:
“The lack of such tactile responses in the act of making something
on a computer, or responding to stimuli for scientific purposes,
is regarded as so significant that there are many research projects
concerned with stimulated touch or ‘sympathetic haptics’ for users in
two- and three-dimensional areas.”237
This is by no means a new statement that explains why researchers have
been working on computer interfaces that enable haptic feedback since the
appearance of computers. As early as 1976, when the Architecture Machine
Group developed the touch and pressure sensitive screen.238 Disney Research’s
“Tactile Rendering of 3D Features on Touch Surfaces” project239 appears as one
of the state-of-the art technologies in the field, yet its contribution over the
Architecture Machine Group’s screen remains questionable, especially when
almost forty years of technological advancement is considered.
The amount of engagement we can develop between ourselves and things
depend on our proximity to those things. Damasio states that proximity of the
235
Petherbridge, Deanna. 2010. The Primacy of Drawing: Histories and Theories
of Practice [...] [...]. New Haven, Conn. [u.a.: Yale Univ. Press, 110.
236
Friedberg, Anne. 2009. The Virtual Window: From Alberti to Microsoft.
Cambridge, Mass.; London, England: MIT Press.
237
Petherbridge, Deanna. 2010. The Primacy of Drawing: Histories and Theories
of Practice [...] [...]. New Haven, Conn. [u.a.: Yale Univ. Press, 110.
238
William Donelson. 2016. Touch and Finger-Pressure Sensitive Display 1976.
Accessed May 5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMkYfd0sOLM.
239
DisneyResearchHub. 2016. Tactile Rendering of 3D Features on Touch
Surfaces. Accessed May 5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zo1n5CyCKr0.
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object to the organism affects the amount of change that the object causes on
the organism.240 Things we claim ownership of have to be close to our body so
we can engage them. This phenomenon includes ideas and lovers241 ─and it
applies to the drawings we make. Hand-drawing then, unfolds as an embodied
action and involves different layers of engagement of one’s close proximity to
one’s drawing.

4.2.1.4. Motion
I argue that movement governs the drawing process. During the process of
drawing, all of the three elements, hands, eyes and thoughts, move. Vision,
for instance, because it is an active sort of perception, works via directing
the attention towards areas of interest.242 Our gaze constantly moves, and at
times the movement extends to our heads and even to our body trunks to
direct our visual attention towards the areas of interest.243 Eventually, looking
at things not only involves the eye, but also the mind and the body as natural
constituents.
Even more so, the movements that take place in the body, and the movement
of the body as a whole, draw lines regardless of the presence of a drawing tool,
or even in the absence of a clear intention to draw.
“Human beings… leave reductive traces in the landscape, through
frequent movement.”244
This rule applies to other living organisms as well:

240
Damasio, Antonio R. 2000. The Feeling of What Happens: Body and Emotion
in the Making of Consciousness. New York: Harcourt Inc, 133-135.
241
Ibid., 145.
242
Kassner, Moritz Philipp, and William Rhoades Patera. 2012. “PUPIL :
Constructing the Space of Visual Attention.” Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. http://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/72626.
243
Findlay, John M, and Iain D Gilchrist. 2003. Active Vision: The Psychology of
Looking and Seeing. Oxford [etc.]: Oxford University.
244
Ingold, Tim. 2015. The Life of Lines. Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; New York,
NY: Routledge, 43.
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“…traces abound in the non-human world. They most commonly
result from the movements of animals, appearing as paths or tracks.
The snail leaves an additive trace of slime…”245
Tim Knowles cultivates this very idea in his artwork (Figure 4.12a to Figure
4.12c). He takes a step further and makes trees literally produce their hand (in
tree’s case, branch) drawings. The limbs that move with the mediation of the
mind in the human’s case become embodied as the branches that move with
the unpredictable currents of the wind in the tree’s case to draw the diagrams
of their experience: “like signatures, each drawing reveals the different qualities
and characteristics of each tree”246 –if not the unpredictable mechanics of
nature, and thoughts in the human’s case.
Figure 4.12a.
Tim Knowles, Tree
Drawings:
"A series of drawings produced using
drawing implements
attached to the tips
of tree branches, the
wind’s effects on the
tree, recorded on paper. Like signatures
each drawing reveals
the different qualities and characteristics of each tree."

245
Ibid.
246
“Tim Knowles - Art - Tree Drawings - Intro.” 2016. Accessed May 6. http://
www.timknowles.co.uk/work/treedrawings/tabid/265/default.aspx.
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Figure 4.12b.
Tim Knowles, Tree
Drawings.
Dragon Spruce, Ink
on paper and C-Type
prints, 8000 x 2200 x
300mm, 2012.

Figure 4.12c.
Tim Knowles, Tree
Drawings.
Drawing Making :
Making Drawing at
the Drawing Room,
London 2014.
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4.2.2. Drawing, Embodiment and Enaction
Eyes, hands and the mind act inseparably over the course of drawing. They
prove to have an undisputable interrelation. Yet, the inner workings of this
interrelation do not prove that easy to explicate. If one describes the drawing
process in terms of a series of bodily actions and perceptions, then simply, the
body, as a whole, takes care of all transactions. In the context of this study, I
pronounce the act of drawing as a purely embodied act. This is not a far stretch,
considering that artists, designers and art historians mostly end up describing
the drawing process as an embodied and enactive thinking process.247
Experience, a correlated word to motion, motion that puts eyes, hands and
minds to produce drawings, includes a multitude of senses and actions that help
further analyze the act of drawing. The term experience needs to be worked
carefully, because experiencing does not indicate something that is happening
to us, but it rather signifies something that we participate in. In other words,
experience is not only something we merely have, but it is something more
than that, something that we constantly seek when we draw.248 So then, in
the context of visual-making, “drawing diagrams (our) experience,”249 and “line
mediates a silent conversation” that takes place between us and “the currents
of (our) experience.” 250
The vitality of experience surfaces in Ackermann’s elaboration on the
interconnection between experience and knowledge:
“…knowledge is (derived from) experience, and actively constructed
and re-constructed by subjects in interaction with their worlds.”251

247
The designers and art historians I quote here.
248
Hill, Edward. 1966. The Language of Drawing. Prentice-Hall.
249
Ibid., 8.
250
Ibid., 26.
251
Ackermann, Edith K. 2007. “Experiences Of Artifacts: People’s Appropriations
/ Objects’ ‘Affordances.’” In Ernst von Glasersfeld, Key Works on Radical Constructivism
(, edited by M. Larochelle.
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If there is anything to talk about knowledge (and thereof information) in
relation to drawing processes, then the act of drawing can be the only place
for producing and using that knowledge. In this respect, Cain ends up framing
the drawing process as an enactive one, as a course in which we produce and
use the information (knowledge) via doing.252
Probably because they also feel uncomfortable with splitting the roles of
eyes, hands and minds, artists and designers favor imprecise yet open-ended
explanations to describe the drawing process. Even more so, they explicate the
process that is a quite engaging yet also consuming one. For instance, Cynthia
Lin describes her drawing process as an experience that requires “constant
devotion,”253 most probably because drawing necessitates an intertwined web
of perceptual, cognitive and bodily transactions (Figure 4.13a and Figure 4.13b).
Then one can go as far to denote the drawing as “the field of struggle.”254
The words devotion and struggle contain meanings that are associated with
bodily, perceptual and emotional conditions that cannot be easily addressed
or explicated in reference to one single sense, and that in turn suggest that
trying to describe the drawing process by splitting the human field or trying to
understand the act of drawing via “separation of the senses”255 would hardly
succeed. Along similar lines, Cain quotes Halsall that “…any mode of analysis
which limits itself to one sense alone will be a floored account of experience.”256

252
Refer to Section 1.5. Computation, Insight, Intuition, to see why and
information processing model of the mind does not really work.
253
Artist Cynthia Lin, during her lecture at the Drawing Connections: A
Symposium at Brown University, RI, in November 2013.
254
Hill, Edward. 1966. The Language of Drawing. Prentice-Hall.
255
Crary, Jonathan. Techniques of the Observer: On Vision and Modernity in the
Nineteenth Century. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1990.
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Cain, Patricia. 2010. Drawing: The Enactive Evolution of the Practitioner.
Intellect Books, 30.
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Figure 4.13a.
Heather Hansen, in
Lin’s terms, in “her
field of struggle.”
The work is entitled
“Emptied Gestures.”
The process of becoming not only
produces marks on
the white canvas but
also remains stains
on Hansen’s limbs.

Figure 4.13b.
Snapshots: Heather
Hansen's
drawing
process.
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4.2.3. In-Between-ness and Incompleteness: Drawing Is
Becoming
Drawing is the process of becoming that proceeds via encounters with the
in-betweens. Drawing does not merely reveal our patterns of thoughts; the
process is not only about us, but is also about the drawing. Drawing almost
becomes alive as an extension of us:
“Drawing forever describes its own making in its becoming.”257
The drawing process as a course of becoming (of both the drawing and us),
involves both the drawing and the drafter.
The drawing process does not (and cannot) follow a determined trajectory
towards convergence of a pre-conceived image. It can rather be described as
a process that flows towards the emergence of the next in-between. The inbetweens keep the exploration open-ended, and they include happy moments
as well as anxious ones within the ever-flowing becoming of the drawing:
“…drawing wears its mistakes and errors.”258
Impreciseness, then, appears as not an incompetency but a necessity for the
drawing process. Same applies to incompleteness:
“by leaving the figure and composition incomplete, the artists’
imagination is kept in state of flux.”259
From this perspective, drawing metaphorically resembles an endless journey
that involves the drafter as a wayfarer. Stiny unfolds this resemblance as
257
Dexter, Emma. 2005. Vitamin D: New Perspectives in Drawing. First Edition
edition. London etc.: Phaidon Press.
258
Ibid.
259
Wechsler, Judith. 1996. Drawing: The Thinking Hand (selected Scenes). http://
judithwechsler.com/films/drawing-the-thinking-hand.
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“creative wandering” that enables the artists “to see and do in the unstructured
flow of experience.”260
What Stiny calls as creative wandering does not take place between pre-defined
departure and destination points. It rather flows along moments of discoveries
and re-originates from the locations found on the way. Casey parallels Stiny’s
ideas:
“beginning-place and an end-place may stand out as the most
conspicuous… —but the in-between places are just as interesting, and
sometimes more so.”261
So then, we “wayfare”262 our way through our lives, and as we walk, we leave
and erase traces: we draw our lives. And every bit that we embed is from us,
and in turn it also makes us what we are:
“the life of a person is the sum of his tracks, the total inscription of his
movements, something that can be traced out along the ground.”263

260
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 157.
261
Casey, Edward S. 2009. Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed
Understanding of the Place-World. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 275.
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263
Ingold, Tim. 2007. Lines: A Brief History. London; New York: Routledge, 79.
–Ingold quotes Roy Wagner.
Here, I am covering how the artist and designers approach the seeing element for
drawing. I am not including the scientific studies about attention and fixation like
the ones that were conducted by Buswell and Yarbus as covered in: Kassner, Moritz
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4.3. Back to Shape Grammars, Derivations and
Calculation
4.3.1. Arriving at (Infinite) Visual Descriptions
Drawings are made for a wide variety of purposes. While hand-sketches can be
described as practices of visual ideation processes, technical drawings, such as
the technical combustion engine drawings I showed earlier, can be considered
as devices that are prepared to express pre-conceived specifications or
properties.264 In this respect, a hand sketch comes to life for discovery and
transformation of ideas, yet a technical drawing is prepared to present or
explicate a certain, settled idea. The former carries more ambiguous characters,
while the second tries to avoid all ambiguities on purpose by attributing one
and only one description to the drawing.
Can visual ambiguities really be avoided?
Both types of drawings, ideation sketches and technical drawings are perceived,
sensed and comprehended by use of visual perception, the visual perception
that not only enables us to comprehend and expand visual meanings but
also helps us discover visual ambiguities. So then, if the discovery of visual
ambiguities is an inherent part of visual perception, can the drafter really limit
what can be comprehended by the perceiver? How much does the intention
of the drafter count in what the perceiver chooses or happens to see? The
perceiver can simply look into any (type of) drawing and can interpret or infer
any meaning regardless of the intentions of the drafter. One cannot hard-code
the thing that will be perceived in a drawing.265

264
Here, while the technical drawing is seen as a representational drawing, the
sketch might or might not be representational.
265
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 305. Stiny wrote: “I recently saw the sign AMBIGUITY in an office for
PhD students in artificial intelligence (AI) who were working on ‘‘design rationale’’—in
particular, on a sketch-recognition language complete with a vocabulary of predefined
shapes and a syntax for combining them. It seems that ambiguity is something to stop
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Figure 4.14.
Jastrow’s duck-rabbit. It has become a
classic illustration to
describe visual ambiguities. However,
it only points to a gestalt switch, in which
the figure is either
seen as a rabbit or a
duck.

Visual ambiguity has been explained using drawings that work with gestalt
switches, such as the duck-rabbit drawing that was introduced by Jastrow.266
However, such descriptions still yield a limited number of descriptions,267
because they still describe the ambiguities using two frozen states: in Jastrow’s
drawing for instance, you have to pick between the duck or the rabbit (Figure
4.14).
However, as Stiny claims, there is much more to see than one, or two, or more
descriptions that are intended to be attached to images. For instance, in the
following image, in a re-take (Figure 4.15a) on Jastrow’s duck-rabbit drawing,
I see yet another animal, a sneaky crocodile that is hiding in the ears of the
rabbit or in the beak of the duck (Figure 4.15b):

in AI. But this seldom if ever happens with signs, and can’t be expected for designs. In
fact, it misses what drawing and sketching are for. Meaning is closed off in advance to
anything new. There’s no reason for reason.”
266
Weisstein, Eric W. 2016. “Rabbit-Duck Illusion.” Text. Accessed May 6. http://
mathworld.wolfram.com/Rabbit-DuckIllusion.html.
267
Stiny, George. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge, Mass.:
MIT Press, 2006.
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Figure 4.15a.
A re-take of Jastrow’s
duck-rabbit.

Figure 4.15b.
I see a sneaky crocodile head and Photoshop it in. Drawings
offer much more
than two descriptions.
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So then, one can see much more than the descriptions that the drafter
attributes to a drawing. One can comprehend any meaning by looking at any
drawing. Or I would like to go ahead and claim one can see simply anything in
anything.
It should, by now, be clear that visual meanings are discovered, comprehended
and unfolded by the perceiver and both perceptual capacities and intentions
of the perceiver affect the meaning that is arrived at. The dominance of the
open-ended perception over the intention can be accounted for as the source
of creativity in creative visual processes, because one discovers newness
through looking at things, making new things out of them and looking at them
again.
Interestingly, contemporary architectural designers often forget this fact, as
technology ─the technology that enables humans to build engines and make
descriptive drawings of them- becomes more and more integrated into the
creative visual practices. BIM (Building Information Modeling) programs for
instance, aim to reduce the number of possible descriptions of shapes as much
as possible, by pairing every object (or shape) to one single description: a box
that is programmed to represent a wall is allowed to represent only a wall but
nothing else. The perceiver, in this case, is not allowed to see anything else
beyond a blank, blind wall.268 The meanings which can be arrived at, or the
visual descriptions that can be derived are restricted to the utmost extent, and
creativity is floored for the sake of absolute fidelity.
Descriptions are definitely useful for creating some sort of stability and to make
things work the way they are intended. So then, limiting the descriptions of
(visual) things is useful for some practices, such as architectural construction.
But reflecting such limitations of descriptions to every aspect of, say, design
processes, and even more so to other aspects of life is utterly restrictive, and
when it is pushed too far, it makes life unlivable. BIM tools, I argue, aim to
ease the construction process, yet they tend to pre-conceive so many aspects

268
I sincerely think BIM actually would prefer designers to become blind walls,
so they can only produce what BIM wants them to. This way, BIM software developers,
manufacturers and clients can make great profits via culling ambiguity from any part
of the design and construction process.
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of designs to an unrealistically extreme extent that they simply cull anything
that may lead to visual discoveries in design. Design is slayed for the sake of
construction.
Such motivations are not purely new in architectural design, and probably they
have been around as long as the history of construction. The example in the
following section, the drawings that the German builder Roriczer prepared in
the 15th century, represent how designers tend to limit the visual descriptions
for what they draw, to enable their apprentices to follow a clear path to do
things correctly, and only and only in the way things are described by their
masters. Stiny, in turn, makes exactly the same drawing with Roriczer, to let
one arrive at infinitely many visual descriptions.
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4.3.2. Story of Two Squares, Four and a Half Centuries Apart
The oldest preserved architectural drawings date back to the Gothic Era. Most
of these drawings are generated for representative reasons, and it is hard to
determine whether they were produced prior to or after construction. These
drawings are not to scale, they don’t feature shade and shadow, and a sense
of depth is hardly perceivable. Gothic drawings highlight the vertical linearity,
and are flat in nature.269 In some of the Gothic Era drawings, buildings almost
disappear under the dominantly drawn ornamental elements. However, a
limited number of instructional set of drawings such as the ones included
in Roriczer’s Booklet Concerning Pinnacle Correctitude, represent different
characteristics.
In the second half of 15th century, Mathes Roriczer (aka Matthäus Roritzer), a
German master builder of cathedrals, prepared a design booklet to elaborate
on what he called the “proper way of designing and building pinnacles” for
Gothic churches.270 He claimed his book would help builders grasp the “art [of
architecture] they are dealing with” to overcome the flaws and imperfections
of improper geometric constructions.

269
Branner, Robert. 1963. Villard de Honnecourt, Reims and the Origin of Gothic
Architectural Drawing. Gazette des Beaux-Arts.
270
Shelby, Lon R. 1977. Gothic Design Techniques: The Fifteenth Century Design
Booklets of Mathes Roriczer and Hanns Schmuttermayer. Carbondale, Ill: Southern
Illinois University Press.
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Throughout Roriczer’s instructions for erecting a pinnacle from a base plan
(Figure 4.16), lines are used for two different purposes: first, as guides for the
descriptive geometry, such as the “base square” or the “centre line.” Then
they are utilized to depict the outline of the (pre-conceived) pinnacle form.
Regardless, Roriczer dictates what to see in his drawings. Lines and shapes for
him are immutable entities and their purpose is to convey a specific form:
“then when you eliminate the remaining lines that are not needed for
the setting out, there remains such as form as shown below.”

Figure 4.16.
Roriczer’s
instructional drawings for
development of the
pinnacle.

The visual similarity between George Stiny’s two squares (Figure 4.17) and
Roriczer’s drawings of the pinnacle base is striking.
Figure 4.17.
Stiny’s square on the
right and Roriczer’s
on the left.
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What is more striking is the fundamental difference between both authors’
ways of seeing. Roriczer and Stiny both draw, both look at what they draw,
and although the shapes appear to be the same, they see different: Roriczer’s
shape is a static entity through which he intends to convey one and only
one description. So the shapes are not open to interpretation and should be
perceived in a very specific way. In contrast, Stiny looks into the two squares
and sees four triangles, pentagons, K’s or k’s (Figure 4.18a); or a network of
non-hierarchical shapes (Figure 4.18b).271

Figure 4.18a.
Two squares to four

triangles, pentagons, K’s or k’s.

Figure 4.18b.
Stiny’s 2 squares and
their non-hierarchical network: You can
see almost anything.
You are both allowed
and supposed to do
so.

271
Stiny, George. 2011. “What Rule(s) Should I Use?” Nexus Network Journal 13
(1): 15–47. doi:10.1007/s00004-011-0056-6.
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4.3.3. Bringing Parts Together: Hand Sketching vs. Algorithmic
Sketching
The genuine supremacy of drawing emerges from its potential to evoke, not
from its ability to represent. Computers are harbingers of unprecedented and
enriching drawing environments. Yet they also introduce ambivalences since
they suppress the drafter’s bodily and perceptual engagement with drawings.
Here, I would like to delineate the similarities and differences between hand
drawing and (via-computer) algorithmic drawing, and discuss how derivations
of shapes change depending on the (analog or digital) domain one is working in.
My goal is to discuss the altering role of eyes and hands in the long-contrasted
virtual and material environments of drawing. The outlined comparisons of
algorithmic and hand sketching should explicate the motivations for blending
digital and analogue modes of sketching, which in turn is one of the core
subjects of this dissertation.
While designing, the parts of drawings fall into place to reveal design forms
along with ambiguious intentions. Sketching comes into play, as the way to
quickly explore, expand and also document ideas. The sketching designer
usually employs traces that are deprived from precise geometric constructions:
“…the sketch is without obvious geometry.”272
Drawing is not instant. It is done over time, and it is a product of aggregation,
accumulation and omission of traces. The bits one draws merge, dis-solve,
overlap towards something greater than themselves. Renaissance artists were
known for cultivating their drawings this way (Figure 4.19).273 As discussed
many times, what embodies the outcome of drawing is not the pre-conceived
idea, but rather the visual clues discovered in the course of drawing. The
parts drawn fuse together to evolve into a design-communication device: the
272
Evans, Robin. 2000. The Projective Cast: Architecture and Its Three Geometries.
Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press.
273
Petherbridge, Deanna. 2010. The Primacy of Drawing: Histories and Theories
of Practice [...] [...]. New Haven, Conn. [u.a.: Yale Univ. Press.
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Figure 4.19.
Leonardo da Vinci,
Study of Neptune,
black chalk or charcoal, 25.2x38.9 cm.

drawing.

The long-time emerging digital culture in design and architecture274 assumes
that visual clues can be explored computationally in the absence of the
pen and paper. From the perspective of the algorithmic designer, a design,
once considered as a systematic whole of relational parts, can be explored
via developing and altering algorithms.275 Algorithmic thinking does not
necessitate the use of computers; however, computers can be considered
as productive collaborators because of their speed and capability to handle
numeric complexity.
The algorithmic study spherical networks (Figure 4.20) can represent how
nodes and lines can be used to produce conceptual drawings of network
connectivity. The underlying algorithm, developed in 2005 in Generative

274
Picon, Antoine. 2010. Digital Culture in Architecture: An Introduction for the
Design Professions. Basel: Birkhäuser : [Springer Verlag].
275
Terzidis, Kostas. 2006. Algorithmic Architecture. Oxford; Burlington, MA:
Architectural Press.
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Figure 4.20.
Algorithmic explorations of node connectivity: Spherical
Networks by Onur
Yüce Gün, Generative
Components
Script, 2006.

Components,276 helps visualize the rule-based relational system of nodes
(points) and connecting bridges (lines). Each node in the network connects up
to a certain number of neighboring points depending on a proximal threshold.
User defined parameters, such as threshold distances, can be iterated to
explore various visualizations. One can start developing a sense of potential
formal composition of the system only after sequential executions of the
algorithm.
Note that the density in the spherical networks model increases towards the
center of the configuration. This is a result of the shortening corresponding
distances between the points distributed on the underlying circumscribed
spheres in the system. The structural density of the core, for instance, could
be reduced either by decreasing the number of points per subsequent sphere
surface towards the center or by modifying the rules of proximity-dependent
276
A parametric design platform that was developed to work on the Microstation
CAD system. Generative Components was widely used by parametric designers around
2000s but it quickly disappeared following the release of more user-friendly parametric
design platforms. I was one of the international instructors of GC between 2005 and
2010.
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connectivity. In each case, the model is re-constructed from scratch.
This process can be described as some sort of disembodied sketching action.
An abstract formal idea, once translated into an algorithmic system with
limited flexibilities, can produce sketches for visual evaluation. However, these
translated algorithmic sketches cannot be altered as rapidly as hand-sketches.
For instance, would it be fair to break a pure algorithmic system to modify only
one individual member out of, say, thousands? If we break all the system to
modify that one single unit, would the drawing become truer?277 If one does
not want to interfere with the algorithmic mechanism of the drawing, one
could insert new sets of rules in the algorithm: a rule could be employed to
modify the system for it to become flexible enough to accommodate one or
several manual (by-hand) modifications. However, in such a scenario the role
of the hand would significantly differ from its role in hand-sketching.
In algorithmic studies ideas are first translated into a rule based system via
a syntax, and the digital sketch (such as the ones like spherical networks)
becomes after-the-fact. In hand drawing traces emerge as the hand, mind and
eyes get mediated in search for visual clues. Both hand and (via-computer)
algorithmic sketching help visual meaning-making; however, the differences,
as it will be covered in the next chapter, might exceed similarities.

277
Cook, Peter. 2008. Drawing: The Motive Force of Architecture. Chichester,
England; London: Wiley.
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4.3.4. What do Computational Design Tools Do?
4.3.4.1. Binary Systems, Brute Force, and Design
Any computer application, due to the binary nature of the machine language,
operates via discretization of the world. One has to subdivide things into
tiny bits and re-compose (assemble) them using configuration methods to
generate designs. However, design concepts that relate to aesthetics cannot
necessarily be directly translated into computational mean.278 As Stiny argues,
computational tools developed for designers enable computation of Vitruvius’
commodity and firmness concepts more than the delight one.279
Parametric systems assist the designer in defining explorative design domains
with numeric or geometric dependencies and constraints. Parametric models
require a linear bottom-up modelling process and this very nature makes
them incompatible for immediate inclusion or exclusion of (geometric) parts.
Moreover, because of their deterministic logic, parametric systems produce
the same result when same the sets of parameters are used. This is only
possible in deterministic systems, unlike the dynamics of real life conditions.
Unlike parametric systems, systems incorporating stochastic searches (such as
genetic algorithms) can utilize probability and grant designers a more openended design process. However, the valid designs are still determined via
constraints within the definition of the problem280 the solution to the design
problem is somehow already bounded in the domain defined by the preconceived fitness criterion.

278
Fishwick, Paul A. 2006. Aesthetic Computing. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press.
Friedberg, Anne. 2009. The Virtual Window: From Alberti to Microsoft. Cambridge,
Mass.; London, England: MIT Press.
279
Gün, Onur Yüce, and George Stiny. 2012. “An Open Conversation with George
Stiny About Calculating and Design.” Edited by Onur Yüce Gün. Dosya 29: Computational
Design, no. 29: 6–11.
280
Pottmann, Helmut, and Daril Bentley. 2007. Architectural Geometry. Exton,
Pa.: Bentley Institute Press.
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Computational simulations help analyze probable real-life performances of
designs. Although the architectural design industry uses and benefits from
such tools, the simulations produced by these tools remain open to debate,
because they can never be tested until the actual construction is completed.
The data produced by such simulation tools require insightful examination for
their proper use. Non-expert users might sometimes forget that a simulation
incorporates the re-construction of conditions of reality, not the reality itself.

4.3.4.2. Visual Engagement and Code
All the methods covered above benefit from the number-crunching ability of
computers, yet they leave out the human ability to see. Computers enable
us to work with constructs of higher complexities, which arguably cannot be
laid out precisely in hand-sketches. However, it shouldn’t be forgotten that
the precision required to work with computers can only be achieved after
long skill-building sessions. The time invested to build an algorithmic drawing
system is counter balanced with the gain of variety of the visualizations that
could be extracted later on. Yet even after, the deterministic and not-sointeractive nature of computers remains there to keep designers’ ambivalent
feeling towards them fresh. Surprisingly, this unforgiving nature might also
produce (accidental) unexpected outcomes: optimistically, one may discover
something new to look at and see about what one is designing. Ironically, such
unexpected discoveries do not lie embedded in the parametric relationships
of the computational system. These discoveries rather come into existence
as perceptual products of vision. Eye works with the drawing the way it
would work in a hand drawing: it looks and sees something beyond the
computer’s constructed vision. Arguably, for this very reason, regardless of
the advancements in computing, designers keep working with both digital
and analogue mediums. Designers mix and match techniques such as digital
printing, hand drawing and scanning. Switching between these modes is an
effort to translate the products between the two not-so-incompatible digital
and analogue worlds.
Maeda’s 30-Year Anniversary Poster (Figure 4.12a) that was commissioned
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by Shiseido281 in 1995 represents this bi-modal work process. His algorithmic
constructs are products of visual materials explored by the eye and the hand
(Figure 4.21b). The code comes into play to outline and then algorithmically
refine the image to perfection; technology and art become counter-parts.282
Figure 4.21a.
Shiseido's 30-Year
Anniversary Poster.

Figure 4.21b.
Maeda’s
explorative sketches final
graphic design for
Shiseido.

281
“Shiseido 30-Year Anniversary Poster (1995).” 2016. Accessed May 6. http://
www.maedastudio.com/1995/shisposter/index.php.
282
Maeda, John. 2000. Maeda@media. London: Thames & Hudson.
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5.1. Computing Visual Meaning –is It Possible?
I have a decisive283 answer for this very question, and if you have walked with
me through this dissertation so far, you would guess my answer. However, I
would again argue that, here I am proposing another simple question whose
answer is not that easy to be immediately spilled out, and thus it requires a
thorough examination of its constituents.
I would like to walk you onto the trail284 of my thoughts a little more, this time
in regard to computing visual meaning. In the following two sections, I will
show two very distinct ways of seeing trees. While the first tree, the tree in a
box, appears after long processes of making of the tree through computing,
the second one appears out of nowhere, but it appears because it fits in the
visual context of what is being done. The second tree, tree out of a box is
drawn by hand, albeit using the computational capabilities of the Broadened
Drawing-Scape.

283
Everything, in the flux of life is bound to change, but there is a point at which
I arrived in regard to my dissertation. And again, every point of arrival is a point for a
new departure.
284
Trail, not train.
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5.2. Unboxing Black-Boxed Meanings: Tree in a Box,
Tree out of a Box
5.2.1. Tree in a box
Let’s take a simple question that can be asked to designers and artists: how can
one draw a tree using computers? The question might look trivial at first but it
has multitude of implications that relate both to the series of actions (that in
turn relate to the act of drawing) and to the appearance of the product (that is
supposed to resemble or look like a tree). If I were to forward this question to
the designers who have been working with computational technologies, and
especially to the ones who work with algorithms, most of them would respond
in a similar way, pointing to the L-systems.
The Lindenmayer System is a recursive re-writing system that “consists of
an alphabet of symbols that can be used to make strings, [and] a collection
of production rules that expand each symbol into some larger string of
symbols.”285 In other words, if we are to visualize the way in which this rule can
be useful for drawing something like a tree, you define a rule for a branch to
be drawn (or created) based on an existing branch, and then you let the system
run for the desired number of steps. One (or multiple) branches sprout out of
a branch, and then one (or multiple) branches sprout out of all newly emerged
branches. The outcomes of L-systems can be represented both textually and
geometrically, you can feed a string into the computer along with a set of rules
that will rewrite the string to be embedded into the original one, and define
a routine for the strings to be manifested as geometric shapes so you can see
tree-like figures (Figure 5.01):

285
“L-System.” 2016. Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia. https://en.wikipedia.
org/w/index.php?title=L-system&oldid=718571901.
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Figure 5.01.
A single recursive
structure with minor
variations produces
a wide range of designs. Source: Rob
Woodbury, 1993.

L-systems are fairly easy to learn for someone with intermediate skills in
scripting, yet it takes a while to produce convincing images of trees. The first
attempts help create diagrammatic types of trees which can be modified
through use of parameters. However more convincing drawings can only
appear through proficiency in scripting or programming. Programmer artists
end up producing visually more appealing results (Figure 5.02), probably
because of their combined perceptual and technical skills, and their ability to
translate their intentions into syntax in a profound way.
In computational ways of drawing trees, there is always (be it L-systems or not)
an underlying structure that defines the routine of the lines (small branches)
to get together to make up something that eventually (and arguably) looks
like a tree. Such an understanding not only assumes that a whole, such as a
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Figure 5.02.
More
convincing
tree branches. The
success is probably
due to the disappearance of underlying structure. Repetitions are visually less
apparent, yet they
are still there.

tree, can be defined and built through its part (which is proven to be wrong
in Chapter 3 of this dissertation) but also assumes that the embodied act of
drawing can be transformed into the act of translating and encoding the visual
intentions as pieces of code.
The important question here is what if you are not a programmer yet you still
want to draw (or generate) beautiful286 trees? I argue that for designers or
artists who have no background in scripting, the logic of the emergence of
these digital trees would always remain black-boxed.287
In the following section, I will take the tree out of the computational Black-Box
using a computer. I will show an alternative way of drawing trees, a way that
will help me talk about both the intentions of the drafter and the when’s, why’s

286
Aesthetic judgments are considered to be purely phenomenological here.
So, we are talking about the tree that looks beautiful to its drafter.
287
In science, computing, and engineering, a black box is a device, system
or object which can be viewed in terms of its inputs and outputs (or transfer
characteristics), without any knowledge of its internal workings. “Black Box.” 2016.
Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia. https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Black_
box&oldid=717465299.
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and how’s of the emergence of the tree.
You will see that the trees in the following example are literally drawn; they are
painted by hand while using computers for visual explorations (Figure 5.03).
They became alive during the development of the drawing, and with no former
intention of the drafter. So then, the making of the tree was not concealed in
a black box; it rather was triggered when the user saw a tree within the shade
of a (hand-drawn) box!
Figure 5.03.
Trees appear after
the drafter and the
coder make multiple
shape calculations.
The drawing is purely hand-made using
one of the very early
prototypes of the
Broadened DrawingScape.

If coding is not exactly drawing, and if the parts do not necessarily lead to the
pre-planned wholes, then how does the tree really emerge? When and for
what reason does the drafter or the artist decide to draw the tree in these two
different processes of drawing trees?
These questions might appear too big (or trivial to some), but all should be
attended if we are to understand the ways in which we utilize computers for
creative visual processes. Certainly, drawing is an act during which meanings
unfold with the emergence of shapes, marks and fields. And because drawing
is thinking through the body,288 truly tangible emergences create greater
stimulations along the course of visual-making. I also would like to remind you
of the essence of wandering, when the turning points in the genesis of the
drawing are considered as consequent places of arriving and departing.

288

See Chapter 4.
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5.2.2. Tree out of a Box
In January 2013, I organized a workshop entitled See | Pixel in İstanbul to
which more than forty students attended (Figure 5.04). The workshop was free
of charge and it was attended by architecture students from a broad age and
experience group, including first year undergraduate students as well as PhD
students.

Figure 5.04.
Poster of the See |
Pixel Workshop. See
the eyes and the
hands of “X” in the
"piXel" which is both
looking and scripting!
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During one of the early tests of the Broadened Drawing-Scape, a group of
architecture students289 used the apparatus to make an abstract drawing using
color pencils.290 The early prototype included a 720p HD Microsoft LifeCam
HD-6000 digital webcam, a digital projector, a laptop and a piece of glass for
the drawing to be placed on (Figure 5.05).

Figure 5.05.
A primitive prototype. The digital
webcam is attached
to a desk lamp, students getting accustomed to the drawing workflow.

During the course of the experiments, while one of the students, Can, worked
on the script, a PhD student, Ayşegül Akçay continued working on the handdrawing. Can continually edited and updated the processing source code
that I supplied, and he took snapshots to record the developmental states
of the drawing. He applied shape rules to these snapshots through image
processing and projected the resultant patterns beneath the drawing surface
for Ayşegül to keep working on the hand-drawing. During the emergence of
the improvised drawing, two student continuously conversed: Ayşegül, the

289
Yağız Özkan, Barlas Öztürk, Beril Binoğul, Can Görgün, Can Değerli, Yunus
Emre Dokumacıoğlu.
290
Here I use the vectorized version of the hand-drawing images due to the lowimage quality of the original hand-drawings and camera captures. Computers can be
extremely useful after all!
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drafter, talked about her intentions about where she wanted to go with the
drawing next, and Can, the scripter, tried not only to generate the templates
following Ayşegül’s requests, but also made suggestions about what can be
(and cannot be) done in the digital environment. Other students were there
both to observe the emergence of the multi-modal drawing and to make
suggestions for development of both the analog drawing and the Processing
script.
The emergence of this improvisational simple drawing was a purely additive
process, in which students repetitively captured snapshots of the states of the
drawing and utilized these snapshots to generate new templates to influence
the emergence of the drawing.
The snapshots that are taken at every state of this drawing during its emergence
can be thought as a shape. In the first step, Ayşegül draws four box-like shapes
those appear to be receding in perspective (Figure 5.06).
Figure 5.06.
Initial hand drawing
and shading.

Later she applies shading to faces of each box-like shape. Once she is done
with shading, Ayşegül asks Can to capture a snapshot of the drawing, so they
can start exploring the patterns that can be created via use of the snapshot.
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Can, the scripter, captures a snapshot using the webcam. In processing, Can
first scales the shapes up, and then applies translation rules to generate a
pattern of box-like shapes (Figure 5.07).

Figure 5.07.
A digital pattern is
created after capturing the hand-drawn
four boxes. Shape
rules as well as computational image filters help create the
digital canvas on the
right side.

If we call the first four box-like shapes x, then the operations can be described
as:
x  t(x) 		

[scaling]

and then, we call the emergent scaled-up version as the new x, and apply:
x  ∑t(x)

[multiplying through series of translations]

Following the multiplication, Can applies some sort of image filter to the
resultant pattern (which becomes again, our new x). While the boundary lines
of box-like shapes are visually retained (that one can still see them as boxes),
there also appears some sort of textural qualities:
x  f(x)		

[applying image filter]

Once both the drafter and the coder are satisfied291 with the emergent pattern,
they project the pattern underneath the paper and a blend of drawings emerge
(Figure 5.08).

291
The satisfaction here will depend the visual meaning that is being searched
by the drafter. No one, including the drafter himself or herself would exactly know
what would be really satisfying until the thing itself appears. Refer to Chapter 3 to read
more about meaning and the significances they hold.
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Figure 5.08.
The digital pattern
is projected behind
the analog handdrawing. A blend of
images appear.

The drafter wants the coder to adjust the computed pattern and re-position
the projection under the paper until she sees something inspiring, and then
she proceeds with the hand-drawing again. Another series of boxes emerge
(Figure 5.09).
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Figure 5.09.
The vectorized version of the handdrawing, with no
projection behind.

At this stage, Ayşegül does not trace over each and every box shape that is
projected underneath the drawing surface; rather she picks a couple of boxes
to trace over, and then leaves the rest. What is interesting is that she also
embeds another smaller square on top of one of the newly drawn boxes.
This appears out of nowhere, as there exists no projected shapes underneath
(Figure 5.10).

Figure 5.10.
A phantom square
emerges.
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Here the drafter follows her intuition and creative choice to make this
embedding on one of the box shapes. Then she applies another layer of
shading to what she has just drawn.
What is drawn here obviously is not merely boxes (but they certainly have
representational implications for the drafter). The visual interpretations
become explicit as the drafter converses with the coder and as the drawing
emerges. The cycle of digital and hand-drawing continues.
On the next step, the coder applies the same operations using the snapshot
that is taken from then current state of the drawing. A more sophisticated
and arguably more painterly292 pattern, albeit with less clear linear features,
emerge (Figure 5.11):

Figure 5.11.
The new digital pattern, created in the
processing environment.

292
There is an unclear distinction between drawing and painting; however,
drawing is mostly associated with linear traces, painting is associated with filling fields.
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Figure 5.12.
The hand-drawing
and digital projection blends to reveal
new opportunities.

This step (as also reported by the drafter, Ayşegül) is particularly interesting,
because it leads to the emergence of previously unseen visual bits in the handdrawing (Figure 5.12). Instead of following the box shapes, this time the drafter
sees trees in the projection and traces over the digitally reproduced versions of
shaded areas instead of going over arguably less-apparent outlines of the box
shapes (Figure 5.13a).
Therefore, calculations, multiplications and modifications of boxes help
generate patterns that lead to the emergence of trees. These are not preplanned and black-boxed trees that live in the boxes and appear through
discrete computing; rather they are truly drawn, by tracing over some fields
that emerge from shades painted on boxes!
During the early use of this drawing apparatus, one of the questions that kept
recurring among students was “what if the system was automated and the
patterns that were generated and projected were not made following the
decisions of the drafter but were some randomized versions of the images that
were captured by the camera? –there would still be shapes and there would
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Figure 5.13a.
Trees appear after
the drafter and the
coder make multiple
shape calculations.
Below is how.

still be juxtaposition of patterns to draw from […]”293
Many of the responses to this question highlighted the central role of intuition
and intentions of the drafter in the processes of visual-making. What was
found interesting was one’s recursive encounter with one’s own creation over
and over again. There was also quite a lot of enthusiasm about the fact that
the captured and projected images were not exactly one’s own production,
and thus the drafter did not have full control over them – users of the early
prototype defined this situation as a creative tension.
This early study made it possible to see that the goal of developing such an
apparatus such as the Broadened Drawing-Scape would be to help the visualmaker not to be restraint by the restrictions of pre-planning, and become as
open as possible to making discoveries on the way, and changing his or her
mind at any given time.

293
This study took place during the See | Pixel workshop and discussion took
place in January 2013, in the closing presentations of the workshop.
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After all, regardless or pre-planning and pre-conceiving, that is
exactly what humaning is about: we have flexible minds and we
always need to adapt to unexpected conditions that emerge. Even the
most fundamentalist black-box builder, the hard-core programmer
experiences unexpected encounters that make him or her go into
their box, and change things here and there. Why not then, find more
flexible ways to un-black-box the black-boxes and think of boxes that
can easily be transformed into other things (such as trees)?
Here are some motivations to seek and discover visual bits: Do not
computationally black-box your computational trees. Discover ways to twist
the ways in which computation is used and utilized to see trees. Unlike what is
assumed294 by many of the parametric design minds, doing so would yield true
emergence.

Figure 5.13b.
Trees appear out of
nowhere.

294

Andrews, Noam. 2010. “Climate of Oppression.” Log, no. 19 (April): 137–51.
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5.3. Broadened-Drawing Scape, Core Specifications
and Development
5.3.1. I draw to see, Eye sees to draw

I draw to see and eye sees to draw. Eye draws to see
and I see to draw. Both should be correct.

The developments in utilization of computers in drawing process follow
different streams. Some studies295 concentrate on systems that use shape
recognition. These systems aim to develop software that can infer (or guess)
the shape that is being drawn by the user, so that that shape can be generated
prior to its completion by the user. Such systems require a pre-compilation
of potential shapes that can be drawn by a user, so they can succeed in
matching the shape drawn by the user to a shape that is already built in the
geometric library of the program. This enables the user to create a parametric
version of the shape that s/he is drawing, so the shape can computationally
be manipulated. However, shape recognition comes with its own limitations,
because pattern matching requires some sort of restriction on the variety and
type of shapes those can be drawn. Eventually, the precision and mechanical
aspects of drawings in such systems are favored over the artistic imperfections
of hand-drawing and potential discoveries that may emerge through visual
ambiguities.

295
Catia Natural Sketch was introduced in 2011 to enable the designers to have
“revolutionary life-like experience that matches designers’ needs.” The introductory
video on Youtube shows a designer who draws a vase in 2D and then the software
generates a 3D form by using the 2D lines as the contour of the 3D shape. Because the
software matches a 3D form that is closest to the 2D shape, the hand-drawn shape and
the 3D form does not fit. Also see Andrews, Noam. 2010. “Climate of Oppression.” Log,
no. 19 (April): 137–51.
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Other studies296 concentrate on human-computer interaction to enable more
intuitive drawing processes. These systems utilize drawing surfaces or touchpads for simulating hand-drawing processes. Such tools try to simulate the
analog hand-drawing process to the utmost extend via inclusion of a wide
variety of paper and brush simulations. I argue that they do so because there
is actually no substitute for any kind of material action and interaction that can
be fully simulated in regard to the drawing processes. In the following figure,
a professional and (somehow intuitive) drawing software package, Procreate
is shown (Figure 5.14). An artist is depicted while drawing and painting with a
specially-designed (wooden – yet digital) pen. The advertising image is trying to
be so rooted in the material world, charcoal pens and pencils are also included
in the advertisement image. Combined with the inclusion of a (analog or
digital SLR) camera, the whole picture refers to a purely hybrid visual-making
process that includes both analog and digital ways of making. I argue this sort
of understanding of a digital drawing process acknowledges the indispensable
actions and perceptions that are only possible through embodied actions and
through using materials.

Figure 5.14.
Mobile device drawing application: Procreate.

296
There are many projects and products that address hand-sketching. Wacom
tablets have been around for a long time. I cover ProCreate, which is a drawing app for
hand-held devices.
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5.3.2. Hardware Setup
The efforts to simulate the analog drawing processes highlight the primacy
of embodied actions in visual creative processes. Although the technological
advancements help introduce new modes of drawing and painting, doing so
by hand remains irreplaceable with regard to its central role in creative visual
processes.
To this end, I propose a multi-modal297 drawing environment that consists of
a visual-making surface, a computational camera that is positioned to capture
images from this surface and a projector. The goal is to create an apparatus with
which the user can work with both analog materials and digital projections.
My main motivation for using a camera and a projector is to enable one to
work with one’s own shapes in the digital environment while creating them
in analog ways. This implies the freedom for the drafter or the painter to
create infinitely many (or any) shapes –instead of using precompiled shapes
or geometric primitives those are black-boxed in the computational system.
Also because there is no one definite way of drawing or painting, and throwing
sponges on the wall298 and spilling paint over surfaces, my goal is to empower
the drafter and the painter to create shapes, marks and fields using any sort of
material and capture the outcomes digitally to calculate with them.
The utmost goal of the prototype is to help broaden and elaborate on the
ways in which designers and artists make visual explorations. In this respect
I conduct a series of experiments personally, in forms of workshops and as
teaching seminars.

297
We can call it a combination of analog and digital.
298
Elkins, James. 1999. Why Are Our Pictures Puzzles?: On the Modern Origins
of Pictorial Complexity. 1 edition. New York: Routledge, 144. Elkins wrote: “Vasari tells
a story about Botticelli throwing a sponge at a wall to see landscapes in it, and that
story echoes Pliny’s anecdote about Protogenes throwing a sponge at his painting of a
slavering dog to catch the correct appearance of frothy saliva.”
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In these studies, I develop and introduce visual-making processes that:
-

flow in a non-symbolic manner: they work with shapes that are drawn,
painted or simply created by users.

-

remain as open-ended drawing and painting processes in which
shapes can be discovered, embedded, isolated and re-used.

-

fuse material and computational ways of drawing and painting.

-

are conversational and action-wise multifarious (draw, make, copy,
record, project simultaneously)

-

enable working with mixed-medium 2D, 2.5D and 3D299 drawings and
paintings that emerge via utilization of materials, light, (and anything
else) that can be a part of an instant bricolage.300

299
The dimensions indicated here are conceptual. I am not talking about 3D in
the digital environment, I am rather referring to textural and dimensional qualities of
drawings, paintings and models.
300
Sherry Turkle, Seymour Papert. n.d. “Epistemological Pluralism and the
Revaluation of the Concrete.”
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5.3.3. Software Setup

This research has a software component for three reasons. First, computing
has been ubiquitous for a good amount of time now so that it has become a
very natural part of our daily lives. While in the past people had to put extra
effort in benefiting from any sort of computational technology, now one has
to put an extreme amount of effort to find a software-less spot on the face of
the earth. Even an escape deep into forests can hardly isolate you from GPS
or telecommunication signals or satellite vision. Of course, I am not using the
computational devices and software simply because I cannot avoid them, but
I do so because I believe in importance of showing an alternative way to do it.
Using the software also helps me expand my inquiry in practical terms.
Second, using a software component helps me tremendously in what I want
to do with shapes. As I have discussed earlier in my dissertation, although
they cannot see, use or utilize ambiguity, computers are extremely effective in
taking care of repetitive routines. I benefit from such capabilities of computers
by utilizing the software to digitally capture, modify and reproduce the handdrawn shapes in the digital environment. Although drawing and painting by
hand and materials are essential in this study, doing the all the other labor
would not only be virtually impossible, but also it wouldn’t let me expand the
creative explorations as much as I can do via using a software.
And this brings me to the third reason for me developing a script for this
research: it holds the potential to become an open-ended tool that can be reinterpreted, developed and extended to handle other tasks that can be seen
useful to any drafter or painter.
For all these reasons, I envision the software component of my project as an
auxiliary tool for visual explorations, and I think of it as (yet another) tool to
think with. For developing the software tools, Processing301 works quite well.
301

https://processing.org/
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This is because of the motivations that lead to its development targeting a
“flexible software sketchbook and a language for learning how to code within
the context of the visual arts.” Processings’ video and image capturing and
editing tools were quite handy for the type of the work presented in this
dissertation.
I do not present any sort of pre-compiled routine for calculating with shapes,
and thus I encourage use and modification of code(s) in flux with the things
that happen in the material side of visual-making. In other words, you can plan
to write a script to undertake a task that is clear in your mind for the time being;
however, that clear task will certainly evolve into something else as you work
with the analog materials, as you draw and paint. So then, scripts should be
able to be continually developed, modified and (re)compiled in Processing (or
any other software platform) that is flexible enough to realize the momentary
goals during the flow of creative visual activities.
The proposed workflow and the tool highlights the importance of acknowledging
both the limitations and potentials of both visual and computational processing.
The methodology presented below seeks a negotiation between what
computer and the eye can do while working in tandem during the processes
of drawing.
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5.3.4. Precedents
I started working on the Broadened Drawing Scape in 2012 and later discovered
that Open Ended Group built a similar apparatus the same year, but for a
different purpose, intentions and vision. HP introduced Sprout in 2013 which
remained as a niche product in the consumer level, probably due to its high
cost and not-cutting-edge performance in what it was intended to do.

5.3.4.1. Drawn Together
Hardware-wise a quite similar setup to Broadened Drawing-Scape can be seen
in Open Ended Group’s Drawn Together project. However, the inner workings
and the goals of the system are totally different compared to Broadened
Drawing Scape. While I use the Broadened Drawing Scape as an apparatus for
expanding one’s phenomenological drawing experience by using one’s own
traces and shapes, Drawn Together incorporates the software component as
another agent that draws with the human drafter (Figure 5.15).

Figure 5.15.
Installation Schematic as prepared by the
Open Ended Group.
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In Drawn Together, the human and the computer take turns in course of the
development of a drawing. The human draws using the white chalk on the
black paper while the sound that emerges from his/her strokes are recorded.
Once the human is done, the algorithm generates patterns in reference to the
sounds recorded and projects an algorithmically generated drawing onto the
chalk drawing. Open ended group incorporates a 3D projector and stereoscopic
goggles in the system for creating an illusion of depth in the drawing. Drawn
Together appears as a playful, immersive installation. Yet one should be aware
that there exists a black-boxed algorithm that translates the recorded sound of
one’s strokes into shapes. Open ended group also makes this fact apparent by
stating their vision of their installation as:
“So there is no prospect of mastery or of winning, but something
like the opposite, for you can’t direct the outcome (and nor can the
computer). The ‘drawing’ that the two of you produce as you take
turns is an openended one that will take you and your thoughts to
unexpected places.”302
This statement appears to be partially true, as the algorithm that processes the
sounds never truly and fundamentally changes. It is probable that continuous
use of the system would expose the somehow fixed behavior of the algorithm
in converting sounds into shapes. Opening the software component to the
user would make the installation slightly more open-ended.

5.3.4.2. HP Sprout
HP introduced Sprout in 2013 and the product became available in the consumer
level in 2014 (Figure 5.16). Sprout is an ambitious project for combining
multiple technologies beyond touch sensitive surfaces, by incorporating a 2
and 3D scanner, a projector and a touch sensitive projection surface. However
it is quite understandable why it does it: to have a better connection between
computing technologies and the tangible world.

302

http://openendedgroup.com/artworks/dt.html [Accessed May 2016].
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Figure 5.16.
HP Sprout became
commercially available in Q4 2014.

Sprout certainly introduces certain capabilities which do not exist on other
consumer level products, but it suffers from the fact that it tries to achieve
a lot while keeping the desktop computer format. The operation system that
is mainly built for regular computers (although new optics hardware and
software are included) falls short of enabling a seamless workflow. A review
in PC Magazine reports that “even setting aside the impressive scanning and
content creation applications of the Sprout, the addition of a second display
opens up other novel uses for the PC.”303 Yet the main purpose of the device
remains unclear, most probably due to its performance in undertaking the
tasks according to those purposes.

303
“Hands On With the Weird But Intriguing HP Sprout | News & Opinion | PCMag.
com.” 2016. Accessed May 6. http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2471169,00.
asp.
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The same article concludes:
“Is it a PC for designers, looking to use the scanning and contentmanipulation tools to speed their workflow? This may be the best
bet, since this is the first time I’ve seen all of these different devices
combined so well. I could also see the collaboration tools being quite
useful for creative teams to work together without needing physical
proximity. Is it the 3D-printing enthusiast using it as their go-to 3D
scanner? Again, maybe. The 3D scanning and printing categories are
still so young that there are no set-in-stone practices and the various
tools and capabilities needed form a real barrier to entry for many. Is
this a consumer device or an enterprise machine?”
When I got a change to get my hands on Sprout in the local Microcenter store,
I had similar feelings. The device had a clean design, looked interesting yet at
the very first moment of interaction, it felt unnatural and lacking. The touchpad, which is designed to become a secondary screen appeared too pale
to the eye and felt too senseless to the hand. The software started hanging
up or crashing only after minutes of interaction. The online review squarely
portrayed Sprout’s deficiency in becoming cutting-edge computing device:
“Maybe an answer to these questions will emerge once it’s actually on
the market, but in the meantime, I don’t really see where this device
is supposed to fit. There are several possible uses, but I don’t know
of any single use case where this system will be a silver bullet for any
significant problems, and the switch to an entirely new combination of
devices could cause problems of its own.”
In sum, Sprout comes to life as a product304 that aims to introduce more
seamless workflows between digital imagery, scanning and 3D printing, and
their physical and tangible counterparts. It still needs further development yet
it points to a good direction for hardware companies to look at.

304
In turn, Broadened Drawing-Scape never intended to become a product. I
explain why in Chapter 8.
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5.4. Tooling for Novel Modes of Visual-Making
5.4.1. The Core Technique

The core operation of the setup is copying305 the bits that are created by the
self. Such copying happens in the apparatus of Broadened Drawing-Scape by
recording and re-using. These two actions can be thought of as the digital
counterparts of the actions of seeing and doing.306 Every recorded frame can
be treated or thought of as a shape. This enables not only the application of
shape rules during the development of the drawing, but also the revelation
of whether and how the repetitions of similar shapes, marks, and fields play a
role in the development of visual styles.
There are multiple implications for using such a technique. First, techniques
presented below enable the user to record and re-use any sort of image
that may appear during the course of drawing. This is about broadening the
opportunities that may arise through multiplying the layers of traces, marks
and fields in one’s drawing.
The second opportunity is more about the retrospective analysis of drawings.
One can go back and talk about the development of the drawing. However,
the idea is not about making a description of the drawing process, which is in
essence impossible, because the same emergence can be seen, talked about
and described in infinitely many ways.
The system also retains and even sometimes introduces imperfections, which,
in essence, are an inherent part of hand-drawing processes. Both the making

305
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 386. Briefly and boldly: “design is copying.” Moreover, “copying,
community, and creativity run throughout design practice and education, and shapes
and rules tie the three of them together.” Read more from Stiny in his book Shape to
see why copying is not plagiarism!
306
Ibid.
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and visual calculating then can involve all of intentional, coincidental and
accidental traces that become alive.
Beyond the core operation, the technical aspects of this study are totally open
to interpretation and development. That is why I started with a fairly ambiguous
idea about what the software tool could do, and I arrived at different findings
as I kept working. I developed various scripts which served different purposes,
and eventually I edited and compiled scripts to help expand the capabilities of
the Broadened Drawing-Scape. Some of my students307 and research assistants
also edited my source code to add whatever functionality was useful for them
at the time. I will walk you through the evolution of the goals and the tools,
step by step, in the following sections.

307
Ali Ünveren and Can Görgün from İstanbul did a great job in the summer of
2014. Joie Chang at MIT updated the code to a newer version and added some new
functionalities. That code can be found at the end of this dissertation.
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5.4.2. Moments in the Genesis of Drawings
The first study is not directly about the making of but more about the
retrospective analysis of hand-drawings. I introduce a drawing and painting
process in which the eye of the drafter with a computational camera are
coupled. I develop a workflow in which a digital camera looks at one’s drawing
during one’s process of drawing. The camera is utilized to capture snapshots
through the development of the drawing process. Later, these snapshots are
computationally processed not only to help analyze but also to re-represent
the developmental stages of the drawing in hand. A recording of a handdrawing process makes it possible to develop (infinite number of) narratives
about the drawing sequence. It also enables one to re-interpret the drawing
as layers of visual meanings that help broaden that of the original painting. My
primary goal in this study is to reveal whatever one embeds into a drawing or a
painting over a determined period of time. I do this by taking snapshots during
the course of the drawing and by comparing the two states of the drawing
through image processing.
Let us consider drawing as a process that takes place on the time line T, starting
at T(0). At T(0) there exist no marks or traces, but only a blank canvas (Figure
5.17a).

Figure 5.17a.
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The drafter draws, observes and edits the drawing via visual evaluation at any
given time T(n). Visual clues emerge as the drafter keeps embedding traces
over the canvas (Figure 5.17b).
Figure 5.17b.

The eye keeps a direct relationship to what is being drawn, real time. When
you use your eyes, what you see is what you get.308 Drawing keeps becoming
(Figure 5.17c).
Figure 5.17c.

However, the presence of a computational camera makes it possible to record
the moments, the turning points during the genesis of the drawing, and to revisit them later. Using these individual frames one can look into the different

308
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press.
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moments that are recorded along the timeline, and experience (or analyze)
the drawing retrospectively. This enables re-visiting the creative wandering
that takes place simultaneously with the emergence of the drawing.
A great opportunity that arises here is the ability to isolate newly drawn shapes,
traces and marks that can never be seen in isolation. These isolated bits are
the parts that are embedded in the whole in the making of the drawing.
For instance subtraction of an image recorded at time T(x) from the image
recorded later at T(n) reveals the development of the drawing or painting
between these two time frames (along n-x time units) (Figure 5.18).

Figure 5.18.

Isolating such subtractions reveals “embedded but not seen” images309 in
isolation. The amount and complexity of these extracted bits, marks and fields
depend on the duration and the number of actions that are taken along the
timeframe. One can take snapshots at any desired time which enables one
to capture and isolate parts that are as small as one single trace or as large
and sophisticated as a whole drawing over the canvas. The operation can be
described as:

drawing [at] T(n) – drawing [at] T(n-x)

= embeddedDrawing [along] T(x)

309
If there are overlaps and masking those are added to the drawing, the
processing becomes much more complex. In a purely additive scenario in which the
painter keeps using only the blank parts of the canvas, this calculation works seamlessly.
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The same operation can be explained using the actual drawings and the
snapshots that were taken during the emergence of the drawing (Figure 5.19):
Figure 5.19.
The state of drawing
is shown, T(n) at the
top left and T(x) at
the top right. When
we subtract the state
at moment x from
the state at moment
n, we seen what was
embedded over T(nx). Such extraction
from one single paper is only possible
through computational image processing.

The ability to capture snapshots during the development of the hand-drawing
(Figure 5.20) brings about the potential to make different types of calculations:
subtraction that is done by using the two subsequent snapshots is not the only
option. Simply, one can also overlay snapshots which end up in an addition, or
in other words blending of different images (Figure 5.21). This operation leads
to the development of drawing and painting processes in which shape rules
can be applied on the fly.

Chapter 5

Figure 5.20.
Stages of development of a hand
drawing. The partial
images at the periphery show the
isolated bits that are
embedded in the
drawing
between
two snapshots.
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Figure 5.21.
Different type of
hypothetical calculations that can be
done using the snapshots that are taken
over the developmental stages of the
drawing.
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5.4.3. Bitmap Processing and Foundational Algorithms
Earlier, the analog drawing and the digital versions of the drawing that were
created using snapshots from the analog drawing’s development process were
not directly connected. In other words, the projector was not a part of my
drawing apparatus yet. I was aiming to create a visual connection between
the analog drawing and the digital versions. In the preliminary testing phase,
I was looking at both the analog drawing and the digital version(s) on the
computer screen and searching for ideas in both. The camera that I considered
as an extended yet blind eye of mine was looking at the analog drawing. It
was somehow an amplifier; however, a blind and senseless channel. I had
no intention to use the camera for inferring the shapes I was drawing; it was
simply a tool for me to record and transfer the developmental stages of the
drawing to the computer. At the time, my aim was to use the image processing
capabilities in Processing to create inspiring images that would ideally help me
make visual discoveries to support the development of the analog drawing.
The how part was not answered yet.
Once I set the camera up to make live recordings of the developmental stages
of the drawing in hand, it was possible to capture snapshots, feed them directly
into Processing and see digital versions of the current state of the drawing.
These digital versions were auxiliary drawings and could be anything from a
digitally filtered image to a dynamic and interactive animation. The idea was to
expand the analog drawing in the digital domain for further digital discoveries.
For these initial steps I used bitmap processing methods, and more specifically
the Pixels commands that are listed under the image library of Processing.310
These commands make it possible to extract and use various types of
information, such as the color and luminosity channels of each and every

310
All up to date libraries and commands can be found online, in Processing
reference: https://processing.org/reference/ [accessed on March 31, 2016].
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pixel.311 While these commands make it possible to read and edit pixels one by
one, they run much slower in comparison to image blending commands that
are used for the later versions of the developed scripts. I present these basic
features using Edward Hopper’s 1952 painting Morning Sun (Figure 5.22).
Figure 5.22.
Hopper’s Morning
Sun. 1952, Oil On
Canvas.
28 1/8 x 40 1/8 inches.

The first version of the script was also enhanced to do various types of image
processing such as:
1. Get two frames of a recorded drawing sequence and extract the
difference between them (as explained before.)
2. Take an image and process the pixels and distribute them in 3D
space according to their luminosity levels (Figure 5.23).
3. Take an image and process the pixels and distribute them in 3D
space according to their RGB intensities (Figure 5.24).

311
To see more about image processing, you can look into my MIT Masters
Thesis Narration Of Light : Computational Tools For Framing The Tonal Imagination.
Full thesis can be accessed at https://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/35503.
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Figure 5.23.
Edward
Hopper’s
Morning Sun is processed
according
to pixel luminosity.
Once converted to
a point cloud in Processing, the painting
can be analyzed in
3D space.
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Figure 5.24.
Same image, processed according to
RGB intensities. The
resulting image is a
much different representation revealing
clues about compositional elements.
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By using the image and pixel methods, I reconstruct snapshots that are taken
from the developmental stages of my abstract drawing process as point clouds
in the 3D rendered space of Processing. I make each and every pixel move in
space over a specific period of time. This application yields expanded versions
of my snapshots (Fibure 5.25).

Figure 5.25.
Hand drawing and its
digitally processed
versions.

Later I applied this method to multiple snapshots to represent the development
of the drawing in its time-space. I started applying it to the subsequent
snapshots of those taken during the development of the drawing. I converted
each and every snapshot into separate point clouds in space, and then I aligned
them on planes parallel to each other.
This way, I was able to generate a spatial point-cloud model of a drawing that
represented the development of the drawing overtime. In other words, what
emerged was a digital, abstracted spatio-temporal model of the drawing
(Figure 5.26).
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Figure 5.26.
The spatio-temporal
representation
of
the drawing. The final drawing, an earlier state and whatever was embedded
in between is represented as point
clouds in space.

In the figure, the original drawing is exploded into layers that are made up of
point clouds. The rightmost layer represents the final state of the drawing, the
drawing at moment T(n) and the leftmost layer represents an earlier state of
the drawing, the drawing at moment T(x). The middle layer (shown here in
with black and blue points) represents the bits that were embedded between
the two states of the drawing, the embeddedDrawing along T(n-x).
I include additional commands in the Processing code that enable manipulation
of the point clouds in real-time (Figure 5.27). This way a spatio-temporal
model312 of the drawing can be constructed and can be analyzed and observed
interactively by changing the distances between the point clouds and the
vantage point.
The layers that represent the moments along the genesis of the drawing can
be merged, fused, blended or pushed away via key inputs.
The tool, when the drawing is thought as a body, helps record and analyze the
anatomy of the drawing. This grants the possibility to go beyond looking at a
painting by looking into, though, towards and outwards the time-space of the
drawing.

312

Spatio-temporal models are explained in detail in the following chapter.
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Figure 5.27.
The two snapshots
of the drawing and
the bits that are embedded in between
the two snapshots
are expanded in 3D
renderer of Processing as point clouds.
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6.1. Derivations and Unfolding Appearances of
Drawings

There are multiple (if not infinite) manifestations [appearances]
of things, of which we can experience [see] a few.

In this section, I show two types of case studies that utilize the Broadened
Drawing-Scape in two related but different ways.
The first type of case studies concentrates on the derivation of drawings and
paintings through application of shape rules. These studies incorporate the
Broadened Drawing Scape’s computational capabilities in real-time, while
the drawing or the painting is being made. The second type of case studies
is more about expanding and transforming drawings and paintings into their
further appearances. These studies utilize the Broadened Drawing-Scape’s
capturing and recording features for working on the drawings and paintings
retrospectively. These second type of studies are about unfolding appearances
of the drawings, and their processes of becoming. By revisiting the recorded
turning points of a drawing and reproducing those in different mediums, it
becomes possible to discover and represent unforeseen appearances of
(one single) drawing. This in turn becomes a visual take on what Bohm calls
unfoldement of meaning.313

313

Refer to Chapter 3 – Meaning.
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6.2. Derivations
6.2.1. From a Hand-Drawn Line to a Digital Line Painting
In this case study, I and two of my students314 conduct a simple drawing
experiment which starts with a simple line drawing. We utilize all components
of the Broadened Drawing Scape (camera, computer and the projector) and
we don’t start with a pre-determined goal and we define our visual goals along
the becoming of the drawing.  We draw three lines that constitute our initial
shape and determine an anchor point (Figure 6.01).

Figure 6.01.

We take a snapshot of the drawing. We write a short function in Processing so
that the red dot can be recognized as an anchor point around which the drawn
shapes can be rotated.
We apply a simple rotation rule, and repeat the same rule three times. Taking
the above shape as an x, we apply the rule:
x  x + t(x)

314

Can Görgün and Ahmet Ünveren from İstanbul Bilgi University.
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Figure 6.02.

a simple pattern occurs (Figure 6.02).
We project this simple pattern underneath the drawing paper and then start
twisting stripes of paper and aligning them with the lines that are apparent in
the projected simple pattern. Here the drawing starts growing into something
that was unexpected. However, one can visually still tell the visual connection
between the alignment of the lines and the configuration of the paper stripes.
Every paper y, is twisted in space (via applying the transformation rule t) and
then taped onto the base drawing.
At this moment, the original drawing x, becomes obstructed by the papers on
top, so we see only a part of the original shape x. The final configuration can
be described as follows:
x  prt(x) + t(y) + t’(y) …
Eventually a mixed-medium configuration emerges, where four paper stripes
get twisted in three different fashions (Figure 6.03).
We capture this configuration, so x goes to its digital version:
x  d(x)
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Figure 6.03.

and then apply a bitmap filter.315 The whole picture, when considered
as our new x becomes transformed into a filtered bitmap image (Figure 6.04).
x  f(x)
Figure 6.04.

315
Filter scripted in Processing by Ahmet Ünveren. They call the bitmap filter as
the Pişmanify filter.
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We don’t stop there, but look into other ingredients that we can add to our
bricolage.316 Because our configuration enables us to create very different
effects using its bright and dark areas, we introduce a light source. We keep
capturing snapshots of our expanded drawing under different light conditions
(Figure 6.05).

Figure 6.05.

We apply our bitmap filter to generate different digital drawings (Figure 6.06a
and Figure 6.06b). Because the drawing starts presenting aerial properties on
top of its linear properties, it almost becomes a line painting.

316
Turkle, Sherry, Seymour Papert, and Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Epistemology & Learning Research Group. 1990. Epistemological Pluralism: Styles and
Voices within the Computer Culture. Epistemology and Learning Group, MIT Media
Laboratory.
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Figure 6.06a.

Figure 6.06b.
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Figure 6.07.
The case study, step
by step. We decide
using paper stripes
and changing light
conditions on the
way.
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The results of this study intrigue us to run one more immediately, but this time
by increasing the number of rotational transformations and also incorporating
shading. We not only draw lines, but this time, we fill-in some shapes, and
thus we create fields. We start with one simple polyline that constitutes our
initial shape and an anchor point, and we apply our simple transformation rule
multiple times:
x  x + t(x)
A circular configuration appears (Figure 6.08).

Figure 6.08.

This time we fill in some areas and then capture then current state of the
drawing. We immediately apply our bitmap filter (Figure 6.09).

Figure 6.09.
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Next, we again start placing and taping papers on top of the drawing. This time,
one of the students, Ahmet, takes the freedom to twist the paper stripes in
a more arbitrary fashion. In the process of visual-making, crumbling a paper
is not much different than throwing sponges on the wall.317 We again take a
snaphot of the drawing and apply our filter (Figure 6.10).
Figure 6.10.

This time, we also use the RGB values from our snapshot to generate a color
version of the bitmap filtered image (Figure 6.11).
Figure 6.11.
Starting with two
simple lines and by
applying shape rules,
and using computational bitmap processing methods, we
arrive at a line painting.

317

Like Leonardo, or Michelangelo, or Botticelli…
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Figure 6.12.
Drawing as wondering. Broadened
Drawing-Scape allows us to blend analog and digital ways
of visual-making.
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These experiments are important for two reasons. First, they show that one can
produce hand-drawings via calculating with shapes. This is a proof of concept
of shape grammars, and what Stiny describes using diagrams in his book
Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. The visual complexity of the drawings
immediately increases, not due to the sophistication of the computational
applications or the algorithm, but because of the visual discoveries that
are made over the course of drawing. Although the final results are fairly
complex visually, all steps can be explained as operations: we only use planar
transformation rules to generate the underlying templates.
Second, this process shows that planning counts only partially for determining
the trajectory of visual creative processes. In these experiments, we do not aim
to create digital paintings or to make designs. We just start with an intention
to explore by means of drawing. We change our mind and make different
operations and use different mediums to continue drawing depending on
what we really see before our eyes. As a matter of fact, we arrive at a place
which is quite different from the one we guess prior to our act of drawing.
The apparatus, in this case, definitely broadens the way in which we look at,
perceive and become with our drawing. It broadens our drawing as we keep
applying our methods of derivation.
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6.2.2. One Schema, Ever-Expanding Results
More than a year after conducting the previous experiments, I prepared the
diagram on the next page (Figure 6.13). The diagram shows three simple initial
shapes and the type of patterns (or templates) that can be generated by using
these initial shapes.
The first two rows of derivations use rotational transformations, while the
latter two rows of derivations use translations. Because all transformations
happen on a plane, all derivations can be explained with the schema:
x  x + t(x)
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initial shapes

Figure 6.13.
Initial shapes above
and derivations below.

derivations
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I give these drawings to Joie, my research assistant, to produce drawings using
ink markers and Broadened Drawing Scape. Her task simply appears to be
drawing the shapes with the ink pen, then taking a snapshot of the drawing,
then preparing a template by using her snapshot and then projecting that
template underneath her drawing paper to keep tracing on. (I described this
workflow multiple times, and one of the drawings that will be represented here
is described in detail in Chapter 2). However, instead following the flawless
repetitions apparent in the reference drawing, I give her two instructions:
1. Do not draw all the shapes that are projected as a template
2. Use the image difference function that helps isolate the newly
embedded parts. (as explained in Section 5.4. Tooling for Novel
Modes of Visual-Making)
This way, Joie arrives at two very distinct drawings (Figure 6.15a and Figure
6.15b), starting with the same initial shape seen below (Figure 6.14).

Figure 6.14.
Simple initial shape.
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Figure 6.14a.
Same initial shape,
same rules but different decisions lead
to different derivations.

Figure 6.15b.
Same initial shape,
same rules but different decisions lead
to different derivations.
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Here, once more I go over the emergence process of the bottom drawing;
however, this time I explain the steps that are undertaken with the software
commands:
To begin, the Processing script works as follows:
Camera Capture Mode:
1st Click: Affixes first layer from camera (‘Capture Taken’ text will print)
2nd Click: Affixes second layer from camera, takes Difference (‘Capture Taken’
text will print)
3th Click: Inverts Difference, Spits out Editable Primitive, Enters Transformative
Mode
Keyboard Commands (for Transformative Mode):
a: Toggle on/off rectangular array, press a once and then a number to specify
an n x n array. Press a again to turn off array. (primitive follows mouse pointer
position)
c: Captures/Flattens the current transformed primitive to the background and
produces another primitive in its original location ready to be transformed
d: Toggle on/off move/drag function (primitive follows mouse pointer position)
r: Toggle on/off rotation function (primitive follows mouse pointer position)
s: Force-save display at any time (to the ForcedSaves folder) **use this to save
progress as well as product**
t: Toggle on/off scaling function (primitive grows when mouse pointer is in the
positive x-axis and shrinks when mouse pointer is in negative x-axis)
*the 4th Click reactivates Camera Capture Mode, and affixes the first layer from
complied primitives.
5th Click affixes second layer from Camera. Repeat steps 3 to 5.
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In light of the commands mentioned here, the process flows as follows:
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6.2.3. Copying and Embedding in Watercolor Paintings

“Making fakes lets you see how well you understand a style.”318
── George Stiny

A style necessitates multiple artifacts (art or design works) that present similar
(if not the same) features. In the domain of creative visual-making, then, we
should see artifacts that look alike, wholly or partially. How does this really
happen? Probably, within a style, the artist or the designer keeps using similar
(and again if not the same) shapes, colors, figures, fields, etc.: Stiny explains
this by praising the power of copying, copying that helps one to work with
whatever one sees around. At the end of the day, one doesn’t have any other
chance then copying anyway; all acts of visual making are rooted in first seeing
and then doing, and so eventually in copying.
I follow Stiny when he says “design is copying,”319 and guess that styles are
a product of self-copying, where an artist or designer uses similar shapes
in slightly different fashion, or in other words, more formally, styles can be
defined via “combining schemas from a common pool and trying a range of
assignments and transformations.”320

318
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 48.
319
Ibid, 386.
320
Ibid, 375.
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Figure 6.16.
Lebbeus Woods, San
Francisco Project: Inhabiting the Quake,
Quake City, 1995;
graphite and pastel
on paper; 14 1/2 in.
x 23 in. x 3/4 in.

A claim is best verified when it is tested, so we look at Lebbeus Wood’s wellknown drawing (Figure 6.16) with my research assistant.
Clearly, Woods copies himself over and over again to realize his colossal
architectural artifact. One can write an algorithm to detect and isolate the
similar shapes to support this argument, but this is not my goal. We already
have eyes to evaluate these repetitions so I ask Joie to go ahead and use
Broadened Drawing Scape to produce a similar watercolor painting/drawing.
I tell her to make sure that she captures snapshots and generates digital
templates in the course of drawing.
Joie takes a look at Wood’s artwork (or should I call it design?) and then she
spends half an hour making a drawing and coming up with the following image
(Figure 6.17).
The drawing doesn’t look exactly like Wood’s but it somehow hints similarities.
We try to understand what those might be. I ask Joie to go back and isolate the
shapes which she kept using while drawing. She comes back with three simple
shapes and shows them to me (Figure 6.18).
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Figure 6.17.
Joie’s drawing after
Woods’.

Then I ask her to isolate these shapes on the canvas for us to see, so that
we can really understand how the drawing has emerged. She traces over the
shapes that she copied over the course of the drawing.

Figure 6.18.
Shapes that keep recurring in the drawing.

Joie isolates the shapes by de-saturating the rest of the drawing. In the
following three figures, figure at the top, we see Shape 1, the three triangles,
in the middle we see Shape 2, the diamond-like shape and finally at the bottom
we see Shape 3, the V-like shape that has been copied constantly (Figure 6.19a
to Figure 6.19c).
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Figure 6.19a.
Shape 1, copied.

Figure 6.19b.
Shape 2, copied.

Figure 6.19c.
Shape 3, copied.
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After preparing the drawings and isolating the repeating shapes, I ask Joie to
comment on her experience of the drawing process. She comes back with an
eloquent text:
“[…] We concluded that the watercolor washes had a fundamental lack
of defined spaces and geometric qualities. By creating a preliminary
outline to constrain the pattern, I constrained my process in an attempt
to better replicate the guiding [Woods’] image. A pencil outline [that
was later erased] establishes a base space and creates boundaries for
me to then create patterns inside the space that would delineate the
mass and details of the image. Precision became somewhat more of
a goal and this is reflected in the creation of the piece. The starting
primitive, a tiny cluster of triangles, represented a tiny local portion of
the larger pattern in the Woods piece.
When arraying this primitive, I often only took tiny portions of the
transformation all to ‘build’ to the larger pattern. “
Here, Joie is first talks about replication of the shapes to make a pattern, using
the transformation schema:
x  x + t(x)
and then refers to the act of tracing only the portion of what she sees in the
projection. To do so, she uses the part schema:
x  prt(x)
“The level of precisions was notably different from the previous
patterns. However, the fact that this image could only be built within
one session and the number of creative liberties or constraints
presented by working only with existing strokes and primitives resulted
in a very different finale. Thus some patterns turned into gestures or
complete approximations, all while keeping in mind the whole final
wave form.”
Here, copying continues, yet Joie realizes that she does it in the way she does
drawings, with(in) her style, and so she starts talking about gestures.
“The use of arrays was an attempt for me to create new divisions, new
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shapes, and new modularity that referenced the Woods piece. The
natural flexibility of the program in arraying the primitives meant that
rather than replicating the exact shapes within the ‘wave’ framework,
I was creating a very new pattern that had some of the original gesture
of the reference.”
Here, Joie copies, uses the part schema and does all of these things using her
own gestures. Copying, calculating, seeing and doing happens altogether.
“[…] The process had an organic quality; although guided and
constrained by the outline, the patterns evolved in complexity from
itself without necessarily moving from low to high detail. The hand
drawing element of expanding the patterns created a process of
exploration where we could see where mass comes out of the lines
and division.”  
We also have a look at the digital patterns that were created during the drawing
process. These images, which were created and used for the purpose of (full or
partial) copying of images, appear as clear references for the recurring shapes
in the drawing (Figure 6.20a and Figure 6.20b).
Figure 6.20a.
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Figure 6.20b.
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Figure 6.21.
Eventually, I also discover a face in the
drawing and draw it
out.
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6.2.4. Copying Parts, Arriving at (Other) Wholes: Scape of
Drawings

“So it should come as no surprise that copying is in many ways at the
root of calculating.”321
“Design is calculating with shapes and rules.”322

Following these two arguments, it should be possible to copy shapes according
to certain rules and arrive at designs or visual artifacts that relate to art and
design. In other words, in the larger context of this dissertation, it should be
possible to pick parts from wholes, multiply (in terms of copying) them and put
them together to produce wholes that are different than the original.
Stiny emphasizes that copying, as a methodology, is often used in design
studios, and actually is extremely powerful:
“There’s as much creativity in copying as there is in anything else.
There are sources and precedents for just about everything. Almost
nothing is aboriginal. But copying is PLAGIARISM—perhaps it is, but
teaching and learning are more important. Plagiarism doesn’t matter
when there are no rote results. Then it isn’t cheating. What you
see and do belongs only to you—it’s always your own work. There’s
something new and original every time you look, and who knows, the
results may be spectacular.”323

321
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 381.
322
Ibid, 389.
323
Ibid, 386.
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I take this seriously, and use copying as a method in my teaching. I go back to
the roots of my inspiration (about -scapes and places) for this dissertation and
give a hint to my students at Rhode Island School of Design:
“The suffix -scape connotes an amassed grouping of entities of the
same type: [Scape] is essentially the same [word] as shape, except that
it once meant a composition of similar objects, as when we speak of
a fellowship or a membership… The word scape could also indicate
something like an organization or a system. ...If housescape meant the
organization of the personnel of a house, if township eventually came
to mean an administrative unit, then landscape could well have meant
something like an organization, a system of rural farm spaces.”324
And then I ask them to make a 2D scape of a drawing. I give simple instructions:

How:
1.

Start with a specific drawing/painting of your choice. You will

extract shapes/traces from this drawing and whatever you extract will
become the initial shapes for your scape.
2.

You can pick/choose and extract initial shapes in various ways

(analog or digital): use Adobe Illustrator or Photoshop or simply trace
over/cut out the drawings by hand.
3.

Isolate and reproduce the initial shapes in analog or digital

formats.
4.

Organize the initial shapes using planar transformations. Be

very explicit with the shapes and rules you use (you will write these
down for the final submission). Track the development of your scape.
Record the steps (take photos). Keep track and tell when you can still
apply the rules explicitly and when you lose track of things.
5.

Look at the final work and name it. What –scape is your scape?

Redo the assignment to produce multiple iterations/scapes.
324
Casey, Edward S. 2009. Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed
Understanding of the Place-World. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 205.
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Requirements/Hints:
-

You should be able to tell how you formulate and make

a scape, or in other words be able to describe why what you have
made can be considered as a scape. Think about the –scapes that you
already know about. What makes them a –scape?
-

Read the quote above. The answer might be in there. You

are supposed to create a composition of similar shapes, or a visual
organization or a system of your initial shapes. Discuss the implication
of the words organization and system.
Descriptions in the assignment are fairly long to explicate the idea, which in
turn is quite simple, and Katherine Yoon picks it up quite fast. First, she chooses
the woodblock print, the Great Wave off Kanagawa by the Japanese artist
Hokusai (Figure 6.22).

Figure 6.21.
"Great Wave off
Kanagawa" by Hokusai.
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Then she extrapolates some parts from her drawing (Figure 6.23a). These parts
constitute the three initial shapes for her to create new paintings.

Figure 6.23a.
Parts extracted from
"Great Wave off
Kanagawa" by Hokusai.

Then she uses planar transformation schemas, namely translation, rotation
and scaling to arrive at new wholes (Figure 6.23b).

Figure 6.23b.
Other wholes: "Great
Wave off Kanagawa"
by Hokusai.
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While Katherine keeps the rules she applied ambiguous, Sophia works on her
assignment purely explicitly, clarifying each and every step she has taken to
arrive at her final composition.
Sophia Canning uses a Chinese calligraphy image as her whole to begin (Figure
6.24).

Figure 6.24.
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And she picks very subtle parts to become her initial shapes (Figure 6.25a).
Figure 6.25a.

Then she applies simple transformation rules, namely rotation, scaling and
translations (Figure 6.25b). She also applies opacity change, which can be
explained in terms of weights.325
Sophia uses the x   x + t(x) schema326 multiple times, and changes the opacity
of every t(x) on the way.
Figure 6.25b.

325
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 215-216. I never go into the subject of weights in this dissertation.
Stiny explains weights as properties associated with basic elements, i.e. “where points
have area, lines have thickness, and planes have tones. Among other things, weights
include different graphical properties such as color and surface texture, but any
material property will do […]”
326
Özkar, Mine. 2011. “Visual Schemas: Pragmatics of Design Learning in
Foundations Studios.” Nexus Network Journal 13 (1): 113–30. doi:10.1007/s00004011-0055-7. Özkar’s paper is unparalleled in explaining what schemas are and how
they can be utilized in studio teaching.
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Then she uses the x  t(x) schema and assigns all of her 4 initial shapes at the
bottom of her initial shapes canvas to get a rotated version of her configuration
(Figure 6.25c).

Figure 6.25c.

She also makes more sophisticated calculations. She takes two initial shapes,
x and y and applies scaling, rotation and translation altogether, while also she
changes the opacity (weight) of her shapes (Figure 6.25d). If every t and t
prime are accepted as a combination of all transformation operations, then:

x + y  t(x) + t’(x) + t’’(y) + t’’’(y) + t’’’’(y)

Figure 6.25d.
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If we take the resultant shape as a new x, then the repetition of x  x + t(x)
creates a rather sophisticated result (Figure 6.25e).

Figure 6.25e.

And finally the signature piece appears as a result of simple transformation,
when she rotates and scales one of her initial shapes. The color change is a
shift in the weight of the initial shape, and its overall presence on the canvas
(Figure 6.25f).

Figure 6.25f.

Sophia’s visual exploration brings her to a calculated shape-scape (Figure 6.26).

Chapter 6
Figure 6.26.
Sophia's final canvas.
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6.3. Unfolding Appearances
6.3.1. Spatio-temporal Models of Drawing Processes
This study is about developing a hypothesis and tools for visual-making as
much as it is about understanding how the creative visual artifacts emerge. I
argue that a painting or a drawing is ever-dynamic, a painting’s or a drawing’s
becoming starts during its emergence and it continues as long as there are
humans around to look at them. As I have covered in the previous section,
recording and preparing spatio-temporal representations of drawing processes
in the Processing 3D renderer makes it possible to observe, experience and
analyze the emergence of drawings in an unconventional way. In these models
of drawings, the temporal (momentary) states of a drawing are processed to
be represented in three dimensional space. In other words this method makes
it possible to look at a drawing’s emergence in its time-space.  
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In the final stage of See | Pixel workshop that I conducted in Istanbul in 2013,
I asked students to build physical representational models of drawings and
paintings. The assignment was open to interpretation: I expected physical
models to either represent the emergence of a drawing or a painting to be
made by the students, or to represent any painting of their choice, to do some
sort of pictorial and computational analysis.

The process can briefly described as:
-

Drawing shapes

0  x,  x  x’, ...

-

Recording the shapes

x  d(x)

-

Appling bitmap filters to the shapes

x  f(x)

-

Printing and assembling the shapes

x  a(x) + a(x’) +

a(x’’) + …
where every
-

x prime represents the consecutive stages that are recorded

-

d(x) is the digital version of the analog drawing

-

f(x) is the bitmap filter that is applied

-

a(x) is the print of a digital image.

A group of four students327 modified and re-developed the spatio-temporal
analysis tool that I developed in Processing environment to build a three
dimensional spatio-temporal model of what they called a conversational
drawing process. In this process, the students made a couple of decisions
before they start painting. First, they agreed to use simple shapes; second they
agreed to switch once in a while and continue painting as a response to the

327

Ayşegül Akçay, Burcu Tuncel, Ezgi Balkanay, Gökhan Ongun.
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former painter. The quality, intention of the response remained ambiguous,
because the painters never talked, but they painted their parts when it was
their turn, to contribute to the emergence of the painting as a visually coherent
whole. They kept taking snapshots of the drawing (Figure 6.27a and Figure
6.27b) during its becoming, every time they switched to the next painter.

Figure 6.27a.
A painting process in
which four students
switch place once in
a while to complete
a painting. They never talk, yet they paint
their responses on

Figure 6.27b.
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Eventually they ended up a series of images (Figure 6.28a and Figure 6.28b)
which made it possible to see all the parts that were embedded by each and
every painter in each turn.
Figure 6.28a.
The recorded states
of the painting,
cleaned and put in a
sequence.

Figure 6.28b.
A translucent visualization that is prepared to simulate
what a 3D physical
model might look
like. Yet it is still far
from what the real
model visually offers.
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Then they apply computational bitmap filters to alter the visual qualities of the
drawing (Figure 6.28c). They do so for two reasons: first to transform the solid
(opaque) fields of the painting to become more transparent, and second to
enhance their skills in scripting and to see what type of different appearances
of the same drawing they can create.  

Figure 6.28c.
A simple bitmap filter that reads the
color values of pixels in the image and
converts them into
circles.

Note in the figure that the darkest areas become more transparent while the
(low-luminosity) color values are still preserved: the circle radiuses around
these areas shrink inversely proportional to the luminosity levels of the pixels
in these fields.
This alteration makes it possible to get more transparent areas in the physical
model so the momentary stages along the genesis of the painting can be seen
in a clearer way.
The 3D model is built using sequential layering of color printed acetate sheets.
Such models not only reveal the bits that get embedded in the drawings over
time, but they also become things that go beyond the drawings: they can be
examined under different light conditions and from different angles in 3D
space. One can look deep into the time-space of a drawing’s genesis (Figure
6.30).
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Figure 6.29.
Spatio-temporal
model of a painting process. Ink-jet
printed
acetate,
metal rods, nuts and
bolts.
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I used the same technique to make a spatio-temporal model of the Dragons
and Birds watercolor painting that I presented in Chapter 4 (Figure 6.30). I built
this model after winning the MIT Council for the Arts Grant in 2016. The model
is entitled "Watercolor-Calculating."

Figure 6.30a.
Watercolor-Calculating. Physical model.
17' x 15' x 32'. Inkjet
print, plexiglass and
LED lighting.

Figure 6.30b.
Detail. WatercolorCalculating. Physical
model. 17' x 15' x
32'.
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Figure 6.30c.
Watercolor-Calculating. Physical model.
17' x 15' x 32'.

This model was exhibited during the 2016 MIT Open House, in the Department
of Architecture, in Long Lounge.  Visitors and prospective students showed interest both into the model and making of it. I was there to talk to people upon
their request, to explain the details of the project.

Figure 6.30d.
Detail. WatercolorCalculating. Physical
model. 17' x 15' x
32'.
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Figure 6.30e.
Detail. WatercolorCalculating. Physical
model. 17' x 15' x
32'.

Figure 6.30f.
Detail. WatercolorCalculating. Physical
model. 17' x 15' x
32'.
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6.3.2. Models of Ephemeral Drawing Processes
I got a chance to re-visit the idea of building spatio-temporal models of
drawing processes while I was teaching at Rhode Island School of Design in
the spring of 2015. I taught Spatial Dynamics studio in the Foundation and
Experimental studies department. My studio consisted of 20 freshmen who
later were distributed to sixteen different art and design departments at RISD.
This time I set the assignment around an ephemeral drawing process in which
a drawing was set to disappear right from the very beginning of the drawing
process. This was made possible by doing water painting using Buddha
Boards.328 In other words, as the shapes emerged (while nothing went to x):
x

...things also started to fade, until nothing remained only after a couple of
minutes:
x0
During this process of emerging and vanishing, students were required to
record turning points of their drawing processes, later to build physical models
of their drawings’ genesis.

328
http://buddhaboard.com/ [accessed on March 31, 2016.] “Buddha Board is
inspired by the Zen idea of living in the moment. You simply paint on the surface with
water and your creation will come to life in bold design. Then as the water slowly
evaporates, your art will magically disappear leaving you with a clean slate and a clear
mind, ready to create a whole new masterpiece. Buddha Board is environmentally
friendly as it only uses water - no ink, no paint, no chemicals - and it will last for years
with proper care.”
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The assignment was formulated as follows:

In this assignment you will record and construct the model of an
ephemeral drawing process. You will be using both analog and digital
means for drawing and visual exploration.
This assignment will be about two things:
-

Capturing, modifying and presenting the right frames329 to
describe the essence and coherence of a specific drawing
(process).

-

Building a structurally sound and visually appealing
spatial model of this description (in the second part of the
assignment).

Part 1- Water Drawing
1. Explore the mechanics/workings of the Buddha Board.
2. Setup your Buddha Board, Tripod and Camera so that you can capture
the emergence and disappearance of watermarks on the Buddha
board. How long does it take for traces to disappear? How many
frames can/should you capture per minute to describe your drawing
process?
Part 2- Digital Editing
3. Download your snapshots to your computer and enhance/resize/crop
them in Photoshop. Make sure that all drawings are aligned.
4. Save each frame both in high-resolution (~3600px or larger Square
format) and low-resolution (~600 px Square format) (Figure 6.31).

329

Equivalent of what I described as snapshots until now.
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Figure 6.31.
Stages showing vanishing of Winny Qiu’s
water painting process.

Part 3 – Computational Filtering/ Processing
5. Learning/Observing: Open processing, write and apply image filters to
your 600px frames. Save these files as PDFs and DXFs (to observe the
results).
6. Variations: Pick one of your frames and apply 9 different filters to the
same snapshot by changing parameters. Save these files as PDFs and
DXFs. Print all 9 results (8” squares) (Figure 6.32).
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Figure 6.32.
Same frame, nine
different filters. Bitmap filters that are
developed in Processing are applied
to one of the frames
of Winny’s water
painting.

During their studies, students were constantly reminded that the main concern
of the assignment was to build a spatio-temporal model of their individual
drawing process which would help explicate their own description of their
drawing/painting processes.
In the second part of the assignment, students were asked to first reproduce the
sequential snapshots that they captured and modified in various physical forms
to produce physical manifestations of the frames, and then to assemble those
frames to build a spatial/volumetric model. The students were encouraged to
use transparent or translucent materials, so that their models could enable
more visual interaction (such as interaction with light and seeing-through).
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Figure 6.33.
Same filter, 9 consequent frames (snapshots), from Winny’s
water painting’s vanishing process.

The water painting process and the computational processing of the snapshots
that were taken during the genesis of the water-painting, presented here,
yielded a mixed-medium 3D physical model that incorporated inkjet printing
as well as laser cutting. The model had both visual and textual qualities (Figure
6.34a and Figure 6.34b).
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Figure 6.34a.
Winny's 3D model
during the review at
RISD.

Figure 6.34b.
Material qualities of
a drawing!
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Ben Hwang, on the other hand, took the assignment to another level by using
his bitmap image filter to become his main source of visual inspiration while
building his 3D model.
His drawing depicting an ant (Figure 6.35) was drawn bit by bit by adding the
blobs of the body and then tiny legs.

Figure 6.35.
Ben's water-painting.

The visual effect that was created by his bitmap filter (Figure 6.36)., which
fragmented the canvas into overlapping rectangular areas became apparent
in his 3D model, too. His bitmap filter somehow became embodied in physical
space (Figure 6.37a and Figure 6.37b).
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Figure 6.36.
Ben's Processing filter.

Figure 6.37a.
3D model, close-up.
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Figure 6.37b.
Ben's 3D model.
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6.3.3. Wanderscape
In the final assignment of the studio that I taught at RISD’s Foundational and
Experimental studies, I asked students to build a scale model of a hypothetical
realm which was created through transformation of a shape-scape into a
wanderscape.  This helped me to embody the metaphor drawing as wandering
in forms of physical models in a studio setting.
Here is how I formulated the assignment:
What: In this assignment, you will design and build a 3D scale model of a
WanderScape. Imagine a hypothetical realm in which one would wander and
be exposed to different fields/zones/environments. Main motivation is to
create places of different experiences. Your wanderscape should (as usual) be a
meaningful whole globally while it should feature variety of properties locally.
How:
1. Pick a scene from a motion picture (movie or anime) –this will be your
main inspiration for your wanderscape. You will show it in class. Pick
the scene in a way that so that it depicts an interesting realm, a –scape
that would be interesting to explore!
2. See Image 1 for shape calculations. Begin with two figures/pencil
or brush strokes. Trace their boundaries in rhino. These shapes will
become your seed shapes for your shape exploration and generation.
3. Use Boolean operations (union/intersection/subtraction) to generate
bred shapes as seen in the figure. You can do this step recursively: pick
two shapes again to make them breed more shapes.
4. Now you have a family of shapes to choose from. You will pick and
choose from these shapes and create 3D shapes using surface and
solid operations. You will organize/arrange/compose these shapes in
Rhino 3D environment, using planar and spatial transformations.
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5. See Image 2. Think about the function of your shapes and one’s
potential interaction with those shapes. Each of your shapes in your
family of shapes should be good for different functions (such as
walking on, hiding in, jumping over, etc).
6. In Rhino, put shapes/solids/surfaces together to first build cluster of
shapes, and then to build your wanderscape. Remember the scene you
picked in step #1. Think about the ways in which one would navigate in
or experience your wanderscape.
7. Explore ways to build a scale model of your wanderscape physically.
Your model should measure at least 1’ by 1’ by X’.

Figure 6.38.
Sample tracing and
shape calculations.

Figure 6.39.
How a 2D shape
can be interpreted
in physical world:
Methods of fabrication. Layering / Solid
cuts / Unrolling, etc.
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Figure 6.40.
Shapes and their
various uses for a hypothetical Wanderscape.

And finally, to recap and reassure the importance of fusing digital and analog
means of visual-making, and for putting the encounter, the encounterer and
the counter in one place within the creative visual processes, I prepare the
final assignment:
What: In this assignment, you will make a series of drawings that will consist
of physical (analog) drawings and digital drawings. Digital drawings will be
projected onto analog ones and they will blend.
Concept: Drawings will be inspired from your WanderScapes. Imagine yourself
walking/navigating/roaming in your WanderScape. The drawings we see
should be reflections of the experiences that one will have while wandering
in your WanderScape. Drawings can be representational but the significance is
not in resemblance to reality but rather in expressing sensations of the spaces/
areas/fields that you created in your WanderScape.
Students, in guidance of the theoretical proposals developed in this dissertation,
come back with drawings, paintings and models that constantly transformed
into each other, enabling visual meanings first to be computed and then to be
unfolded indefinitely.
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Scott Guo’s wanderscape:

Figure 6.41a.
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Figure 6.41b.
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Figure 6.41c.
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Figure 6.41d.
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Figure 6.41e.
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Figure 6.41f.
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Can Yang’s wanderscape:

Figure 6.42a.
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Figure 6.42b.
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Figure 6.42c.
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Figure 6.42d.
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Clarissa Liu’s wanderscape:

Figure 6.43a.
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Figure 6.43b.
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Figure 6.43c.
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Figure 6.43d.
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Figure 6.43e.
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Figure 6.43f.
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Ken Sudradjat's wanderscape:

Figure 6.44a.
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Figure 6.44b.
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Figure 6.44c.
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Figure 6.44d.
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Figure 6.44e.
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Figure 6.44f.
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7.1. On Embedding and Computing

It doesn’t take too much effort to explain why one can do sophisticated (and
if the author/artist is masterful, then stunning) visual explorations through
crunching numbers on computers. Yet the same computers cannot handle
shapes, because computers cannot see in the way we do.

7.1.1. Stiny’s C[r]eation (h Goes to r)
How do calculating with shapes and numbers compare? Are both kinds of
calculating the same?
“…visual reasoning… isn’t obviously counting.”330
Calculating with shapes and numbers hardly compare. When I started
typing my answer to the questions above, my immediate response included
“ambiguity”331 in the answer. Then I realized that I would have to go to the
trouble of clarifying the meaning of ambiguity –and that appeared to me as an
effort to re-invent the wheel after Stiny.
Though, I know the principal differences: Humans draw by looking at things
(shapes), and computers crunch numbers. I have been fascinated by the
drawings that I (and others) can produce on a computer –but that feels
exactly like producing-not like drawing after all: I can generate shapes by using
numbers, create forms by using algorithms, and then visualize them in their
full glory.332
Something always falls short though. I cannot change things in my drawing

330
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 57.
331
Ibid., 44. Stiny wrote: “Ambiguity is part of everything I do, so I try to use it.”
332
I already compared hand-drawing and algorithmic drawing in Chapter 4.
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directly, because I cannot interfere with the system that I build. If I want to
tell what I see in my drawing to the computer, the computer turns out to be
completely blind. My SMArchS thesis333 was an attempt to grant (partiallyseeing) eyes to the computer, for it to render the images that I would want
to see -and I encountered the very challenges of quantifying the qualities of
images and limitations of computational aesthetics from first hand.334

333
Gün, Onur Yüce. 2006. “Narration of Light : Computational Tools for Framing
the Tonal Imagination.” Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. http://dspace.
mit.edu/handle/1721.1/35503.
334
Fishwick, Paul A. 2006. Aesthetic Computing. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 6.
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7.1.2. o Goes to g
I know, I am also expected to be specific, so let me start a drawing experiment
here on:
Since the time I read Stiny’s creating ← → cheating relationship,335 my
perspective on creating original work has changed significantly. Stiny argues
that what is considered as cheating is actually a version of creating, i.e. copying
and borrowing means being creative. I tested this idea about copying and
presented the results at the end of Chapter 6. If you still need some convincing,
see this: because all letters are symbols and all symbols can also be seen as
shapes, Stiny applies a quick part rule to the letter h to derive letter r:
take the rule x → prt(x), and assign the letter h in your rule, and so you get
(Figure 7.01):
Figure 7.01.

I will take Stiny’s rule h → r (or the inverse rule that is r → h) as an inspiration
and use my own shapes o, and g –are these letters or shapes? We can also
discuss on the way.
Let me first draw my shapes using the computer. There are various ways I can
335
Stiny, George. 2011. “What Rule(s) Should I Use?” Nexus Network Journal 13
(1): 15–47. doi:10.1007/s00004-011-0056-6, 33.
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undertake this (that is the method), and there are various platforms that I
can work on (that is the technique). The approach defines the way in which
I translate the features of my shapes into computational bits –and by now, I
know that they have to be translated –quantified- in one way or another.336

7.1.2.1. MS Paint
If I use a platform that operates with raster graphics then my shapes will be
translated into a dot matrix data structure and will become an array of discrete
rectangular pixels.337 If I make a trace with a digital brush, the computer traces
the area that my trace travels through and approximates it into a jagged-edge
pixel group. I draw my o and g with the tip of my finger on my touch-pad. I
could have done this by mouse input on my computer using raster-based work
environments such as Photoshop or Microsoft Paint as well! I first have a look
at my o and g and then start zooming in. These are the series of snapshots of
what I see as I zoom in (Figure 7.02):

Figure 7.02.

The last image on the far right with sixteen pixels can be used to show how the
computer discretizes and approximates my trace. I define a collection of five
numbers (or a number array) for each pixel. The first number in the collection
336
Gün, Onur Y. 2012. “Theorists of Design and Computation.” Edited by Onur
Yüce Gün. Dosya 29: Computational Design, no. 29: 2-5.
337
Mitchell, William J. 1998. The Reconfigured Eye: Visual Truth in the PostPhotographic Era [...] [...]. Cambridge, Mass. [u.a.: MIT Press, 133.
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indicates the X position, second number the Y position, and the rest of the
three numbers indicate the red-blue-green (RGB) color value338 of a pixel. I
replace the pixels with the corresponding number arrays. When pixels are
written in xyRGB fashion, I see this:

0,0,78,78,78

0,1,119,119,119		 0,2,60,60,60		 0,3,15,15,15

1,0,13,13,13

1,1,43,43,43		 1,2,64,64,64		 1,3,51,51,51

2,0,0,0,0		2,1,6,6,6			2,2,90,90,90		2,3,94,94,94
3,0,25,25,25

3,1,16,16,16		 3,2,124,124,124		 3,3,127,127,127

This might be accepted as a simplified representation of the way the computer
stores the information about my trace: remember, the way it truly stores is
by means of binary digits, ones and zeros, only. Here all the information is
translated into numbers, and they are stored in arrays. The visual outcome is
a product of just another translation that takes place on computer’s graphical
interface. Yet still, here I lay the numbers down in a way, so that the reader
can visually relate the 16 number groups to the 16-pixel array. Otherwise,
the number array below can produce the same pixelated output after a slight
change in my definition…

0,0,78,78,78,0,1,119,119,119,0,2,60,60,60,0,3,15,15,15,1,0,13,13,13,1,1,43,
43,43,1,2,64,64,64,1,3,51,51,51,2,0,0,0,0,2,1,6,6,6,2,2,90,90,90,2,3,94,94,94
,3,0,25,25,25,3,1,16,16,16,3,2,124,124,124,3,3,127,127,127

...although the visual organization of numbers here is fundamentally different
from the previous one. It doesn’t end there. Because all information is

338
Brinkmann, Ron. 2008. The Art and Science of Digital Compositing, Second
Edition: Techniques for Visual Effects, Animation and Motion Graphics. 2 edition.
Amsterdam ; Boston: Morgan Kaufmann, 21. I will simply skip the discussions of color
space for brevity –that the colors represented on computers are not the real colors we
see but versions that are generated via abstract mathematical models (also referred as
color models).
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translated and stored as binary digits, the true representation of these numbers
consists of long strings of zeroes and ones.

7.1.2.2. Blindfolded Calculator
To draw my shapes, I can alternatively use platforms that work with vector
graphics, such as Illustrator, or I can work on one of the CAD (Computer Aided
Design) platforms that grant me further parametric and algorithmic operations.
The most basic drawing technique I can use on a CAD platform is to do things
“by hand” that often refers to using mouse clicks to draw and modify shapes. In
this practice, the graphical interface of the computer displays the things I draw,
but in the background, (in that black-box I talked about in Chapter 4), every
visual bit gets constructed via numbers, equations and formulas. A constant
translation takes place between the graphical interface and geometric engine
that is black-boxed behind what I see. The computer computes, however, I just
draw, or in a way computerize339 my shapes using a precise drawing tool (Figure
7.03):

Figure 7.03.

While drawing my shapes, I make sure that my o perfectly juxtaposes my g as
shown in (iii). Then, I make a simple geometric transformation and scale my o

339
Terzidis, Kostas. 2006. Algorithmic Architecture. Oxford; Burlington, MA:
Architectural Press, xi.
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to fit into my g as shown in (iv). I find the area centroid of the inner offset of my
o (actually I make the computer to find the centroid to use it as the reference
point for my scaling operation) –and I feel it is very useful to use a computer at
this point. I adjust the scaling coefficient via dragging my mouse to see if the o
is fitting into g without touching it at all. That is an easy task for me, and I can
tell it in a split second.
If I want the computer to see this condition of intersecting:
First I need to find a way to describe to the computer what it means to be
“inside” something. To implement a computational tool that can tell the
answer within my CAD environment, I need to use the established method
called “the ray intersection method.”340
I can implement this algorithm (also referred as ray-casting algorithm) by
writing a routine that shoots rays that originate from any selected point
around (and inside) my shape and count how many times that ray intersects
the closed shape. If the point is inside the closed shape, my system returns an
odd number of intersections, and if the point is outside, the system returns
an even number. It’s easier to describe it visually, so let me reproduce the rayintersection method from Ullman (Figure 7.04):

Figure 7.04.
Reconstuction of Ullman’s ray intersection method.

Here, we count odd number of intersections for each ray on the left (1 and
3) and even number of intersections (0, 2 and 4) for each ray on the right. It
becomes clear that I need to translate my perceptual capacity into a matter of

340
Ullman, Shimon. 2000. High-Level Vision: Object Recognition and Visual
Cognition. MIT Press, 268.
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counting even/odd numbers to make the computer find the right answer to
the question of being inside or outside. What is now evident is that in many
of the actions I take on computers in relation to vision and drawing, things get
translated into numbers.
Before I get lost in counting, I will take Stiny’s advice and go back to my shapes:
I move my scaled o to the right, towards the internal edge of my g (Figure
7.05). This is an altered version of Stiny’s x → x + t(x) schema.341
I take my latest shape (iv) and I apply
x → prt(x) + t (prt(x)) and get (v)
and then
x → prt(x) and get (vi),
and now I can see five closed shapes.
And finally I apply
x → prt(x) + t(prt(x)) again and get (vii).

Figure 7.05.

I am following Stiny in his way of calculating, and this is very different than
counting by numbers. Stiny turns out to be right (again), in two ways: First if I
need the computer to see the six closed shapes in (vi) (Figure 7.06):
341
Stiny, George. 2011. “What Rule(s) Should I Use?” Nexus Network Journal 13
(1): 15–47. doi:10.1007/s00004-011-0056-6, 17.
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I will need to write a quite sophisticated description for the computer to
recognize the closed shapes whereas I can tell what they are at once glance.
Second, in step (vii) I really see something that I somehow envisioned, but I did
not know what it was until I saw it. Stiny tells me that I can use this new shape
for the next steps in my practice of drawing via using any rule, any time.

Figure 7.06.
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7.1.3. Discretization
Rules in what Stiny calls “Turing’s kind of calculating”342 work in a much
different way in comparison to calculating with shapes. We can do a lot using
todays’ computers and digital design tools for drawing and design, yet we still
remain bounded by limitations of the blindfolded computer.
Any computer application, due to the binary nature of the machine language,
operates via discretization of the world. One has to subdivide things into
tiny bits and re-compose (assemble) them using configuration methods to
generate designs. Once we start drawing with computers, we step into a world
of symbolic representations that we can only use according to a pre-conceived
structure. Within this structure, we can combine things and produce new
compositions out of combinations. Speed of contemporary processors on PCs
and fascinating computer graphics applications enable us to explore, model
and visualize compelling forms. Although such forms that are often referred
to as emergent designs are merely combinations of some parts within a preconceived system. Stiny refers to this phenomenon as “counting alternative
arrangements.”343
An abstract idea of form, once translated into an algorithmic system, can
produce sketches for visual evaluation. However, these algorithmic sketches
cannot be altered as rapidly as hand-sketches. When I draw using algorithms,
I do not directly work with shapes, but rather I define rules for things to come
together and combine, to make a composition. I use symbols to pack my
shapes into. Packing requires some sort of reduction that causes the shape to
lose its visual properties on the way. Mathematical and statistical properties
remain intact, such as perimeter, area, number of kinks and curvature values
and so on, but none of these tell me about what I can see when I start using
that shape to draw.

342
Stiny, George. 2011. “What Rule(s) Should I Use?” Nexus Network Journal 13
(1): 15–47. doi:10.1007/s00004-011-0056-6, 15.
343
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 37.
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7.1.4. Justifying the Breeds Of “Constant Architectural
Dementia”344 (CAD) Tools
Computational design tools influence the design practices tremendously.
To clarify the differences between drawing via calculating with shapes and
numbers, I find it useful to make a brief overview of contemporary tools.
Parametric systems assist the designers in defining explorative design domains
with numeric or geometric dependencies and constraints.345 Parametric models
require a linear bottom-up modelling process that makes them incompatible
for immediate inclusion or exclusion of (geometric) parts. While Menges and
Hensel propose immediate relationships between parametric modeling and
emergence,346 Andrews highlights the extremity of reduction that takes place
in the parametric mind-set.347 Andrews states that “parametric architecture
evidences accountability only to its own internal logic” that leaves any other
potential criteria “deemed inessential.”348 Moreover, in the parametric
approach, the decisions have to be made in advance, and that in turn bounds
the potential outcomes into a pre-conceived (and obscure) solution space.
Parametric mind requires so much pre-determined clarity that it does not
leave any place for ambiguity:
“Ambiguity and clarity are opposites—it’s one or the other... What can
be seen can’t be clear (unambiguous), and what’s clear can’t be seen
(ambiguous)”349
To illustrate the limitations alongside the potentials of parametric modeling,
I will showcase Merging Circles (2007) (Figure 7.07), a study that follows a
now common parametric construction logic. In this model I distribute two

344
Clear, Nic. 2013. “Drawing Time.” Architectural Design 83 (5): 70–79.
doi:10.1002/ad.1637, 72.
345
Woodbury, Robert. 2010. Elements of Parametric Design. London; New York:
Routledge.
346
Hensel, Michael, Achim Menges, and Christopher Hight. 2009. Space Reader:
Heterogeneous Space in Architecture. Chichester, U.K.: Wiley.
347
Andrews, Noam. 2010. “Climate of Oppression.” Log, no. 19 (April): 137–51.
348
Ibid., 139.
349
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 55.
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Figure 7.07.
Merging circles,
2007,
Parametric
modeling study.

sets of circles along two swirling splines. These circles conditionally merge
or remain detached in accordance to pre-determined rules of proximity and
scale. Although virtually infinite number of variations can be generated and
evaluated via real-time inputs, the output remains mostly the same. While
minor modifications can be made on the fly, major ones require changes in the
underlying hierarchical order, and modifications in the code. The decisions that
are made visually cannot be applied immediately. The determinate structure
of the model disables direct visual interventions on the model, and thus the
immediacy of analog drawing gets replaced by cycles of translations between
visual intentions and the code.
Systems that incorporate stochastic searches (such as genetic algorithms) can
utilize probability and grant designers a more open-ended design process.
Designs are generated following certain generation rules and the outcomes are
tested against pre-determined fitness criteria. Eventually valid designs are still
determined according to the constraints that are embedded in the definition
of the problem as in the case of computational optimization:350 the solution to
the design problem is somehow already bounded within the domain defined
by the pre-conceived fitness criteria. Biomimicry follows a similar trajectory,

350
Pottmann, Helmut, and Daril Bentley. 2007. Architectural Geometry. Exton,
Pa.: Bentley Institute Press.
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but with a greater focus on replicating and using biological forms.351
Computational simulations help analyze probable real-life performances of
designs. Although the architectural design industry uses and benefits from
such tools, data produced via simulations require insightful examination for
their proper use.352 Non-expert users might sometimes forget that a simulation
incorporates the reconstruction of conditions of reality, not the reality itself.
To summarize, computers enable us to work with constructs of higher
complexities that arguably cannot be outlined precisely with pen and paper.
Yet still, when design and drawing are concerned, regardless of the criteria that
we set at the beginning of the processes, we tend to make the final decisions
via “visual reasoning.”353 Because not all designers can declare this openheartedly, they take the path of rationalization:354
“In search for justification of the forms created on their screens, digital
architects may be tempted to see them as a result of self-explanatory
process of emergence.”355
Eventually, designers’ aesthetic choices trump their analytical reasoning and
computational form making ends up “relying upon an aesthetic idiom.”356
In a case of extreme justification, Schumacher goes as far as telling that “…
in the wake of new modeling tools… it has become increasingly easy to
achieve abstract sketch designs [and surfaces] that… achieve the measure of
elegance.”357 Schumacher seems to correlate his definition of elegance directly
to tool use, and to ignore the majority of the non-“elegant” body of work that

351
Vincent, Julian. 2009. “Biomimetic Patterns in Architectural Design.”
Architectural Design 79 (6): 74–81. doi:10.1002/ad.982.
352
Gün, Onur Yüce, and George Stiny. 2012. “An Open Conversation with George
Stiny About Calculating and Design.” Edited by Onur Yüce Gün. Dosya 29: Computational
Design, no. 29: 6–11.
353
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press.
354
“Rationalization is finding ‘good reason’ for things that we really know are
wrong.” - http://changingminds.org [accessed in 2013]
355
Picon, Antoine. 2010. Digital Culture in Architecture: An Introduction for the
Design Professions. Basel: Birkhäuser : [Springer Verlag], 215.
356
Andrews, Noam. 2010. “Climate of Oppression.” Log, no. 19 (April): 137–51.
357
Schumacher, Patrik. 2007. “Arguing for Elegance.” Architectural Design 77 (1):
28–37. doi:10.1002/ad.394, 32.
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is also produced using the same modeling and drawing tools.
Stiny points out that computational tools developed for designers enable
computation of Vitruvius’ commodity and firmness concepts more than the
delight one.358 This appears another consequence of inability to translate
design concepts that relate to aesthetics into computational means.359

358
Gün, Onur Yüce, and George Stiny. 2012. “An Open Conversation with
George Stiny About Calculating and Design.” Edited by Onur Yüce Gün. Dosya 29:
Computational Design, no. 29: 6–11.
359
Fishwick, Paul A. 2006. Aesthetic Computing. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 6.
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7.1.5. Stiny is C[h]eating (Because o Goes to g)
“Design isn’t combining symbols and sorting through the possibilities
to find what you want—there’s more to it than search. It’s also seeing
what you do as you calculate.”360
Stiny creates a formalism that enables to talk about art and design, shapes,
strokes, and even where to put them361 in an open ended way. In turn, he
leaves the rest of the world to chase their ambitions in computing.
The early questions and concerns related to drawing, design and computing
remain mostly unaddressed.
In the game of drawing, computing and calculating, Stiny builds a safe-house
that hardly any of the other players can reach. This also means that:
Stiny cheats –and even that can be proved by using his shapes and rules (Figure
7.08).

360
Stiny, George. 2006. Shape: Talking about Seeing and Doing. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 37.
361
During the Futures Past Conference (MIT, 2013), Stiny told that he discovered
his research question early in life. A question that started occupying his mind around
the age of 10: “why do we put that stroke there?”
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Figure 7.08.
I cheat and copy Stiny to prove that he
is cheating. He not
only copies but also
fixes my calculation
–telling that it could
have been shorter.
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7.2. Narration of Light: Challenge of Quantifying
Aesthetics
“Thus we may know that there are five essentials for victory:
(1)

He will win who knows when to fight and when not to fight
…” 362

7.2.1. Development

In my MIT Masters thesis entitled Narration of Light: Computational Tools
for Framing the Tonal Imagination, my primary goal was to make computers
produce synthetically created volumetric images (commonly referred to as
renderings) in accordance with users’ aesthetic preferences. The aim was to
develop a system that was not only able to see what the user saw but that also
to guess the images that would be liked by the user. Clearly, the motivations
that led to my development of Narration of Light was the opposite of what I
have been defending in this dissertation.
Nevertheless, it was the best way to learn about what computers can and
cannot do. I had to go through the trouble of quantifying aesthetics and
developing a system that would adapt to its users’ aesthetical preferences.
Here is how:
I developed two systems, one of which was set to evaluate the compositional
qualities of a given image, and the other to evaluate the tonal distributions
(lighter and darker areas) across an image.
I claimed that compositional qualities could be quantified through the use of
362

Tzu, Sun. 2010. The Art of War. Nabla, 37.
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different compositional principles, and these principles can be determined by
the user. I preferred to use the rule of thirds, which is a photographic technique
to divide the image into compositional regions (Figure 7.09).363 This is how I
explained rule of thirds:
Rule of thirds is [achieved via] division of the canvas into [nine] equal
regions by use of two vertical and two horizontal equally spaced lines
[…] These guidelines, and the rectangular regions created by division,
[are assumed to] strengthen the emphasis of the directionality, [that
is also inherent in] the rectangular frame. According to the theory, the
intersection points of the horizontal and vertical lines create the four
attraction points that are assumed to evoke stronger [visual sensations]
when the composed elements are associated with them.

Figure 7.09.
Rule of Thirds explained. A photo I
took around Carpenter Center in 2004,
cropped to (almost)
work with rules of
thirds.

363

In digital SLR cameras for instance feature visors with the rule of thirds frame.
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I developed the second system that was meant to determine the tonal
distribution over the canvas via using an edge detection algorithm (Figure
7.10):
Nevatia-Babu Compass is a numerical table which is used for edge
detection in image processing. The table is used in calculating the
deviation of grey levels of pixels in a five by five pixel area. The cells
of the table contain integers varying between -100 and 100, and for
the calculation of deviation over a specific pixel, the table is placed on
the five by five pixel area, centering that pixel. The sum of the product
of these specific numbers with the corresponding grey levels of the
underlying pixels gives the derivative for the central pixel. If there is
a sudden change in the grey levels of the pixels, this area is marked
as an edge depending on the derivative value. For edge detection,
depending on the global grey level value deviations of the image, a
specific threshold is used for marking the edges.

Figure 7.10.
Nevatia - Babu Compass.
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In the next step I implemented both the filter for the rule of thirds and the edge
detection compass into the rendering and evaluating plug-in that I developed
in 3DS Max. I used the photo of Toyo Ito’s White U to explain how my plug-in
worked (Figure 7.11a to Figure 7.11c):

Figure 7.11a.
Interior of
White U.

Ito’s

Figure 7.11b.
Darkest and Brightest fields are extracted and then evaluated against rule of
thirds.
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Figure 7.11c.
Changing the thresholds of the edge detection
algorithm
helps select larger,
or smaller and continuous or discrete
areas.

Once the plug-in was ready to go, it was time to put the system into use. The
plug-in needed two basic inputs to run:
1.

The designer selects images, photographs or renders of

interior spaces of his or her liking [in terms of tonal distribution]. The
user has to be aware of his or her selection, and the image selected
should represent the tones that are admired by the user, or desired
for the expected renders. [Random image sections] will not inform the
program about the light qualities in the space.
2.

The designer creates a sketchy digital model of the space and

imports it to 3DS Max Environment.
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The process:
1.

Reading the source image in [terms] of tonal distribution.

This helps define various thresholds for [determining the tonal
characteristics of] rendered images.
2.

Rendering: The plug-in renders the user defined sequence

of images to check [both the compositional and tonal quality] of the
rendered frames. This is the initial rendering in which smaller images
are rapidly created. All the values are sorted in arrays. [And better
images are selected].
3.

Once the sequence is over, the values are checked and the

selected images are rendered in high resolution and saved.

7.2.2. Reflections
This was a good learning process in terms of facing the challenges of developing
computational tools for quantifying aesthetics. The plug-in returned mixed
results and, while it somehow worked for specific images, it failed to return any
logical results in some other images. The system was not meant to work for all
cases, yet it still helped me (over the years following my thesis) to realize that
seeing could never truly be simulated. It allowed me realize the irreplaceable
central role of embodied actions, perceptions and humaning in creative visual
processes.

Narration of Light concentrated on situating computational means of producing
and evaluating in the focal point of visual making, and thus (unintentionally) it
devalued the presence of the human maker. In this dissertation, in turn, I resituate the human(ing) back into where it should always be, at the center of
creative visual processes.
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7.3. An Interview with Stiny: Seeing Parts and Wholes
This dissertation is inspired not only by Stiny’s Shape Grammars formalism,
but also by his teaching and views on subjects of art and design, literature and
living. In this conversation, George Stiny elaborates on what he values most in
design: seeing. The ability to talk about what we see is indispensable to design.
However talking, for Stiny is not a straightforward process; it incorporates interpretation, manipulation, and even omission of the things we see. The binary
nature of computing and its symbolic structure proves inadequate to deal with
Stiny’s shapes, thus he prefers talking about calculating as opposed to computing. The discussion covers broad ground, aiming to develop well-structured
insights about the role of calculating, computing, and computers in design.
However, the conversation also turns to talk about Leonardo’s sponges, Duchamp’s Fountain, and the renowned MIT Design and Computation Group. The
conversation took place on May 21st, 2012, at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Department of Architecture, Cambridge, MA.
Onur Yüce Gün: What is/what should be the relationship between design
and computing?
George Stiny: I like to think about the relationship between design and calculating, as opposed to computing. The reason I like “calculating” is because it
is much more down to earth. It sounds very ordinary, so it’s probably a surprise
that it’s capable of doing anything that has to do with art and design.
Onur: How is computing different than calculating then, especially in its relation to design?
George: I’d like to save the term “computing” for the actual use of computers, which is different than the kinds of questions I usually try to ask and
answer. As far as I am concerned, the relationship between design and calculating is equality. I say that for two reasons: one, I think when you design, you
are actually calculating in a visual sort of way, whether you know or not, and
the real central issue, at least for most of my work, is to try to figure out how
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calculating includes design. I think the formula runs amuck when people make
design look like calculating in the usual sense. When you do that, it diminishes
design, and as a result, calculating, too.
Onur: So calculating is not something that is auxiliary to design, as opposed
to common belief…
George: If in fact calculating can be extended to include design, and I think
it can, then that runs the formula
design = calculating
in the other direction. Then the question becomes: “What do you learn
about design by calculating?” You can pick particular kinds of styles or designs;
you can investigate how rules change. You can come back later and apply different rules to change designs. It becomes very dynamic, a very open-ended
kind of process. But this all depends on making calculating generous enough
to include art and design. That really can’t be emphasized enough, because it’s
not making design conform to calculating; it’s quite the opposite: as a result,
calculating becomes more than it usually is.
Onur: So, as I understand, you are expanding the meaning and potential
of calculating when you use the formula “design = calculating.” We see this
equality quite often in your book “Shape” (www.stinyshape.org) – and you
have a chapter entitled “What Makes It Visual?” Could you elaborate on this
question?
George: First of all, the title of the chapter “What Makes It (Calculating)
Visual?” speaks to the central issue of the whole enterprise. If you show that
design can be carried out in visual sort of way, you answer the question that I
just posed about the relationship between design and calculating. In order to
see that there is a difference between visual calculating and ordinary calculating, you have to first look at ordinary calculating. The classic model there is the
Turing machine, or maybe grammar or syntax in linguistics. And really what
this has to do with is symbol manipulation. Symbols behave like little stones
or discrete components; you can shuffle them around, put colors on them,
and so on. However when they combine, they keep their original identity, so in
combination they’re independent. A symbol is a symbol is a symbol – always!
It’s seems to me that Turing machines are really just one model for what
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calculating is all about. Since they came out of logic, they deal with a system
of rules with true and false, or zeros and ones – discrete kinds of entities. It
wouldn’t surprise me if Turing were to welcome an alternative kind of calculating that comes out of the visual, artistic enterprise, that requires something
quite different than zeros and ones – the discrete mathematics that he used
for his calculating machine.
This is just a generalization. It’s a very natural generalization, and it’s one
that opens up calculating to include art and design – ambiguity, things changing, no vocabulary or symbols to begin with. Calculating in the visual sense
doesn’t depend on vocabulary. It doesn’t have primitives, atoms, symbols, or
units. These evolve during the course of calculating; they aren’t there at the
start. By calculating visually, you allow anything you see to enter the process of
calculating, and that’s quite different from what happens in a discrete process,
such as a Turing machine.
Onur: Then, is design an entirely visual act?
George: When we do things visually, what we do now may not be what we
see next. Here I might add a little figure: if I take two squares and add them
together, I might get three squares or two L’s (Figure 7.12), or I might get four
triangles or a bunch of pentagons, and big K’s and little k’s (Figure 7.13). I might
get any number of different kinds of things that don’t preserve the atomic, unitary, symbolic properties the squares. Now if I represent this in rules that say
square-one goes to square-one plus square-two, I can’t see that these squares
go together to do something quite different from squares. That’s what I think
is required to make calculating visual, and that requires generalizing the idea
of identity that preserves symbols, and extending it to something I call embedding. And the interesting thing is that identity is a special case of embedding,
so by doing visual calculating you automatically get symbolic calculating for
free.
Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.13.

Now having said that, there is the deeper question: “Is design – is art – entirely a visual act?” Well, certainly design and art have a lot to do with making,
and if you look at school curricula or schoolteachers talking about art and design, they almost never mention seeing, but always mention making. There’s a
lot of enthusiasm for making in art and architecture. People talk about making
all the time. At MIT the model is “Minds and Hands” (“Mens et manus”), which
is thinking and making. But without seeing, it’s hard to understand how there
can be any art at all. There are many cases in art and design that have nothing
to do with making – that are described in terms of seeing. Duchamp’s Fountain
is a nice example. He didn’t make anything, and it’s one of the most famous
works of art in the twentieth century! Certainly you can show that making requires seeing. But just looking makes new art, too – it becomes observational.
Onur: So, there are minds, hands – and then eyes, maybe?
George: You can’t really avoid seeing. By focusing on seeing you include
everything that happens in art; but if you focus only on making, you end up excluding many things. What happens to the object after it’s made? Artists may
look at their artwork and change their minds about what they see. And this
may change what they’ve done. So from my point of view, the observational
component is the key, with everything else following along. Without seeing,
art and design “disappears.”
So making calculating visual is the first thing to do – the visual aspect of
calculating is at the very heart of art and design.
Onur: Then, how do all these ideas affect the ubiquity of computers and
computing? How do we move from calculating with shapes and rules in your
visual sense to computers and computing? What should the role of the computer be in a designer’s life, and is this the case for the actual use of computers
in contemporary design practice?
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George: When I started doing this stuff many years ago, designers didn’t
want to have anything to do with computers. So there’s been a major change
in the way designers think about computation, as opposed to calculating, and
how they approach computers. Certainly today, it’s hard to imagine a serious,
large-scale design practice that hasn’t invested heavily in using computers.
However, I think this investment is mostly used for representation in computer
aided design. I think it’s more of an archival kind of enterprise in which you are
really trying to provide representations to evaluate designs and to track them
throughout their lifetimes.
Practices utilize computers in ways they find useful to further practice. Does
that mean they are doing calculating in the sense that I describe? The answer
is ‘no’. I think what happens when people are designing and calculating visually is that there is a kind of free flow of ideas – use of rules or schemas. It’s a
very dynamic, interactive process between the designer, the artist, and their
work. One becomes engaged with whatever he or she is doing: an architectural drawing, a painting, a sculpture. And the action is calculating – seeing
and doing.
Making calculating something that a computer can use today requires a certain kind of translation. And that translation is really a description of the object
that someone is reacting to. That description can (and will) change when you
look at the object again and again, trying to correct it all the time. So I think the
computer doesn’t really have much to do with design in the sense that I am
talking about. The real fear is that people will give up on design in this robust,
general, visual, artistic sense. The kinds of things you can do on a computer
make life easier and straightforward and I think that could be a serious loss for
architectural design.
So my conclusion would be this: people should use computers in practice
whenever way they want to. But don’t forget that there’s something else involved that has to do with how you see and talk about designs. Calculating is
much more generous and flexible than the kinds of things you can do using
computers today.
Onur: I am not quite sure if that flexibility is always acknowledged by designers. Computing or calculating in design is immediately associated with al-
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gorithms, and their complex geometric outputs in contemporary architectural
practice and education. Maybe that is why computing and computers are embraced for their potential to help harness variety in design. However, simulations and performance analyses fall short in determining the proper designs
from amongst a virtually unlimited number of possibilities. Is there a way to
benchmark countless versions of a design to pick the delightful few?
George: There are number of aspects to your question. In the three categories of the Vitruvian canon – firmness, commodity, and delight – certainly
delight is at the center of architecture and art. It’s the one thing architects or
artists provide that’s independent of any other discipline or profession. The
issue of variety is another thing; the question is how many things you produce
might be delightful? I think probably there are fewer things than most people
would realize.
So my sense is this – in the first place you have to get delight right. Evaluating things in terms of performance is somehow troublesome. Think of silly
buildings designed with computers that simulate how heat moves around
spaces – and yet in the final picture, you see somebody in a room with a little
space heater trying to keep warm.
That kind of performance evaluation and simulation in which physics is involved is really hard. It’s just that the mathematics for it is not fully implemented. It’s not up to the task yet, but it might become so one day. Will that
conclude the design problem? Well, probably not, because there’s still delight,
and that’s something constantly evolving, not just in respect to the designer
but also in respect to the people who look at designs and use them, interact
with them. Because they’re all seeing, they’re all in this important dynamic
process. There’s no end in architecture, there’s no end in design, there’s no
end to looking. That’s what’s exciting.
Onur: This reminds me the debate about the huge market formulated
around building energy analysis and simulation tools. Their accuracy is still at
stake, as you highlighted. How valuable are these tools or their byproducts?
George: Well, there’s something valuable in physical and performance analysis; certainly, it’s very important. In the past, we had vernacular designs and
their physical and environmental properties were improved over time. They
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converged to a certain kind of design and certain things were kept or changed
after this benchmarking process happened over time. I think design still works
in that way to some extent. How accurate and complete are simulation results
for a huge building? I don’t know. Nonetheless, what we do now is perfectly
fine. The tools are definitely better than nothing.
But analysis is really a research issue. Building technology is a very serious
kind of enterprise, and I think it goes hand in hand with ideas of calculating and
delight. I’ve been outlining this approach in different ways; the physics I use
is negligible. So there are options in which category of the Vitruvian cannon
you’re trying to apply.
Onur: What about parametric design tools? They generally tend to hide
computational complexity, yet they still enable users to generate geometric as
well as visual complexity. Are we really able to see what we are dealing with,
when we are working with such tools?
George: I am not a big fan of parametric design, mainly because I think it
simply scratches the surface of what happens in design. The trouble with parametric design is that it forces you to divide something into components and
treat them as symbolic objects. Then you vary those components to produce
something people might like. It may produce something, but you may not like
it because of the components that are involved, or because you see it in a different way that’s independent from what you’ve produced. And that makes
parametric design, very much like Leonardo’s sponge filled with colors, that he
throws against a wall. There’s a splash – then the designer comes in and looks
at the splash. This design part needn’t count in throwing the sponge. And
that’s the aspect of parametric design that’s missing. I think people often times
miss that, in a way this is just sponge throwing! You still need the designer to
see what’s there, and this may not match what’s been combined and varied.
Onur: Then the designers are not necessarily able to see what they produce
with parametric software, is that so?
George: Right, parametric design is a symbolic enterprise, and the visual
kick we get out of it has very little to do with the things buried inside the machine. In that sense, the machine is hiding what it is you’re excited about when
you look at a design. It’s the sponge!
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Another problem with parametric designs is that they mostly look the same.
You get to the point where you don’t want to look anymore: variations are
the ones you expect, colors are the ones you expect, layouts are the ones you
expect. So there’s no kind of creative spark to them, and yet for a designer
who re-engages the material visually, I can see how that becomes a kick, because they’re getting results they don’t ordinarily get. It’s simple, easy – press
a couple of buttons or write some code, and you can get this wonderful array
of things. The problem is that they look the same. And they look the same
because they’re combinatorial; they’re putting components together without
seeing how components interact. Change what’s there. That’s what’s visual.
That’s where the kick is. That’s what’s missing.
I can show you a lot of calculating that demonstrates the poverty of parametric variation. For example, if you rotate the three triangles in this figure,
you end up with two triangles (Figure 7.14). There’s a huge discontinuity that
parametric design doesn’t pick up, and that discontinuity has a lot to do with
what visual calculating is all about. Three isn’t two!
Figure 7.14.

Onur: Although the tools are ubiquitous both in practice and academia it
is hard to argue that the underlying logic (of parametric systems) is studied
enough for their proper utilization. Inexperienced designers may either get
stuck with whatever form the parametric program produces or suppress their
own design intentions dealing with the mechanics of a system they don’t fully
comprehend. How could they find their way out?
George: If you want to know how these systems work, they’re certainly
worth exploring. But you have to realize that once you find out how they work,
things might not be as interesting as you thought. I think the scary part of this
is that people use these things and never bother to find out how they work.
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As a result they get stuck, as you point out, with the kinds of designs that are
merely “available”. Their own visual intuitions are no longer important.
The other problem is this: suppose that you have a parametric model of
something and you vary things, and the boss comes in and says “Hey look at
this cool thing up here, why don’t we change that!” But that’s not a part of the
parametric model, so in order to incorporate the change, you have to go back
to the beginning, over and over again, which can take a lot of time and cost a
lot of money, and you tell your boss that. Your boss either fires you for not doing the model in the right way – which is his loss – or he says “I guess you better
not change it because it costs too much money”, in which case it’s the design’s
– and again his – loss. The tool, the parametric system takes over design. The
loss of design activity, the loss of visual interaction, is the real thing to fear.
Onur: You have been one of the key individuals in the establishment of the
renowned Design and Computation Group at MIT. This group has influenced
many programs worldwide. Could you briefly talk about the spirit of the program, and compare and contrast it to others?
George: When I started the computation program in architecture at MIT
about 15 or 16 years ago, the one thing I wanted to do was to make sure that
calculating, as opposed to computation, was the way to investigate design, not
simply an application of computer tools in design. I think the main thing that
has kept the program fresh and viable, and active and exciting – that has provided a way for people to learn about design – is to actually view calculating as
a good way of talking about design in the way we’re used to. In fact from what
I’ve said, design is calculating. The real emphasis is on design, not computer
tools.
I think many programs elsewhere in the world emphasize the computer application aspect of design, and as a result, at least from my point of view, these
programs don’t have the exciting viability of the program we have at MIT. If
there were no computers whatsoever, if we didn’t have even one, no one ever
invented one, but we did have my notion of visual calculating, we would still
have the computation group at MIT. If there were no computers, and computer software and programs, many other schools wouldn’t have a calculating
component as a part of their architecture or design programs.
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Onur: This might be the clearest way to explain it!
George: The key thing that makes the program work at MIT, and distinguishes it from many other programs is that it looks at calculating as a serious intellectual, academic issue that has to do with design, independent of existing
software, computer programs, or anything you can buy off the shelf. Somewhere else, you would need to get that computer program, and then need to
learn to use it to design. That’s not the emphasis in the program at MIT; that’s
not what we’re trying to do. Calculating as a serious, intellectual enterprise
that’s independent of the latest computer software, latest gadgets, 3D printing
machines, etc. The subjects we teach have to do with thinking about architecture and design, and if there’s a computer tool involved for a supporting role,
that’s good. We do run the whole spectrum from the theoretical kind of enterprise – which is the one that I’m most interested in – to practical concerns that
have to do with visualization, parametric design, rapid prototyping, all of the
rest, and fill in everything in between these two end points of the spectrum.
So I guess the short answer to your question is that the program thinks of
architectural design as architectural design, and doesn’t worry about the computation part, other than thinking about architecture and design as a kind of
calculating – which is different than computer tools.
Onur: This should give a lot of clues about the program to curious candidates who are considering applying.
George, thank you very much for sparing time for this inspiring conversation. Do you have any final remarks for our readers?
George: I think I would like to return to what I said initially. One thing that I
really like to emphasize is the formula “design = calculating”, and to emphasize
that thinking about design in terms of calculating really enriches calculating by
expanding it – so that calculating does things that aren’t found in any of the
computer tools that I know of today. We think about things with our eyes. And
it’s that central role of seeing in design that I find most fascinating. If you ask
me to think about anything that has to do what makes us creative and what
makes us human, it’s design and calculating. And I think that this is the most
important aspect in the whole enterprise.
There are all of these problems about what it is that you’re doing when you
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create and design things, when you engage your eyes. I think all of these could
be thought about in terms of calculating. And how you do that is what really
interests me.
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7.4. Performing Realism: Why Technology is not
Enough
It is important to be familiar with state-of-the-art design tools, and visualization
and fabrication techniques, especially if one is practicing or teaching in the
field of architectural design.
This dissertation offers a critical approach to such tools and methods. Not only
it avoids them, but it develops a vision beyond whatever can be achieved by
these tools and methods. So, it is important to include the following article
that presents a projects that I developed with a colleague.364 The project was
a technological showcase that incorporated all the state-of-the-art devices
to implement a workflow for generating and using interactive Real-TimeRendered Stereoscopic Animations for Architectural Design Process. The article
was published in the Education and research in Computer Aided Architectural
Design in Europe (eCAADe) Conference in 2013.
Although the study was concentrating on the computational aspects and
applications on visual-making, it was aiming to grand an experimental and
experiential creative visual process for architectural designers.

7.4.1. Design and Realistic Visualizations
Realistic renderings contain a large amount of information about the spatial,
geometric and material properties of prospective buildings that can directly
affect design decisions, yet these images are most of the time used as afterthe-fact representational visualizations. In this paper we propose a model to
make the realistic images a part of the design and decision making process.
If we are to utilize realistic images during earlier decision making stages of
364

Alan Tai, MIT SMArchS.
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the design processes, then we should develop experiential workflows in which
we can create and interact with immersive realistic images in real-time. We
take several steps towards establishing an interactive rendering-animatingediting workflow that enables the designers to work with real-time rendered
stereoscopic animations. In our system, we use realism to create an immersive
exploration environment, as opposed to underutilizing it to represent a static
moment.

7.4.1.1. Realistic Renderings in Conventional Design Processes
Architectural design processes run on visual production and evaluation.
Designers cultivate the design form throughout consecutive stages of visual
activities. Sketching is the first step during which designers constitute the visual
substitutes of what has been evolving in the designer’s mind’s eye as a mental
image.365 As forms develop, the imagined transforms into a composition of
better-defined architectural parts. Once modeled digitally, spaces, masses,
surfaces can be rendered using computational lighting simulations. Designers
follow such a workflow as it appears to rhyme with the conceptual development
of designs; however, doing so, designers end up isolating the realistic images
from the ongoing design processes. The time-consuming nature of rendering
processes contributes to this isolation. What if we can create realistic images
without much effort during the design processes and use what we see as an
input for our design decisions?

7.4.1.2. A Novel Model for Using Stereoscopic Realistic Animations in
Design Process
Designers use realistic visualizations towards the very end of the design
processes, and thus photo-realistic images remain as after-the-fact
representations of potentially still-evolving designs. However, realistic images

365
McKim, Robert. 1980. Experiences in Visual Thinking, 2nd Edition. 2nd ed.
Brooks/Cole Publishing Company.
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contain a large amount of information about the spatial, geometric and material
properties of prospective buildings that can directly affect the decisions
taken during the evolution of designs. In this paper we propose a model to
shift the role of synthetically created realistic images in design processes. We
introduce a workflow to create and use realistic renderings in an interactive
and immersive way.
If we are to utilize realistic images during earlier decision making stages of the
design processes, then we should develop experiential workflows in which we
can create and interact with immersive realistic images in real-time.
We take several steps towards establishing an interactive rendering workflow
that enables the designers to work with immersive real-time rendered
animations. Our goal is to make the realistic images a very part of the design
and decision making processes. In our system, we use realism to create
an immersive exploration environment, as opposed to underutilizing it to
represent a framed static moment.
We envision a seamless workflow in which we replace a computer aided design
(CAD) model with a realistically rendered stereoscopic animation. Our goal is
to position the designers into the very immersive environment of their designs,
so they can observe and evaluate the emerging forms and spaces on the fly.
To build such a system, we define three key areas: first, we aim to produce
images instantly and get rid of the central processing unit (CPU) time overhead.
Second, we aim to use realistic renderings to create an immersive stereoscopic
environment. Third, we would like to grant designers a more intuitive humancomputer interaction (HCI) procedure while working in our immersive
environment.
To succeed in these three key areas, we determine the three main limitations
in each respective area and work with the respective state-of-the-art
technologies to address these limitations (Figure 7.15). First, to eliminate the
CPU intensive rendering processes, we use graphics processing unit (GPU)
rendering solutions that enable us to create globally illuminated renderings
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in matters of seconds. Second, we use the stereoscopic projection and active
shutter goggles to visualize our images in fully immersed stereoscopy. Third,
we eliminate all conventional human-computer interaction devices and utilize
Kinect to interact with our realistic images.

Figure 7.15.
HCI limitaions and
technologies to address them.

Finally, we develop custom programs to incorporate all these technologies into
one single tool. With this tool, we propose a workflow in which the designer
interacts with a modifiable realistically rendered stereoscopic animation realtime in full stereoscopy (Figure 7.16).

7.4.1.3. What is New
Although there are numerous projects that incorporate some of the technologies
mentioned above, there are no precedents that fuse all technologies we utilize
in our system. Our system is also novel for the workflow it proposes.
We use stereoscopy in a live model: our models are rendered real-time; no
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Figure 7.16.
Workflow.

textures are baked or pre-rendered. This enables us to change all materials
and lighting conditions in the scene.
We use rendering engines that simulate light bounces, and this enables us
to create realistic and accurate light simulations.366 Our results are much
more accurate than the images that can be created using only ray tracing and
ambient occlusion.
We use both motion and voice recognition to navigate around and modify our
CAD model. We don’t use any touch-operated HCI device.
Our system can be used by any number of people. Such opportunity encourages
collaboration unlike head-mount display technologies (HMD), because HMD
technologies are strictly limited to use of one person only.367

366
Now I would argue that accuracy was valid in comparison to what could be
achieved in other rendering engines of the time.
367
Kalay, Yehuda E. 2004. Architecture’s New Media: Principles, Theories, and
Methods of Computer-Aided Design. MIT Press.
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Our CAD model can be linked to a BIM model. We can read updates in a
BIM model and register the changes into our CAD model, and thus into our
animation.
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7.4.2. Background: Models for Vision and Visual Materials for
Designs
7.4.2.1. Structuring Human Vision
The way humans look at the environment and the way they structure and
describe the human vision affect the way they de-construct the world into
parts and construct (design) things. Alpers compares the descriptive Dutch
Art and its vision of the world to the narrative art of Italy.368 According to
Alpers, Italian art concentrates on reconstructing the image of the observed
in guidance of certain rules, using the pre-conceived mechanical perspective
construction. The Dutch art, however, utilizes the camera-obscura and pictures
the visible with no translational reconstruction method. While the Italian art
is about representing the observed, the Dutch art stresses the significance of
vision. According to Alpers, the attention is drawn from the picture (observed)
to the mechanical maker of the picture, the human eye itself, the observer.
Alpers differentiates the “perspectival” and the “optical” perception of the
world in reference to Alberti’s framed window and Kepler’s model of the
retinal image. In Alberti’s framed window, the observer always stands outside
the observed, and looks at it from a distance through a phantasmal window. In
Kepler’s model of the retinal image, however, the observer stands within the
middle of an ever-extending landscape.
These fundamental differences in models of visual perception and
representation vitally relate to one of the core issues in contemporary
architectural design processes: designers work with computers to create virtual
models of their designs and to visualize them, and they undertake all these
368
Alpers, Svetlana. 2009. The Art of Describing: Dutch Art in the Seventeenth
Century. Chicago: The Univ. of Chicago Press.
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tasks looking through the flat and un-familiarizing computer screen. Working
with rendered volumetric representations through flat displays of computers
creates a feeling of ambivalence for designers. The designers-mostly unawarework in an uncomfortable setting: computer graphics remain in an intangible
and perceptually isolated world, behind two screens: Alberti’s perspectival
frame as the first translation screen, and the flattening, impermeable computer
display as the second detachment screen.

7.4.2.2. Simulating Human Vision
Stereoscopic devices appeared as early as 1830, yet they become obsolete
shortly thereafter due to the physical engagement required.369 Appearances
of head-mount devices re-amplified the interest in stereoscopic vision in mid20th century. Today stereoscopic vision systems have become just another
mainstream technology that is built in televisions and personal computers.
Simulated stereoscopy is in no means a true replication of reality, yet stereoscopy
grants the observer an enhanced proximity with the observed. Crary indicates
similarities between historical stereoscope and stage design. According to
Crary,370 in stereoscope and stage design, objects are organized into planar
layers that recede in depth and such organization help visualize senses of “in
front of” and “in the back of.” Today’s advanced technologies enable viewers
to see simulated depth in a more continuous way. In our project, we use the
amplified depth created behind and in front of the stereoscopic projection
surface to generate a sense of environment while working with volumetric
renderings. This very depth helps to utilize visual material to perform beyond
flattened and framed renders.

369
Crary, Jonathan. 1990. Techniques of the Observer: On Vision and Modernity
in the Nineteenth Century. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press.
370
Ibid.
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7.4.2.3. Design, Computers and Animations
In comparison to analogue representations, digital representations are claimed
to feel scale-less, and to be intangible, because they linger isolated behind
the computer screen.371 Even after designers reach the high level of technical
proficiency required to generate precise, descriptive and well-communicating
visuals, designers’ engagement with the digital content remain beclouded.
Visualization specialists spend many hours to produce compelling realistic
images, for these images to be printed, hung on the wall and edited with red
pens. Designers have almost no real interaction with realistic renders, and
they can hardly use such images as feedbacks due to time consuming iteration
cycles. Emerging real time rendering technologies enable designers to work
with digital models via creating realistic images on the fly. These technologies
also dilute the distinction between a static image and an animation: the images
are produced as a by-product of the CAD scene, and any manipulation done in
the CAD model affects the content of the image. Such a workflow differs from
the conventional image or animation making processes, as animation becomes
a product of an unplanned and intuitive navigation process. Designers rotate,
pan and zoom in the scenes to see whatever is important for them at a specific
moment and do modifications addressing that specific part of the model.
HCI devices and interaction techniques have remained the same for many
decades; only recently alternative technologies have become accessible.
Touch-less devices such as Kinect are expected to become mainstream in
couple of years. The goal of these devices is to enable more intuitive interaction
with computers. There are also HCI devices that are specifically designed for
CAD modeling. 3D mice such as space-navigators enable designers to have
a better navigation in 3D model space in comparison to conventional mouse
and keyboards. Yet these devices are also table-top, hand-operated devices.

371
Friedberg, Anne. 2009. The Virtual Window: From Alberti to Microsoft.
Cambridge, Mass.; London, England: MIT Press.
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Developing technologies such as Kinect and LeapMotion enable touchless interaction. We use Kinect and benefit from its both motion and voice
recognition capabilities. Our system enables us to navigate within a realistically
rendered stereoscopic 3D environment by using bodily gestures. We can
update scene settings via spoken commands. These two implementations
grant us the chance to work with our CAD model in an unprecedented way.
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7.4.3. Implementations: RT Rendering, Stereoscopy and
Interaction
7.4.3.1. Precedents
Immersive visualization systems encourage engagement with the observed.
However, as Kalay clearly states,372 it is a hard task to create a truly immersive
environment:
“Engendering a sense of ‘being there,’ without being ‘there’ is hard to
do.”
Although there are numerous projects that incorporate some of the technologies
mentioned here, there are no precedents that fuse all technologies that we
use in our system. Immersive CAVEs373 can be analyzed as closest match to our
system; however, CAVEs lack most of the interaction, modification and global
illumination (GI) rendering capabilities. A CAVE is generally a cubical booth that
measures approximately 3 meters on the edge and features three to five backprojection screens to create an immersive environment. The user (or up to
three users) can virtually navigate in a pre-prepared scene using active shutter
goggles that enable stereoscopic vision. Scenes cannot be modified; and are
rendered using ray-tracing and ambient occlusion only. Due to their nature,
CAVEs require multiple projectors along with a designated, custom designed
booth. We build our system using cost affective and easily accessible hardware
that can be used with personal computers. Devices we use are top of the shelf
consumer products.

372
Kalay, Yehuda E. 2004. Architecture’s New Media: Principles, Theories, and
Methods of Computer-Aided Design. MIT Press.
373
Burnett, Ron. 2004. How Images Think. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press.
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7.4.3.2. Technologies, Hardware Setup and Workflow
We use both existing and developing technologies to realize our project. Below
we explain all the technologies, the way these technologies work and the
impact they have in our project in detail:
Rendering: We render a responsive 3D CAD model in Autodesk 3DS Max 2012
using two NVidia graphics processing units (GPUs). We use VRay RT (real-time)
to utilize GPU rendering that can operate on both NVidia CUDA and OpenCL
rendering engines. Using VRay RT, we can simulate global illumination (GI) and
produce properly illuminated realistic images.
We use one of NVidia’s GTX580 and two of GTX560TI graphic cards. A
GTX580 GPU features 512 parallel processing cores in comparison to o 8
parallel processing cores of a high-end central processing unit (CPU). Lighting
simulations benefit from high number of parallel processing cores, and as
a result a GTX580 GPU renders the same scene up to twenty time faster
in comparison to an Intel Core i7 950 processor of the same price bracket.
Higher number of cards yield lower rendering times. We distribute rendering
overhead to all three GPU cards and render stereoscopic images as quick as
2 seconds. We render our scenes at the resolution of 1280x720 pixels (720p
HDTV format). We render two (right and left) images simultaneously using our
virtual stereo camera setting in 3DS Max and save these images in side-byside format to a designated location on our hard-drive. We develop a custom
stereo displayer in C# and use it to display our side-by-side images using the
3D projector (Figure 7.17).
Projection and Stereoscopic Vision: While using our system, the designer
stands before a projection screen with active shutter goggles. We do not
require any other device connected to the body. We use NVidia’s 3D Vision
technology to create our stereoscopic animations. This technology consists of
four devices: a 3D projector, active shutter goggles, NVidia GTX series GPU
cards and the NVidia 3D USB IR emitter. The emitter synchronizes the video
card, goggles and the projector for left and right shutters of the goggles to
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Figure 7.17.
Setup in use.

open and close to simulate stereoscopic vision, while the 120 Hz 3D projector
casts 720p resolution stereoscopic image on the screen.
Interaction: A Kinect located in front of the user can track the body and hand
positions in space. We incorporate motion and voice recognition via Microsoft
Kinect SDK. We use the forward backward leaning of the user to move towards
or backward in the scene. We use the hand positions to move our cameras to
the right or to the left in the scene. We can push the active camera in the scene
up and down with corresponding hand movements. We use similar intuitive
hand movements to change the places of objects or the location of the sun in
the scene.
We use spoken commands for several purposes. First, we use it to switch
between objects. We can switch between cameras, lights and objects (such as
walls) by speaking their designated names. Once an object is activated, we can
use hand gestures to modify them. We can also turn lights on or off, change
textures by using voice commands. All live connections help us update the
location and properties of objects in the model without an interruption in the
work flow.
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7.4.3.3. Extended Capabilities
The sequence of navigation and all modifications are all rendered and saved
in the hard-drive at the time of live stereoscopic projection. This sequence
of images can also be used to re-play or compile the interaction process as a
video.
We can create a live connection between our visualization system and BIM
models. Updates in both the BIM model and the rendered CAD model can be
transferred bi-directionally.

7.4.3.4. Live Demonstration
Our system is fully operable. Following many tests we did a live demo of our tool
and workflow during the final review of Computational Design Lab: Reinventing
BIM course at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, department of
architecture. We used Barcelona Pavilion374 in our demo. Our demo included
changing artificial and day light conditions, switching between textured and
clay render modes, moving objects such as the statue or the walls, navigating
in and out of the building. Several stereoscopic side-by-side images can be
seen below (Figure 7.18.)

Figure 7.17.
Side-by-side stereoscopic images rendered in realtime.

374
The model and textures are downloaded from http://www.krembo99.com/
barcelona-pavillion-3d-by-mien-van-der-rohe [Accessed March 31, 2016].
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7.4.4. Contributions of Performing Realism
Our main conceptual contribution is that we introduce a visually driven
immersive design process in which the imagery acts as an explorative dynamic
playground. We incorporate visualization and interaction technologies and
devices in an unprecedented way, so that images and animations become
responsive design elements. As opposed to static renderings, our live
stereoscopic animations help designers visually evaluate, see and modify
designs real-time. Massing studies, geometric modifications and visualization
studies can happen within an immersive environment, in which designs and
their realistic imagery nourish bi-directionally.
Our technical contribution is a working tool that incorporates state of the art
motion and voice driven human-computer interaction, real-time rendering and
stereoscopic vision technologies for a seamless visually driven design process.
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Figure 8.01.
Melencolia I.
Albrecht Dürer, 1514
Engraving,
9 7/16 × 7 5/16 in.
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8.1. Melencolia I, 1514
What is beautiful I do not know.375

In Melencolia I, Dürer depicts his spiritual self-portrait376 in form of Melencolia
(Figure 8.01). In this peerless engraving, Melencolia sits resting her face on her
hand, looking at an invisible horizon. She sits among all the devices and tools
of making and measuring. A platonic solid, and a perfect sphere rest beside her
as proof that she is granted with the sharp skills of the Renaissance era able
to build them. A hammer sits on the step unattended, nails on the opposite
corner. A scale for measuring weight and a sand clock for measuring time hang
on the wall. Melencolia holds a compass in her right hand, with no sign of use.
A bell hangs over her head as well as the magic square numbers to compute.
Dürer’s spiritual doppelganger, Melencolia resides among all technology that
was brought by the Renaissance, yet she remains indifferent to it all. A dogfaced demon opens a torn flag in the sky:

MELENCOLIA § I
Dürer repeats:

what is beautiful, I don’t know [anymore]

A tiny angel takes a note and writes this down.

375
Shortly before he draw Melencolia I, Albrecht Dürer wrote ‘what is beautiful
I do not know.’ “Melencolia I.” 2016. Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia. https://
en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Melencolia_I&oldid=718353689.
376
“Melencolia I | 43.106.1 | Work of Art | Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History |
The Metropolitan Museum of Art.” 2016. The Met’s Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History.
Accessed May 7. http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/43.106.1/.
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Technology and tools for making designs and producing artwork are definitely
gifts. Yet, in search for visual-meaning, they are mere devices. Visual meaning
can occur and expand regardless of these technologies’ and tools’ availability.
This dissertation is a reminder of what was spoken by Dürer around six hundred
years ago. It had to be written because computation, while introducing new
tools and ways for making visual meaning, caused some designer minds to
get totally lost in hype: some went as far as to claim that elegance in design
can be possible through use of curves so that the software that enables using
curves would make designers produce elegance.377 Yet, I believe there is always
a fraction of designers who can be critical, open-minded and honest about the
shortcomings of their tools and fallacies of others. This dissertation is for the
ones who search for meaning (or for beauty in Dürer’s case) and can admit
that there is no one assured way to do so.

377
Schumacher, Patrik. 2007. “Arguing for Elegance.” Architectural Design 77
(1): 28–37. doi:10.1002/ad.394.
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8.2. Means of Contributions
The inquiries and contributions of this dissertation are spread across disciplines.
My main question, “can the ultimate counter [the computer] grant us truly
open-ended encounters?” necessitated bringing insights from beyond design
and computation, from fields such as anthropology, philosophy, neuroscience
and literature.
This dissertation is neither fully theoretical nor purely scientific, and it was
intended to be exactly that way. The purpose was to find a middle ground and
introduce questions and proposals that can keep unfolding in both theoretical
and technical domains. In light of this, this dissertation puts forth a theoretical
question, and develops a hypothesis embodied in a technical apparatus.
Neither the hypothesis nor the apparatus comes first; both advance through
nurturing each other.
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8.2.1. Lexical Contributions:
It is not an easy task to write in a developing field, such as design and
computation. Even the name of the field consists of two words, design and
computation, for there is no one single word to describe the endeavor.
Moreover, this two-word (or three-word with the inclusion of “and”) title is
not enough to convey –let alone explain- what professionals of the field do.
The work presented in this dissertation addresses the concerns about design,
and it extends to subjects that relate to the arts. It does so by concentrating on
the visual aspects of art and design, and so I invent and use the term visualmaking to describe the making of visual artifacts. The term creative visual
processes, in turn, helps me talk about the course of time over which artists
and designers perceive and perform to create visual artifacts. I explain creative
visual processes as a mode of practice by which artists and designers look for
a turning point or for bifurcation: for a moment in which they see something
salient. I call this practice visual meaning-making. Visual meaning-making can
happen while seeing and doing, or it can happen while merely looking and
seeing.
I borrow the word –scape from Edward S. Casey, expanding it by fusing it with
the terms that relate to visual-making. The name of the apparatus, Broadened
Drawing-Scape, also emerges by the use of this very word. I intentionally use
this word multiple times to talk about and expand the meaning of drawings.
While the examples in chapter 6, section entitled “Copying parts, arriving
at (other) wholes: scape of drawings” uses the word –scape to talk about
drawings, the examples in section entitled “Wanderscape” showcases how
drawings can be expanded to hypothetical three dimensional landscapes.
Finally, I borrow and infuse Tim Ingold’s humaning. A word discovered and
eloquently used in talking about human life finds another home in a dissertation
that concentrates on not-so-compatible subjects of creative visual processes,
meaning making and computing.
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8.2.2. Theoretical Contributions
8.2.2.1. Unfolding Shape Grammars
One of my main convictions in this dissertation is that the nature of computers
falls short in addressing the open-ended dynamics of creative visual processes.
Stiny’s shape grammars, I posit, not only explains why computers find it hard
to compute by visual means but introduces a way to do so.378 Shape grammars
provide an unprecedented way of calculating: calculating with shapes.
Though (and righteously) in regards to its purpose, shape grammars leave
the computers and computational applications to live their own fate. There
are computational shape interpreters that have been developed by others,
but Stiny rarely walks into their territories. I think because most of these
approaches truly miss shape grammars’ foremost statement about ambiguity:
shape grammars are not only about seeing and calculating with shapes but they
are also about seeing anything in anything at any given time. Interpretation
in turn necessitates a fixed description (or descriptions) of shapes at a given
moment. Yes, it is true that the operations in shape grammars also necessitate
such moments in which the descriptions freeze, but the whole theory crucially
depends not on the ability of matching a description to a shape at a given
moment but on the possibility of arriving at a description that was not thought
of before.
This is exactly how one engenders a visual meaning!

8.2.2.2. Humaning over Computing
I found myself in a bind: I could take the path of open-ended seeing and totally
disregard computers, but I knew it was not possible. Computers have been

378

Stiny prefers the word “calculating” instead of “computing.”
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ubiquitous for a long while, they are not going anywhere, and even more so,
their deterministic nature and binary working principles are not changing.
I could have taken the path of developing a shape grammar application on
computers, but because of the reasons mentioned above, it would feel like
implanting an organ into a body that would definitely fail due to a tissuemismatch.
This said, beyond all computers and visual creative processes, I was equally
interested in talking about what Ingold refers to as humaning, growing
through perceiving and creating. Not only had I discovered these questions
along my own humaning, but I also knew that rationalists’ accounts of human
development are biased toward senseless “smarts”!
The efforts of separating the human field, and analyzing events only in terms
of causal relationships never helped explain total situations,379 so my first goal
was to focus on how and why the whole is more than the sum of its parts, in
awareness of all that which made the total emerge.
All was one, and one was all: I tried to fuse the terms being, human-being,
becoming and computing that were once well-dissected, and I grew the
human-be-comput-ing tree (Figure 8.02):
Figure 8.02.
the human-be-comput-ing tree.

379
Watts, Alan. The Book: On the Taboo Against Knowing Who You Are. Reissue
edition. New York: Vintage Books, 1989, p.97. Watts wrote: “We can never, never
describe all features of the total situation, not only because every situation is infinitely
complex, but also because the total situation is the universe. Fortunately, we do not
have to describe any situation exhaustively, because some of its features appear to
be much more important than others for understanding the behavior of the various
organisms within it.”
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8.2.2.3. Counter, Encounter and the Encounterer
I render the process of visual-making (or specifically drawing) as a form of
curious wandering. In this analogy, I explicate the moments in which the
drafter discovers a visual-meaning as the moment of encounter. And that in
turn, allows me to talk about the active-perceptive drafter as the one who seeks
for encounters, the encounterer. I end up naming the computer the counter,
not only because it works with binary numbers but also because any concept
requires first to be described to be computed. And because only a fraction
of concepts can be numerically defined, computers remain devices that help
capture, multiply, reproduce and re-visualize the visual bits that emerge during
the visual-maker’s wandering.

8.2.2.4. Place versus Space and Time
One of the main inspirations for my dissertation is the way in which Casey
characterizes place (over space and time), and the sensation of being in
place, as moving about and pausing “in-between,” which fits extremely well
into the concepts of wandering and estrangement. In regard to the creative
visual processes, I explicate the first visual bits that emerge over the course
of painting and drawing as a place of departure, and the genesis of paintings
and drawings as a series of places of encounters. Casey, in a nut shell, claims
that humans make places and in turn places make humans, and I claim that
this understanding can be projected onto creative visual processes. Said
otherwise, art and design make humans while in turn humans make them.
This dissertation suggests that every visual meaning that is arrived at can be
thought of as a place, and a place is always, also, a springboard from which
to leap. Broadened Drawing-Scape enables both making and expanding of
such visual meanings, and so I propose it as the Place for Computing Visual
Meaning.
Instead space and time, I situate the drafters in a place, and enable them
to explore the time-space of their visual artifacts. I make this possible by
recording the turning points of whatever is visually being done. One of the
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workflows that I introduce make it possible to build spatio-temporal models
of drawings that help create further appearances of drawings via volumetric
representations. I explain the processes in chapter 6.
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8.2.3. Technical Contributions
8.2.3.1. Hardware
I develop an apparatus to further develop and support my hypothesis. This
apparatus is unprecedented in the way it utilizes the hardware and software
components that it brings together. Similar setups exist but they concentrate
either on some sort of conversation between humans and machines,380 or a
collaboration between human agents.381 This apparatus concentrates on the
emergence of drawings, paintings, and their makers. A digital camera and a
projector connected to a computer help broaden the means of visual-making,
and also make it possible to re-visit the genesis of hand drawings and paintings
retrospectively to unfold the meanings of drawings indefinitely. This apparatus
makes it clear that the creative process itself is different from the ways we
describe it before or after its actual unfolding!
In terms of utilizing digital peripheral devices, I stick to simple recording and
projection devices, purposefully avoiding utilization of both immersion devices
such as stereoscopic or VR goggles or interaction devices such as Kinect382
and leap-motion. These devices are often mentioned to grant a more natural
human-computer interaction and immersive environments, yet they still
cannot replace any sort of embodied material interaction by any means. I
am not interested in immersions or simulations; I am interested in all sorts of
becoming with genuine embodied material interactions.

380
Open Ended Group’s Drawn Together project is discussed in section 5.3.4.
Precedents.
381
Such as Edwina Portocarrero Navarro’s The NeverEnding Drawing Machine.
382
I showed that I used such technologies to develop computational design
tools and workflows previously in Chapter 7.
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8.2.3.2. Software
The software component of this dissertation is meant to become an open
source script to be developed and transformed in accordance with the goals
of individual users. I developed the code in Processing and made it available to
students in workshops and studios I have taught. The main code was constantly
evolved and at times written from scratch. One of the core functions that was
written was the one that enabled subtraction of two bitmap files to visualize
the bits that get embedded into a canvas between two moments during the
genesis of the drawing. I also developed several other pieces of code used for
auxiliary applications such as bitmap filtering.
The software component does not do any sort of shape recognition or
interpretation. It is a simple tool for recording, multiplying and reusing shapes,
traces and marks. In this respect, there is no intent to build an intelligent or
smart system, but a system that helps us see –and see anew. And because no
machine (so far) can be truly smart or intelligent, this simple goal ends up being
a realistic one. I aim at expanding the visual smartness of users by empowering
them to use their own shapes created in the tangible world. I, by no means,
include any kind of primitive, granting a truly open-ended process that starts
with a blank canvas. Things emerge only if the user makes a mark, draws a
trace, paints a field or simply crumbles the paper and places it under the digital
camera. All visual bits develop from what is created through embodied actions
and through use of an analog medium. The software helps generate and alter
the digital counterparts of whatever exists in the tangible world.
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8.2.4. Visual Contributions
8.2.4.1. True Emergence
There are multifarious types of drawings, paintings and bricolages that were
produced during the development of this study. These visual artifacts are
truly experimental, because they were all discovered, developed and analyzed
during experimental case studies. While some of the drawings and paintings
were planned to follow certain trajectories, none of them ended in a foreseen
visual state. There are always surprises, so that visual artifacts truly emerged.
These visual artifacts can be called drawings, paintings, collages, bricolages
or shape studies. Their presence matters more than their classification. They
are not meant to belong to any of these groups, and they are not intended to
belong to an artistic style. Yet they make it possible to develop and talk about
styles. They are not supposed to be designs. They are meant to be purely visual
approximations. The aesthetic qualities and visual properties vary a lot, as a
proof of concept: you can use the system to produce visuals in any way using
any material. A drawing or painting found beautiful or appealing by one party
can be found aesthetically lacking or unattractive by another. This again does
not matter, as likes and dislikes are not the main concern. But it matters that
the apparatus enables the production and analysis of drawings and paintings.

8.2.4.2. Calculating Watercolor Paintings
Stiny and Knight use Shape Grammars to both analyze and make drawings
and paintings (and designs). They both prefer to use geometric figures, mostly
polygons, to explicate shape grammar operations to the utmost extent. The
drawings mostly involve simple geometric shapes. The paintings again mostly
appear in geometric fashion. There are several exceptions such as Knight’s
1989 paper “Color Grammars: Designing with Lines and Colors” and Stiny
and Knight’s 2014 paper “Making Grammars: from Computing with Shapes
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to Computing with Things.” In the former Knight uses somewhat blobby and
concave polygonal shapes. In the latter, they speculate383 about a making
grammar for Sargent’s watercolor paintings, but they do not develop one, as
doing so would be extremely complicated and challenging.384
In turn, this fact makes the watercolor paintings engendered in this study
a step forward for Shape Grammars, for they use schemas and shape rules
in making and analyzing watercolor paintings. The watercolor paintings and
drawings presented in this study present sophisticated shapes and figures that
emerge from free-hand gestures. In this respect, the shapes are not geometric
but gestural.

383
Knight, Terry, and George Stiny. “Making Grammars: From Computing with
Shapes to Computing with Things.” Design Studies, Special Issue: Computational
Making, 41, Part A (November 2015): 8–28. doi:10.1016/j.destud.2015.08.006. –in
their own words.
384
Ibid.
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8.2.5. Teaching Contributions
This research led me to conduct several workshops, teach a foundational
studio and recruit a dedicated research assistant. The largest workshop, See |
Pixel, took place in İstanbul in 2013 and involved forty attendees. We opened a
mini-exhibition at the end of the workshop at İstanbul Bilgi University.
In the fall 2014 semester, I recruited an architecture undergraduate student
who was also a painter. Joie was approved to become an assistant under MIT’s
Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP). I mention Joie’s
paintings and drawings where applicable.
In the spring 2015 semester, I taught a studio in the Foundation and Experimental
Studies at Rhode Island School of Design. I taught twenty students who were
later distributed to sixteen different departments of art and design.
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8.3. Reflections and Imperfections
Computing requires being flawless. To use both hardware and software
efficiently, one needs to know the inner-workings of both to the utmost extent,
avoiding ill-wirings, bugs and overflows. Machines sometimes require a level
of perfection so high that they appear inhuman. Art and design on the other
hand require humans to be in and out of places continuously, and every new
discovery requires trying and failing, getting lost and being found (or finding),
and finally reaching. There never seems to be a final resolution!
This research doesn’t choose a clear side, although it favors humaning over
computing. It invests in the artist and the drafter for novel visual insights instead
of investing in computing. Probably because of this choice, the Broadened
Drawing-Scape was well received by several audiences among architecture
and design drafters385 as well as computer scientists. For instance, during the
Design Communication Association’s Drawing Communication Conference
that took place in Atlanta in 2014, following my presentation entitled “Hybrid
Palimpsest: Drawing with Computation and Visual Calculation,” a fraction of
the audience claimed that the Broadened Drawing-Scape should become a
product. A similar comment was made during a summer workshop at MIT
when several Computer Science researchers asked if I would make a mobile
application for touch-surface devices. I never planned Broadened DrawingScape to become a product: neither hardware-wise nor software-wise, for
several reasons. First, I knew trying to do so would require quite a lot of time.
Second, I would need to have a business model and I am not interested in
running businesses. I still imagine the apparatus as a tool to see with, as an
educational and exploratory device that can be further developed or modified.
This is much more interesting than making a product as it lets letting-theloose-ends of the project be as loose as possible instead of chopping them off.
Such loose ends, I believe, keep the questions (and problems) alive and open
to evolve and unfold over time. Broadened Drawing-Scape was assembled

385

DCA Conference in Atlanta, Georgia Oct 1-4, 2014.
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and disassembled and re-built many times, until the very end when I decided
to build an aluminum T-slotted frame and mount all the devices around it.
Formerly it was built in İstanbul more than three times, and once, my students
and I used a broken piece of glass with scratches on it. The scratches became
a part of the drawing as we projected templates beneath the drawing surface.
Sometimes we used the scratches tracing over them to become a part of the
drawing, whereas sometimes we totally ignored them and chose not to see
them. How would such an act be possible without a flawed setup?
Imperfections, although they do not have to be with us all the time, are
inherent to our presence. The case studies presented in this dissertation
became a way to re-frame this notion through producing visual artifacts in
imperfect conditions, with imperfect materials and with workflows in which
shapes are replicated with imperfect human hands. All this happened while
using and utilizing a perfectly working ever-incomplete code.
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9.1. Sample Code

//Broadened Drawing-Scape Processing code as updated by
//Joie Chang in 2014
//Declare PImage array list
ArrayList<PImage> layers;
//top layer alpha channel
int diffalpha = 0;
import processing.video.*;
Capture cam;
int count = 0;
int dualswitch = 0; // turns on/off difference taking
section vs transforming section
int baselyr = 0;
int timer = 0;
//rotation trigger
int bgrot = 0;
float toprotate;
//scale trigger
int sizevar;
int trans = 0;
int mask = 0;
//some tracker of layers
int layercount = 0;
int iter = 0;
//array fxn
int arcount = 0;
int Limn = 0;
//translate function
int xpos = 0;
int ypos = 0;
int drag = 0;
int dpress = 0;
//screen size
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int
int
int
int
int
int

xwidth = 1000;
ywidth = 600;
xcenter = xwidth/2;
ycenter = ywidth/2;
xquart = xcenter/2;
yquart = ycenter/2;

//saving extensions ** CHANGE THIS AT EVERY INSTANCE IF YOU CHANGE SOURCE **
String Cdrive = “D:/Dropbox/Dropbox (MIT)/Transfer/UROP
F2014/Processing Sketches/”;
String dataext = “/data/”;
String parentfolder = “sketch_12_17version”;
void setup() {
   System.gc();
  //keep high res
  size(xwidth, ywidth);
  layers = new ArrayList(); //Creates layer array
  for (int i = 0; i < 7; i++) {
    layers.add(null);
  }
  layers.set(3, loadImage(“difflayer.png”)); //adds difflayer in space 1
  layers.set(4, loadImage(“dummy.jpg”)); // caplayer
  layers.set(5, loadImage(“bg.jpg”)); //background
  layers.set(6, loadImage(“bg.jpg”)); //difference primitive saver
  
  frameRate(1);
   String[] cameras = Capture.list();
   
   if (cameras.length == 0) {
   println(“There are no cameras available for capture.”);
   exit();
   }
   else {
   println(“Available cameras:”);
   for (int i = 0; i < cameras.length; i++) {
   print (i + “ “);
   println(cameras[i]);
   }
   
   // The camera can be initialized directly using an
   // element from the array returned by list():
   cam = new Capture(this, cameras[99]);
   cam.start();
   }
}
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void draw() {
   if (cam.available() == true) {
   cam.read();
   }
//Camera Mode, Difference Capture  
  if (dualswitch == 0) {
         if (count < 2) {
           blendMode(BLEND);
           tint(255, 255);
          image(cam, 0, 0);
          println(timer);
          timer = timer +1;
         }
        else if (count >= 2) {
          image(layers.get(1), 0, 0);
          image(layers.get(2), 0, 0);
        }  
}
//Transformative Mode
  else if (dualswitch == 1) {
   
                if (layercount >= 1) {
                  layers.get(4).blend(layers.get(5), 0,
0, xwidth, ywidth, 0, 0, xwidth, ywidth, DARKEST);
                  diffalpha = 0;
                  save(Cdrive + parentfolder + dataext +
“dummy.jpg”);
                  layers.set(5, loadImage(“dummy.jpg”));
                  layers.set(3, loadImage(“difflayer.
png”));
                  layercount = 0;
                }
           
            //apply transformations + displaying difflayer
(3rd, difference layer)
         /*
System.out.println(layers.size());
            for (int i = 0; i < layers.size(); i++) {
              if (layers.get(i) == null) {
                System.out.println(i);
              }
              else {
              System.out.println((layers.get(i)).toString());
              }
            }   
            System.out.println(layers.get(5).getClass().
getName());*/
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              background(layers.get(5));
       //
tint(255, diffalpha);
              //pushing to center for rotation
              pushMatrix();
              translate(xcenter, ycenter);
            
                    if (bgrot == 1) {
                      //call rotation fxn
                      rotfxn ();
                    }
                    rotate(toprotate);
                    
                    //call scaling
                    if (trans >= 1) {
                      //call resizefxn
                        scalefxn ();
                    }
                    if (dpress == 1) {
                      //calls translate fxn
                      dragfxn();
                    }
                
                    //call array
                       if (arcount == 2 ) {
                            arfxn ();
                            popMatrix();
                          }
                       else if (arcount == 0){
                          //Dimension Change
                          translate(xpos, ypos);
                           image(layers.get(3), -xcenter,
-ycenter);
                          popMatrix();
                        }
          }
  }

void mousePressed() {
  //first mouse click enters difference taking mode
   //case 1: first time, layer from cam capture
  if ((dualswitch == 0) && (count <= 1)) {
   // dualswitch = 0;
    count = count +1;
    save(Cdrive + parentfolder + dataext + “test” + count
+”.jpg”);
    layers.set(count, loadImage(“test”+count+”.jpg”));
    println(“Capture Taken.”);
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    // adds layer 1 and 2 of the first time case to array
index 1 and 2
    
    //case 1: take difference
  if ((dualswitch == 0) && (count == 2)) {
     layers.get(2).blend(layers.get(1), 0, 0, xwidth,
ywidth, 0, 0, xwidth, ywidth, DIFFERENCE);
      count = count + 1;  
  }  
  }
    //case 1:Invert, load difflayer as new primitive, enter transformative mode
  else if ((dualswitch == 0) && (count == 3)){
     filter(INVERT);
     save(Cdrive + parentfolder + dataext + “difflayer.
png”);
    //reset original background image (**FIX THIS SO IT
CAN GENERATE TO WHATEVER SPECIFIED SIZE!**)
    //addtional
    if (iter > 0) {
      layers.set(5, loadImage(“test2.jpg”));
    }
    //first capture
    else if (iter == 0) {
    layers.set(5, loadImage(“bg.jpg”));
    }
    layers.set(3, loadImage(“difflayer.png”));
    blendMode (DARKEST);
    //switch to transformative mode
    dualswitch = 1;
    println(“Transformative Mode”);
    //resets image capture counter
    count = 0;  
  }
  //case 2: second time, layer from existing difflayer
  else if ((dualswitch == 1) && (count == 0)) {
    
/*    save(Cdrive + parentfolder + dataext + “test” + count +”.jpg”);
    layers.set(count, loadImage(“test”+count+”.jpg”));
  */
  //layer 6 saves the consecutive differences, current
difflayer multiplied with all the other difflayers saved
     if(baselyr == 0) {
     //first iteration, add the original underlying drawing as well
       layers.set(6, layers.get(1).get());
       baselyr = 1;
     }
      tint(255, 0);
       image(layers.get(6), 0, 0);
       layers.get(6).blend(layers.get(3), 0, 0, xwidth,
ywidth, 0, 0, xwidth, ywidth, MULTIPLY);
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       save(“compiledlyr.png”);
      layers.set(1, layers.get(6).get());
      toprotate = 0;
      xpos = 0;
      ypos = 0;
//    layers.set(1, layers.get(3).get());
    dualswitch = 0;
    println(“Capture Mode”);
    iter = iter + 1;
    count = 1;
  }
}
  
void keyPressed() {
  //Image Save Fxn
  if ((key == &apos;s&apos;)) {
    //captures camera initial image
     //count = count + 1;
    //adds time stamp
    int d = day();
// Values from 1 - 31
    int m = month(); // Values from 1 - 12
    int s = second(); // Values from 0 - 59
    int min = minute(); // Values from 0 - 59
    int h = hour();
// Values from 0 - 23
    String savename = Cdrive + parentfolder +”/ForcedSaves/Test” + m + “-” + d + “[“ + h + “-” + min + “-” + s
+ “].png”;
    save(savename);
  }
  //Rotation Function Trigger
  if ((key == &apos;r&apos;)) {
    if (bgrot == 0) {
      bgrot = 1;
    } else if (bgrot == 1) {
      bgrot = 0;
    }
  }
  //Capture + Multiply Function
  if ((key == &apos;c&apos;)) {
    //saves transformed difflayer to caplayer
    layers.set(4, layers.get(3).get());
  
    //clear current transforms
    toprotate = 0;
    sizevar = xwidth;
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    bgrot = 0;
    trans = 0;
    arcount = 0;
    xpos = 0;
    ypos = 0;
    layercount = 1;
    
    //write a function to create a dummy thing, flatten to
original, repeat
  }
  //Array Function
  if ((key == &apos;a&apos;)) {
    if (arcount == 0){
      arcount = 1;
    println(“Input n for a n x n array.”);
    }
    else if (arcount == 2) {
      arcount = 0;
      Limn = 0;
  }
  }
  //array function number input
else if ((arcount == 1)) {
  for (int narr = 0; narr < 10; narr++) {
    int keynum = Character.getNumericValue(key);
     if ((keynum == narr)) {
     Limn = narr;
     arcount = 2;
     println(“This will be a “ + Limn + “ x “ + Limn + “
array.”);
     }
  }
}
  
  //Scaling Function
  if ((key == &apos;t&apos;)) {
    if (trans == 0) {
      trans = 1;
      mask = 255;
    } else if (trans == 1) {
      trans = 2;
      mask = 0;
    }
  }
  
  //Drag Function
  if ((key == &apos;d&apos;)) {
    if (dpress == 0){
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      dpress = 1;
    }
    else if (dpress == 1) {
      dpress = 0;
  }
  
}
}
void rotfxn () {
  //first check if you are to the right of the y axis as
arctan only goes from -half pi to half pi
  float angle = -atan (float(-(mouseY-ycenter)) /
float((mouseX-xcenter)));
  if (((mouseX-xcenter) >= 0)) {
    toprotate = angle;
  } else if (((mouseX-xcenter) < 0)) {
    toprotate = PI + angle;
  }
}
void scalefxn () {
  if (mouseX >= xcenter) {
    sizevar = round(mouseX*2);
  } else if (mouseX < xcenter) {
    sizevar = round(mouseX*1.5);
  }
  if(trans == 1) {
    //layer 4 is the dummy layer to save the changes of
the difflayer then -> flatten to layer 2
     layers.set(4, layers.get(3).get());
     //caplayer = difflayer;
      image(layers.get(4), -xcenter, -ycenter);
      layers.get(4).resize(sizevar, 0);
      tint(255, mask);
  }
    else if (trans == 2) {
        layers.get(3).resize(sizevar, 0);
        trans = 0;
      }
}
void arfxn () {
//using the input of row and columns
for (int x=0; x < Limn; x++){
  for (int y=0; y < Limn; y++){
    pushMatrix();
      translate(50*x*mouseX/100, 50*y*mouseY/100);
       image(layers.get(3), -xquart-xcenter, -yquart-

Chapter 9
ycenter);
      popMatrix();
  //create first x row
  //cascade down to n y rows
  }
}
}
void dragfxn () {
xpos = pmouseX;
ypos = pmouseY;
}
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9.3. Illustration Credits
All images are produced by or under supervision of Onur Yüce Gün unless
otherwise is noted here.

Chapter 1
Figure 1.01. Gustave Doré’s illustration. Reproduced for this dissertation.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Gustave_Dor%C3%A9_-_Dante_
Alighieri_-_Inferno_-_Plate_1_(I_found_myself_within_a_forest_dark...).jpg
Figure 1.03. Drawing from the series “Windwalks” by artist Tim Knowles.
Reproduced: http://www.timknowles.co.uk/Default.aspx?tabid=503
Figure 1.04. Scanned and reproduced from Crary’s book. Crary, Jonathan.
1990. Techniques of the Observer: On Vision and Modernity in the Nineteenth
Century. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press.
Figure 1.05, 1.06 and 1.07. Drawn by Onur Yüce Gün after Stiny.
Figure 1.08. Drawn by Onur Yüce Gün.
Figure 1.15a. “Intel Inside” logo. Reproduced. https://upload.wikimedia.
org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/4/44/Intel_Inside_Logo.svg/2000px-Intel_
Inside_Logo.svg.png
Figure 1.15b. “Human Insight” logo by Onur Yüce Gün.
Figure 1.16. Artwork by Vik Muniz. Reproduced. http://www.sothebys.com/
en/auctions/ecatalogue/2013/contemporary-art-n09010/lot.135.html
Figure 1.17. Original artwork by Nebahat Gün.
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Chapter 3
Figure 3.01. Piston illustration. https://nafrizaltimes.wordpress.com/
category/auto-sains/
Figure 3.02. Patent illustration. http://patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/
US6807927B2/US06807927-20041026-D00002.png
Figure 3.03. Illustration. https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/
da/52/4a/da524a695172fb1c65ffb5e8238c206a.jpg
Figure 3.04. Rendering. http://www.howrah.org/images/articles/pistons/carpistons.jpg
Figure 3.05a and 3.05b. Artwork by Jud Turner. http://judturner.com/new_
work_gal/new_gal50.html
Figure 3.06a, 3.06b and 3.06c. Screenshots captured in Processing. Original
Code by Jared Tarbell. http://www.complexification.net/gallery/machines/
substrate/
Figure 3.06a. Peter Gric, Realignment II. http://www.gric.at/gallery/bild279.
htm
Figure 3.06b. Peter Gric, Realignment II. http://www.gric.at/
gallery2/2013-10-30_16-01_studio.htm
Figure 3.06c. Peter Gric, Realignment II. http://www.gric.at/
gallery2/2013-10-30_12-02_studio.htm
Figure 3.08. Gustave Doré’s illustration. https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Gustave_Dor%C3%A9_-_Dante_Alighieri_-_Inferno_-_Plate_1_(I_
found_myself_within_a_forest_dark...).jpg
Figure 3.09. George Stiny’s book cover. Reproduced. http://
shapetalkingaboutseeinganddoing.org/Shape.pdf

Chapter 4
Figure 4.03. Drawn by Onur Yüce Gün after Stiny.
Figure 4.07. Drawing from the series “Windwalks” by artist Tim Knowles.
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Reproduced: http://www.timknowles.co.uk/Default.aspx?tabid=503
Figure 4.12a. Photo from Tim Knowles’ original art work: “Tree Drawings.”
http://www.timknowles.co.uk/Work/TreeDrawings/tabid/265/Default.aspx
Figure 4.12b. Photo from Tim Knowles’ original art work: “Tree Drawings.”
http://www.timknowles.co.uk/Work/TreeDrawings/4PanelWeepingWillow/
tabid/282/Default.aspx
Figure 4.12c. Photo from Tim Knowles’ original art work: “Tree Drawings.”
http://www.timknowles.co.uk/Work/TreeDrawings/CircularWeepingWillow/
tabid/266/Default.aspx
Figure 4.13a. Artwork by Heather Hansen: “Emptied Gestures.” http://static1.
squarespace.com/static/5212c3cae4b0c30757485ae6/52d1aa03e4b0a09111
5f4d5a/52d1abd5e4b02276b3d8978c/1431761809625/heather+(35+of+59).
jpg?format=1000w
Figure 4.13b. Artwork by Heather Hansen: “Emptied Gestures.” http://static1.
squarespace.com/static/5212c3cae4b0c30757485ae6/t/52f12a61e4b00a
9ac8ef546f/1391536744668/Screen+Shot+2014-01-27+at+11.35.37+AM.
png?format=1500w
Figure 4.14. Jastrow’s duck-rabbit. Reproduced. https://i.ytimg.com/
vi/7D1ohBHlFTM/maxresdefault.jpg
Figure 4.15a. Duck-rabbit illustration. Reproduced. http://www.michaelgiesecke.de/training/Texte/03_Programme/Schema/uebmat_hase_m.htm
Figure 4.15b. Photoshop over Figure 4.14 by Onur Yüce Gün. Crocodile
image taken from: http://www.phombo.com/fun-games/colour-sheets-andpuzzles/382401/full/popular/
Figure 4.16. Reproduced. Scan from Shelby, Lon R. 1977. Gothic Design
Techniques: The Fifteenth Century Design Booklets of Mathes Roriczer and
Hanns Schmuttermayer. Carbondale, Ill: Southern Illinois University Press.
Figure 4.17, 4.18a and 4.18b. Drawn by Onur Yüce Gün after Stiny.
Figure 4.19. Leonardo Da Vinci, Study of Neptune. http://i.imgur.com/
qB2YcUU.jpg
Figure 4.21a and 4.21b. “Shiseido 30-Year Anniversary Poster” http://www.
maedastudio.com/1995/shisposter/index.php
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Chapter 5
Figure 5.01. Reproduced. Scan from Woodbury, Robert. 2010. Elements of
Parametric Design. London; New York: Routledge.
Figure 5.02. “Project: L-Systems” http://www.erase.net/projects/l-systems/
Figure 5.14. https://9to5mac.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/fiftythree-sdk-2procreate.jpg
Figure 5.15. Installation Schematic, Open Ended Group. http://
openendedgroup.com/images/dt_diagram_1000x500.jpg
Figure 5.16.. http://gizmodo.com/hps-sprout-is-a-creation-machine-with-nomouse-or-keybo-1652246388
Figure 5.22. Edward Hopper, “Morning Sun.” https://www.1000museums.
com/art_works/edward-hopper-morning-sun

Chapter 6
Figure 6.16. Lebbeus Woods, San Francisco Project. http://broadmuseum.
msu.edu/lebbeus-woods
Figure 6.21. “Great Wave off Kanagawa” by Hokusai. https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/The_Great_Wave_off_Kanagawa#/media/File:Great_Wave_off_
Kanagawa2.jpg
Figure 6.24. Chinese calligraphy. Reproduced. https://www.pinterest.com/
pnwpanda/calligraphy-chinese/
The students’ names for all studio work shown in Chapter 6 are mentioned in
the text.

Chapter 7
Figure 7.04. Drawn by Onur Yüce Gün after Ullman.
Figure 7.11a. White U. Taken from Onur Yüce Gün’s Masters thesis. https://
dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/35503
Figure 7.12, 7.13 and 7.14. Drawn by Onur Yüce Gün after Stiny.
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Chapter 8
Figure 8.01. “Melencolia I” by Dürer. http://www.metmuseum.org/art/
collection/search/336228
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